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CHAPTER 1:

INIRODUCTION

Throughout the nation there is renewed interest in and commitment to educa-
tional excellence as shown by the many recent analyses of American education (Boyer,
1983; Good lad, 1984; President's Commission for acellence in Education, 1983) and the
proposals that have been made for educational reform (Holmes Group, 1986; Shulman,
1987; Carnegie Corporation, 1986). Although many different aspects of the educational
enterprise have received att-mtion and suggestions for improvement, there has been
particular emphasis on the preparation, support, and credentialing of new teachers. This
emphasis on new teachers has been part of a broader discussion of the further develop-
ment of teaching as a profession (e.g., Wise and Darling-Hammond, 1987; Shulman and
Sykes, 1986), principally through an increased emphasis on improved quality, opporti.ni-
ties for professional development, and expansion of career roles for classroom teachers.

Policy efforts to increase the quality of teachers have concentrated on improved
methods of assessing teacher performance, pparticularly among beginning teachers.
Several leading advocates of educational reform have argued that more rigorous and
comprehensive assessments of teachers' knowledge and competence should be developed
and adopted (Holmes Group, 1986; Shulman, 1987; Carnegie Corporation, 1986). Of
course, efforts to improve teacher quality must also be concerned with maintaining a
sufficient quantity of teachers. In California, more than 25,000 teacher candidates were
enrolled in collegiate training programs during 1988-89, costing the state hundreds of
millions of dollars annually (Gomez, 1989). Unfortunately, up to half of the state's
beginning teachers leave their classrooms within five years. This high rate of attrition
compounds the recruitment problems of school districts, and increases the overall cost of
preparing a sufficfnit supply of new teachers.

While some new teachers leave the profession to earn higher incomes in other
jobs, growing evidence suggests that the high turnover rate among new teachers is also
due to a lack of support during the beginning years of teaching. Many new teachers
quit because of frustration, isolation, and a sense of inability to meet the increasingly
complex demands that all teachers face.

Like most other states, California has many programs for the preparation and
certification of prospective teachers. Most of these programs are offered by accredited
colleges and umversities; some are administered by local school districts, often in con-
junction with post-secondary institutions. In addition, many California teachers are
trained in other states. Each teacher preparation program in California is evaluated
periodically by the Commission on Teacher Credentialing, on the basis of program quali-
ty standards, which are designed to ensure that each candidate has a thorough and effec-
tive preparation for classroom teaching. Nevertheless, some legislators and other policy
makers have advocated a more "candidate-based" certification system, in which the
competence and performance of each candidate would be measured and verified in a
standardized process. Some teacher advocates have supported the same concept in
order to add to the professional stature of teaching. Several universities have advocated
"candidate-based" assessment as a way to replace or reduce the evaluation of campus-
based programs of teacher preparation. Other teachers and teacher educators have
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expressed concerns about the poZ,mtial effects of a standardized assessment process on
the attractiveness of teaching as a career, on the diverse composition of teaching as a
profession, and on the curriculum of teariler preparation. Many policy analysts have
questioned the costs of a statewide assessment process, and researchers have wondered
whether valid, reliable measurements couid be done at a relatively low cost level.

During the last several years, education policymakers in California have discussed
these teacher induction issues, and are interested in examining the extent to which a
state policy to support and assess new teachers would:

o improve the effectiveness of new teachers;

o increase the retention of capable new teachers in the profession;

o improve the process of screening teachers' competence as a basis for
certification;

o promote professionalism and commitment to professional development
among teachers; and

o contribute to school improvement through greater collegiality and in-
volvement in induction by experienced teachers.

Before desrribing the pilot study of policy alternatives, the relevant literature will
be summarized to indicate what is currently known about the characteristics of new
teachers which might guide their support and assessment.

Review of literature on New Teachers

Although education is usually characterized by diverse opinions and controversy,
in the past few years a general consensus has been reached regarding the role and
importance of new teacher support programs in improving the education of youth in the
United States. The consensus is that such programs should seek to address two major
concerns: the incompleteness of preservice training and the high departure rates of new
teachers from the profession.

Incompleteness of Preservice Training

Effective teachers have mastery of basic concepts in a number of different fields,
including human development, psychology, sociology, philosophy, communication, and
the disciplines underlying the subjects they teach. -The,' are also familiar with current
instructional technology, theories of cognition, and prii.-inles of human motivation.
Effective teachers quickly grasp the philosophy of a school district's curricular goals, and
translate these goals into classroom instructional activities. Furthermore, they know how
to adapt instructional strategies to the needs of a variety of learners.

Clearly, the knowledge base of teaching is very complex. Other professions such
as medicine, engineering and architecture require a lengthy training period with gradual
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increases in responsibilities (Wise and Darling-Hammond, 1987), Under the current
structure of teacher preparation, prospective teachers are supaxvised for a brief period
of time as they loractice applying the concepts and techniques they have learned. They
then assume full responsibility for teacl '71g their own classes with minimal supervision
and support. Although collegiate stud./ and supervised student teaching are important
rehearsals, they do not represent the many complex and varied situations a new teacher
faces in his or her own classroom. The literature on new teachers shows a growing
realization that support programs for beginning teachers are needed to complete the
training and studies that prospective teachers experience in colleges and universities
(Borko, 1986; Clark et al.; McDonald, 1980). When new California teachers in one
study commented on their teacher preparation experience, they repeatedly noted their
difficulty in appb,* what they learned in coursework to their present classrooms (Ber-
liner et al., 1987). Foi this reason, teacher educators have recognized for many years
that preservice courses and experiences cannot fully prepare college students to perform
as excellent practitioners in classrooms. Regardless of the quality and effectiveness of
prior study and supervised practice, the acquisition of professional practices in contem-
porary classrooms requires extended opportunities to reflect on and discuss these prac-
tices in a collegial environment.

Problems of New Teachers

New teachers face problems in three areas: technical, socioemotional, and insti-
tutional. Technical problems ate related to content transmission, pedagogy and man-
agement of the classroom. It is common for new teachers to report significant difficul-
ties in classroom management (Veenman, 1934), curriculum implementation (Grant and
Zeichner, 1981; Veenman, 1984; Berliner et al., 1987), managing diversity within the
classroom (Grant and Zeichner, 1981; Veenman, 1984; Borko et al., 1986; Berliner et
al., 1987; Berliner et aL, 1988), motivation of students (Veenman, 1984) and relations
with parents (Veenman, 1984; Berliner et al., 1987). The few extant studies of the effec-
tiveness of teacher support projects (Varah et al., 1986; Huling-Austin, 1988) provide
some evidence that induction projects can affect the instructional effectiveness of new
teachers in comparison with uther a control group of teachers who did not receive
formal support, or the new teachers' effectiveness at the beginning of the support
project.

In addition to technical problems, new teachers also report socioemotional prob-
lems. Most teachers work in isolation from other adults, with few opportunities to
observe their colleagues (Lortie, 1975). Consequently, they have few chances to com-
pare their classes and teaching to that of other teachers, or to determine how their
problems and successes compare with those of other teachers. This lack of information
and uncertainty magniiies the insecurity and self-doubts of new teachers, who face the
problems of acquiring and developing materials, lesson plans and tests without the expe-
rience and expertise that seasoned teachers draw upon. At times, the many demands of
the classroom intrude on new teachers' personal lives. Not surprisingly, they generally
appreciate someone who is willing to listen to their problems -- both personal and pro-
fessional -- and offer supportive and useful feedback (Borko, 1986).

The last category of problems that new teachers face are institutional ones.
These include the task of understanding district and school policies, practices, and
procedures; identifying resources and how to take advantage of them; and becoming a
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member of the community of teachers in the school. Many new teachers have initial
difficulties in locating and absorbing this critical information (Grant and Zeichner, 1981;
Odell, 1986).

Differences between Novice Teachers and Expert Teachers

As the induction of teachers into the profession has emerged as a major issue in
education, researchers have begun to study the differences between novice and expert
teachers. Although we are only in the initial stages of understanding the development of
expertise in teaching, and in identifying the extent of variation among individual teach-
ers, this knowledge is particularly critical to the design of support programs and assess-
ments of beginning teachers. As the process of teacher development is better under-
stood, it is likely that the principles which guide the practices of expert teachers can be
incorporated into new teacher support programs. If so, perhaps larger numbers of
beginning teachers would attain hi.gher levels of expertise and effectiveness, which would
allow more in-depth assessment of particular knowledge and skills. This section summa-
rizes briefly the literature on differences between novice and expert teachers.

In comparison with new teachers, when experienced teachers are asked to de-
scribe their own lesson plans (Leinhardt, 1989) or what they observe in a videotape of
another classroom's activities (Berliner, 1989), the experienced teachers provide more
detailed descriptions, and their descriptions exhibit more cohesive themes. Experienced
teachers seem to see lessons as composed of general pedagogical routines--routines for
introducing new concepts, routines for applying concepts previously learned, routines for
reviewing material previously learned, homework collection routines, and groupwork
routines. Novice teachers are unlikely to use the language of routines to describe class-
room activities; indeed, they do not seem to perceive the importance nf routines. The
time spent in routine activities is much more variable for novice teachers than for expe-
rienced teachers; novice teachers also use a more varied and loosely coupled set of activ-
ities than experienced teachers. The result is that they frequently need to spend time
familiarizing students with and enforcing rules regarding the activity, reducing efficiency
in the use of classroom time (Leinhardt, 1989).

This variation in general pedagogical skills is paralleled by variation in the skills
of content pedagogy. There is less variation in representations of content used by expe-
rienced teachers than in those used by novice teachers. Expetienced teachers are more
likely to use the same representation of content (e.g., a number line) for a seties of
lessons, while novice teachers often use unfamiliar representations of content to intro-
duce new concepts (Leinhardt, 1989). The practice of the novice teachers results in
more confusion by students who needed to learn a new form of content as well as a new
concept. The explanations of concepts by experienced teachers were also more concise,
highlighting prerequisite skills or concepts that the students already had learned (Lein-
hardt, 1989).

The content knowledge of expert and novice teachers also digers in a similar
fashion. Expert teachers see the subject as organized in frameworks; novice teachers
are more likely to see it as a collection of facts (Wilson, 1988; cf. Leinhardt, 1989). The
extent to which this organization of content knowledge is likely to develop with class-
room experience is not clear. It seems plausible that a certain level of content knowl-
edge is prerequisite to conceptualizing the subject matter in terms of frameworks.
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Expert teachers also are better able to articulate a knowledge of students and
studeiic learning than either novice teachers (Leinhardt, 1983; Wilson, 1988) or subject
matter specialists whose major focus is content and not teaching (Wilson, 1988). This
includes generic knowledge, subject-specific knowledge, and topic-specific knowledge
about stuJents, which experienced teachers formulate into frameworks which guide both
general and individual instruction.

These recent studies of novice and expert teachers suggest there is much that ne.v
teachers need to learn in order to become proficient classroom practitioners. As was
suggested previously, however, many individuals cannot learn all of the comple)dties of
teaching in preservice training programs or supervised practicums. An extended process
of intensive consultation and mentoring is needed for beginning teachers to acquire the
skills and knowledge that constitute expertise in pedagogy.

California New Teacher Project

To explore innovative methods of new teacher support and assessment, the Cali-
fornia Legislature, in the Teacher Credentialing Law of 1988 (Chapter 1355 of the Stat-
utes of 1988), created the California New Teacher Project (CNTP). The CNTP, jointly
administered by the Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CTC) and the State De-
partment of Education (SDE), has three components: support, evaluation, and assess-
ment. A brief overview of each component and the overall goals of the CNTP are
found in this section; the assessment component is described in more detail in the fol-
lowing section.

During the first year (1988-89), the support component of the CNTP co--isted of
fifteen local pilot projects representing diverse teaching contexts as well as a ty c
approaches to supporting new teachers. Approximately 650 first- and seconu% Ar

teachers participated in training or seminars sponsored by districts and institutions of
higher education, worked with mentors and other experienced teachers, and met with
peer support groups. Support projects funded by the California New Teacher Project
differ in their areas of emphasis an i 'Methods of delivery, but they collectively address
the technical, socioemotional, and institutional problems of new teachers. It should be
noted that these projects are not the only new teacher supprt programs in California;
others are sponsored by individual school districts or jointly by the SDE and the Califor-
nia State University system. However, these fifteen projects have agreed to participate
in research on alternative methods of new teacher support that is sponsored by the
CNTP.

The CNTP evaluation component is investigating the effects of the support on
new teacher effectiveness and retention, as well as the cost-effectiveness of the various
methods used to support new teachers in the fifteen projects. Experimentation with
alternative methods of teacher support combined with the evaluation of these forms of
support should help to identify the kinds of assistance that are most effective as new
teachers enter the profession. The CTC and SDE have contracted with the Southwest
Regional Laboratory (SWRL) to conduct all acdvities in the evaluation component. The
results of this evaluation are being reported to the CTC and SDE in a separate report
by SWRL
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Assessment Component of the ralifornin NPsi Teocher Project

The assessment component of the CNTP consists of the development and pilot
testing of innovative forms of new teacher assessment. The evaluation of diverse ap-
proaches to teacher assessments is intended to identify the most promising ways in which
a comprehensive assessment of teacher candidates could inform the certification process
and contribute to the quality of teaching. This document reports the analysis of the
pilot tests that were conducte I in the assessment component in 1989, the first year of
the CNTP. The pilot tests were administered by Far West Laboratory for Educational
Research and Development (FWL),_ with assistance in the design, observation, and
analysis of the pilot tests from RMC Research Corporation. The design and purpose of
these pilot tests are described in Chapter 2. During 1989, the assessment component
also included the development of five additional assessments that will be pilot tested in
the second year of the project.

The Bergeson Act (S.B. 148) specifically requires that each alternative method of
support and assessment be evaluated in terms of:

o its effectiveness at retaining capable beginning teachers in the profes-
sion;

o its effectiveness at improving the pedagogical content knowledge and
skills of the beginning teachers who are retained;

o its effectiveness at improving the ability of beginning teachers to teach
students who are ethnically, culturally, economically, academically, and
linguistically diverse;

o its effectiveness at identifying beginning teachers who need additional
assistance and, if that additional assistance fails, who should be removed
from the profession of education;

o the relative costs of the method in relation to its beneficial effects; and

o the extent to which an alternative method of supporting or assessing
beginning teachers would, if it were added to the other state require-
ments for teaching credentials, make careers in education more or less
appealing to prospective teachers.

Although the support and assessment components are guided by relevant s:ate
curriculum frameworks and expectations for the pedagogical competence of new teach-
ers, the SDE and CTC have not generated a list of competencies to serve as a common
focus for all components of the CNTP. Instead, to increase the variety of methods
being evaluated, the asst:ssment component is conducted independently of the evaluation
and support components. For this reason, the competencies being measured by the
assessment instruments being piloted may or may not coincide with the areas of support
offered to the new teachers by their support projects. The integration of lessons learned
from the evaluation and assessment components will facilitate an analysis of relationships
and interactions among teacher preparation, support, assessment and certification to
suggest whether and how a program of support and assessment for new teachers should
be developed in a coordinated manner.
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Since the purpose of this document is to describe and analyze the pilot testing for
the assessment component, the rationale and design for this component are described in
more detail in the following section.

Rationale and Design of the Assessment Component

As a result of educational reform efforts which focus on the development of
teaching as a profession, states are moving to candidate-based assessments to supple-
ment their existing program-based modes of assessment. To enhance the academic abili-
ties of teacher candidates, there is a trend toward setting higher standards for teacher
preparation programs, increasing the requirements for matriculation, and specifying the
competencies to be mastered before the completion of programs. States are also adopt-
ing new assessments whose passage by teacher candidates is required for credentialing.

Like other states, California is particularly concerned about maximizing the quali-
ty of teaching in its schools. The CIV has recently revised the Standards of Program
4Quality and Effectiveness (CTC, 1988) for teacher preparation programs. The Commis-
sion's new standards include a defmition of the levels of pedagogical competence and
performance expected of program graduates. California has also participated in the
movement to evaluate individual teacher candidates through the use of particular in-
struments that assess teacher competence: the California Basic Educational Skills Test
(CBEST), the NTE Core Battery, and the NTE Specialty Area Tests. In recent years,
these tests have been reviewed by California teachers and teacher educators in terms of
their appropriateness for use in the credentialing process (Watkins, 1985; Wheeler and
Elias, 1983; Wheeler et al., 1988). Sugsested changes in the fifteen NTE Specialty Area
Tests, for example, included revision ot the content to make the tests more compatible
with the California Curriculum Frameworks, and augmentation of these multiple-choice
tests with some type of performance assessment. These changes are currently being
implemented by the CTC in consultation with the State Superintendent and Educational
Testing Service.

Nationally, the interest in assessing the quality of teachers has underscored the
absence of assessment approaches that are closely related to the tasks that teachers
perform in the course of their work. This has led to the development of alternatives to
multiple-choice tests, which historically have bPen the dominant form of large-scale
teacher assessments. The alternatives are often referred to as "innovative" or perform-
ance-based assessments because of their emphasis on direct measurement of actual
teacher performance.

A variety of performance-based teacher assessments has been developed in recent
years, including a number of observation instruments which have been adopted as re-
quirements in teacher certification programs in other states. However, many of these
instruments are quite prescriptive in terms of teaching style. Most of them simply
measure the frequency of specific behaviors that are generally associated with student
achievement, rather than assessing the appropriateness of such behaviors when they
occur in particular situations. The Bergeson Act specifically prohibits the use of check-
lists of teacher behaviors which tabulate the presence or absence of discrete behaviors.
Since California classrooms are extremely diverse, instruments which do not fairly assess
a variety of teaching styles in diverse contexts are inappropriate for use in assessing
California teachers. For this reason, the CNTP is designed to evaluate the degree to
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which various assessment approaches measure the ability of teacher candidates to teach
a wide variety of students.

The Bergeson Act reflects an emerging design for California's assessment of
teacher candidates in four areas: basic academic s Ils; subject matter knowledge;
subject specific pedagogy; and general pedagogy. The CBEST has been jud ed to be
Laitable for assessing candidate performance in the first area (Watkins, 1986 ). Two
current projects that address the second area are: the development of a replacement
test for the NTE Core Battery Test for the assessment of subject matter knowledge of
prospective elementary teachers; and the revision and augmentation of the NTE Special-
ty Tests for assessing subject matter knowledge of prospective secondary teachers.

e last two areas were judged to be best assessed after teacher candidates haw some
experience in conducting their own clar.zooms, i.e., in the first year or two of teaching.
The CNTP focuses on the identification of promising, cost-effective methods of assess-ment of the last two areas, with special emphasis on six content areas: Elementary
Teaching, Secondary English, Secondary Mathematics, Secondary Life Science, Second-
ary Physical Science, and Secondary Social Science.

Because of the high interest in teacher assessment among education professionals
in recent years, together with a growing recognition' of the limitations of multiple-chok:e
forms of assessment, new assessment approaches are being developed. These -new
approaches include the evaluation of tasks that resemble those which teachers commonly
perform in the classroom. Assessment approaches include the use of videotapes or
written vignettes, structured interviews, structured simulations, and reviews of portfolios
of a teacher's work. Classmom ob.ervation instruments, which assess teachers in the
course of instruction in their own classrooms, are also being revised and refined.

In planning the research to be conducted in the assessment component of the
CNTP, staff from the CIt and SDE considered both the high cost of assessm.At devel-
opment and the desirability of evaluating a wide variety of assessment approaches.
Many "innovative" assessment instruments are in the initial stages of development, and
could serve only as initial prototypes for exploring the potential of an assessment ap-proach, rather than as state-of-the-art instruments reflecting a long period of experimen-taliJn within the approach.

To maximize the information to be gathered while minimizing the costs, the in-
strume Its chosen for pilot testing in the initial year (and the instruments to be de-
veloped in the subsequent years) were not required to be fully developed products
whose validity and reliability were well established. Instead, the pilot testing was de-signed to yield information about the strengths and weaknesses of assessment approach-es for which the specific instruments serve as outstanding exemplars. The purpose of
the pilot testing is not to consider particular instruments for adoption, but to identify
promising approaches to the assessment of teachers, to guide future selection and/or
development of assessment instruments which are tailored to the California context.Consistent with this purpose, assessment prototypes were piloted on a small scale with a
thorough trouble-shooting process in order to learn as much as possible about the ef-
fects of each approach before conducting expensive, large-scale fielo tests.

To ensure the broadest possible representation of assessment approaches, CTC
and SDE staff began with a review of existing teacher assessment instruments. They
hoped to avoid as much as possible the high costs of initial development by pilot testing
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existing instruments. However, the state agencies were able to locate and identify only a
few existing assessment instruments that employ innovative modes of assessment, or that
assess significant domains of teacher competence that have not been assessed adequately
in the past. These instruments include: a classroom observation instrument that assesses
general pedagogy; three semi-structured interviews in elementary mathematics, secondary
mathematics, and secondary social studies which assess subject-specific pedagogy; and a
multiple-choice examination that utilizes innovative questions and materials to assess
general pedagogy and content-specific pedagogy in elementary education. The
CTC/SDE staff chose to pilot test these instruments in the initial year of the CNTP, and
to commission the development of additional instruments in other areas which had beer.
insufficiently explored. These additional instruments are slated for pilot testing in the
second and third years of the project.

A comprehensive teacher assessment system for California cannot be developed
quickly. For example, classroom observation instruments should reflect the complexities
of student-teacher interactions, instructional decisions, and student involvement. Most
performance-based assessments that would capture these complexities are in initial
stages of development, and would need to be tailored to the California curriculum and
diverse teaching contexts. During the next two years, the experimental work to be
undertaken by the CNTP will provide insights into the kinds of assessments that would
be most cost-effective, when and how those assessments should be administered, and
how educational groups and organizations can best assist prospective and novice teach-
ers in environments that feature assistance and accountability. Although the main
purpose of the assessment component is to evaluate assessment approaches for use in
credentialing teacher candidates, their capacity to advise teacher candidates of their
strengths and weaknesses, and to guide the choice of staff development or induction
activities, will also be considered.

The specific contributions of the Spring 1989 round of pilot testing are discussed
in the following section.

Pilot Testing in 1989

The purpose of the pilot testing in 1989 was to examine in California the func-
tioning of several assessment instruments which are considered to be promising exem-
plars of innovative assessment approaches. The evaluation of the various components
(e.g., logistical requirements, prompt materials, scoring criteria, training exercises for
assessors) of these instruments was intended to provide information concerning the
strengths and limitations of the assessment approaches which the specific instruments
represented. The pilot tests were not expected to yield definitive measurements of the
psychometric properties of the instruments because the prototypes had not been suffi-
ciently developed for that to occur. This focus on trouble-shooting allows small-scale
pilot testing, requires fewer resources, and considerably increases the number of assess-
ment approaches which can be examined. The goal of the pilot tests is to suggest
whether or not it is advisable to invest additional resources in the development of as-
sessments resembling those piloted.

This document is the final report and analysis of the Spring 1989 pilot test admin-
istration. Each of the assessment instruments is described, and the ease of administra-
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tion, scoring, content and format, costs, and technical qualities are analyzed. The admin-
istration of the pilot tests was described in detail in the Administration Report for
Spring, 1989.

below:

Terminology Used in the Report

Specialized terms and abbreviations which appear in this report are defined

Assessment the process of measuring the performances of new teachers in order
ito help them mprove, and to determine whether their performances

satisfy one or more standards for professional certification as classroom
teachers.

Assessor the person who administers an assessment instrument.

Candidate: a person participating in an assessment for the purpose of satisfying
requirements frr earning a teaching credential.

CCI: Connecticut Competency Instrument. A classroom observation instrument
developed by the Connecticut State Department of Education.

CNTP: the California New Teacher Project, which evaluates methods of new
teacher support and assessment. The project has three components:
sponsorship of new teacher support projects (which numbered 15 at
the time of the Spring 1989 pilot testing); evaluation of various meth-
ods of teacher support exemplified by these support projects; and pilot
testing of innovative assessment.3 of new teachers.

ere the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing. The CTC
staff shares responsibility for overseeing the California New Teacher
Project.

FWI:. Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development.
:7WL is administering the assessment portion of the California New
Teacher Project and analyzing the potential of alternative assessment
approaches for possible future use as new credentialing requirements.

IOX Assessment Associates: developers of the Elementary Education
Examination which was piloted as an example of an innovative form of
the multiple-choice test approach to assessment.

Project one of the fifteen support projects in the California New Teacher
Project sponsored by the CTC/SDE.

Project Director a director of one of the fifteen projects.
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SDE: the California State Department of Education. The SDE staff
administers the California New Teacher Project jointly with the CTC.
Often the two will be referred to jointly as the CTC/SDE.

RMO RMC Research Corporation. RMC staff are collaborating with
FWL staff in the design and analysis of the pilot tests.

SWRI..:. Southwest Regional Laboratory. SWRL is conducting the evalua-
tion of new teacher support methods exemplified by the CNTP
projects.

TAP: the Stanford Teacher Assessment Project, which develops proto-
types of assessments to be used to certify expert teachers.

Teacher first- and second-year teachers with California teaching creden-
tials.

The next chapter describes the pilot test design and the processes used to evalu-
ate the assessment approaches which were examined in the spring of 1989. The next
chapters discuss the pilot tests of specific instruments in the following order: the
Connecticut Competency Instrument (CCI), the Semi-Structured Interview in
Secondary Mathematics, the Semi-Structured Interview in Elementary Mathemat-
ics, and the Elementary EducaCon Examination. Reasons for postponing the
pilot test of the Semi-Structured Interview in Secondary Social Science are also
discussed. The report concludes with a summary of general lessons learned about
performance assessments and recommendations for next steps.
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CHAPTER /

PILOT TEST DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

This chapter describes the design and analysis of the pilot tests of prototypes
representing various assessment approaches. Subtopics include the source of instrumen-
tation, the sampling plans, sources of information for evaluating the instruments and the
assessment approaches, methods of data reduction and major categories of analysis.
Deviations from the design due to unanticipated events will be described in following
chapters which focus on the individual instruments. The analysis of the pilot tests is
contained in two reports. The first report, Administration Report for Spring, 1989,
describes the administrative aspects of the pilut tests of the different assessment instru-
ments and discusses teacher responses. This final report focuses more on the content
and evaluation of the prototypes, and recommends next steps for the pilot testing of
additional prototypes.

Design of Pilot Tests

This section on the design of the pilot tests describes the sources of instruments
and the sampling plans. Procedures for data collection and analysis will be described in
the section on analysis of the pilot tests.

Sources of Instrumentation

The four instruments were selected after an extensive search by CTC and SDE
staff for promising prototypes of innovative assessment formats. The sources of the
instruments varied, so each will be described separately.

The Connecticut Competency Instrument (CCI), a classroom observation instru-
ment that measures general teaching effectiveness in elementary and secondary schools,
was developed by the Connecticut State Department of Education. Observers who had
previously been trained in the use of the CCI by the State of Connecticut were used to
conduce the observations.

The semi-structured interviews came from two different sources. The Semi-Struc-
tured Interview in Secondary Mathematics (SSI-SM) was developc:, by the State of
Connecticut, which provided previously trained assessors from Connecticut to administer
the assessment. The scoring system was in the process of development at the time of
administration; substantial progress in development was made, and portions of the inter-
views wer-, scored. The Semi-Structured Interviews in Elementary Mathematics and in
Secondary Social Studies (SSI-EM and SSI-SSS respectively) were developed by the
Teacher Assessment Project (TAP) at Stanford University as part of their work with the
National Board for Professional Teaching Standards. The interviews from Stanford were
originally developed to identify expert teachers, so the questions and scoring system were
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revised to be more appropriate for beginning teachers. No trained assessors were avail-able, so a TAr representative trained the assessors and scorers for all Stanford instru-ments.

The Elementary Education Examination, a multiple-choice test, was designed for
beginning teachers by IOX Assessment Associates (formerly called the Instructional
Objectives Exchange) under a contract with the State of Connecticut. Although we referto ic as a "test," it is actually a collection of items placed into six test forms. These
items were pilot tested to assess their feasibility for incorporation into a test of compe-
tence in elementary education which includes both pedagogy and content knowledge.
IOX provided all materials and assumed full responsibility for administering and scoringthe items.

Sampling Plan

Several factors constrained the construction of the pilot test sampling plan. The
first was the necessity of planning, scheduling and administering five assessments within athree-month periorl The second was the desirability of using the teachers in the fifteen
pilot projects who had already consented to participate in assessment pilot testing.

We xgan the sample selection process by assembling lists of.possible participants
within each project. Once these lists were completed, the characteristics of grade level,
school context (urban, suburban and rural), gender and ethnicity were considered inselecting teachers from those projects with a suitable concentration of teachers with the
appropriate credential. (The threshold number varied with the particular assessment
instrument being piloted, ranging from eight for the semi-structured interviews to thirtyfor the multiple-choice examination.) For example, for the SSI-EM, lists of secondarymath teachers were assembled, and projects with more than eight teachers were contact-ed. Althoup we wanted to maximize variation in the characteristics of teachers select-ed, our ability to do so was limited by the information which we had about project
teachers, the time required to recruit nonproject teachers, and the small samples.
Information on the ethnicity of teachers was available for many of the projects, but there
were few nonwhite teachers, precluding the selection of a significantly large subsample.Our information on school context was minimal, based solely on classifications of dis-tricts provided by the New Teacher Support Pro;ects. We also tried to include teachersfrom each project in at least one pilot test, though no attempt was made to equalize theparticipation rate across projects.

Considerations of administration costs and time constraints led us to not include
some project teallesa from remote areas. In the case of the classroom observation
assessment and one of the semi-structured interview assessments, the use of Connecticut
assessors who were only available for a -yecific week limited flexibiliv in selecting
teachers because of constraints on dirt tor travel to multiple sites. To complete the
pilot testing on schedule, the recruitment of nonproject teachers was limited to those
with the appropriate credential who were located near an identified sample of project
teachers. Most nonproject districts could identify teachers in their first year in the dis-
trict, but could not readily determine whether these teachers were in their first year of
teaching. Some nonproject districts contacted had a time-consuming approval processequired for the release of teachers' names. Therefore, the use of nonproject teachers
was minimized.
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The characteristics of teachers in the samples are described in more detail in the
chapters that focus on specific instruments.

Analysis of Pilot Tests

This section describes our procedures for data collection and reduction, as well as
the key analytic categories focusing on specific aspects of instruments. The data collect-
ed also served as a basis for judging the potential of the assessment approach which the
particular instrument utilized.

Data Collection

Since thc same means of data collection were used for all assessment instruments,
they will be discubsed together. Several sources of data were used:

o evaluation feedback forms for teachers who participated in the pilot
tests;

o evaluation feedback forms for the assessors and scorers;

o observations of the administration of each assessment and the training
of assessors and scorers recorded in field notes by FWL and RMC staff;

o scores that reflected the performances of participating teachers on the
assessment instruments; and

o the relevant Curriculum Guide(s) or Framework(s) and the California
Standards for Beginning Teachers.

Following guidance from the funding agencies, RMC staff developed an outline ofissues to be addressed in evaluation feedback forms to be completed by participating
teachers, assessors, and scorers. FWL staff then developed separate forms for each
group which were tailored to specific assessment instruments. These forms were given
to teachers upon the completion of each assessment, except in the case of the classroom
observation instrument, where they were mailed. Assessors and scorers returned com-
pleted forms when they presetried invoices for payment. Since the emphasis in the pilot
tests was on trouble shooting, the evaluation feedback forms focused on critical evalua-
tions of the instruments with respect to the analytic categories described later. Most of
the questions were either open-ended or required yes/no answers with spaces provided
to elaborate.

Field notes were taken during observations of the assessment administrations.
FWL and RIvIC staff attended most administrations of the assessment instruments.
FWL staff observed the training of assessors and scorers. When they were familiar with
the subject matter, FWL staff also served as participant observers for scoring to obtain a
more complete understanding of the performance of the assessment instruments. RMC
staff served as participant observers for the classroom observation instrument. FWL
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staff also participated as assessors for some administrations of one of the semi-structured
interviews.

All of the instruments were scored; the interpretation of results was not always
straightforward because scoring systems varied in terms of the stage or level of devel-
opment. For example, the classroom observation instrument had a well-developed
scoring system which had been previously piloted and revised to produce greater inter-
rater reliability. In contrast, the scoring systems for the semi-structured interviews were
devised or revised after administration of the pilot tests, and hence were unknown to the
interviewers, creating some inconsistencies between questions andh probes and the
scoring categories. Training for scoring varied according to the level of development ofthe instrument.

The content of each prototype was compared to all of the relevant California
Model Curriculum Guides and Frameworks, and witti the California Standards for
Beginning Teachers. The Model Curriculum Guides and Frameworks are recent
documents produced by subject matter panels convened by the California State Depart-
ment of Education. Reflecting a consensus among panel members on the content and
philosophy of instruction, these documents are expected to guide curriculum develop-
ment and instruction in the subject in California public schools. If there were two ormore Guides or Frameworks addressing a particular subject area, the most recent onewas used.

The California Beginning Teacher Standards are standards that define the level of
pedagogical competence and performance that the Commission on Teacher Credential-
ing expects the graduates of credential programs to attain as a condition for program
approval. These standardsStandards 22 through 32--are listed in Standards of Program
Quality and Effectiveness, Factors to Consider and Preconditions in the Evaluation of
Professional Teacher Preparation Programs for Multiple and Single Subject Credentials.
(Other standards addres:, more general program requirements; these focus specifically on
candidate competencies.) Although these are standards for teacher preparation programs
and not teacher candidates, they identify the knowledge and skills that beginning Cali-
fornia teachers are expected to attain.

Data Reduction

Data reduction techniques varied with the data collection method. Fixed-re-
sponse questions on the evaluation feedback forms completed by teachers participating
in the pilot tests, assessors and scorers were tabulz:ed by hand. Most of the questions,
however, were open-ended. Surveys were reviewed, and response categories were
developed to code the open-ended responses and comments. In addition, responses
which either stated a common viewpoint well, or which provided an additional perspec-
tive, were culled for possible quotation in the reports. For the fixed-response questions
where elaboration was invited, positive responses were less likely to be elaborated than
negative ones, so many more negative evaluations were available for quotation than
positive ones.

Field notes were reviewed for relevant information that address the analytic
categories and were incorporated into the chapters about specific instruments.
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For the muldple-choice examination, there was a large enough sample to permit
extensive analysis of scores by subgroups. For other assessment instruments, the general
distribution of scores was examined; in some cases, the scores of teachers from nonwhite
ethnic groups were examined separately. Some exploratory analyses were performed to
assess the internal consistency and rater agreement on the secondary math interviews.

The Model Curriculum Guides and Frameworks were examined by FWL staff
with the appropriate subject matter background. Their professional judgments were
used to draw conclusions about the congruence of the assessment instruments with the
relevant Guide or Framework. The reasoning underlying these judgments are described
in detail in the chapters on the specific prototypes.

Overview of Analytic Categories

The same general analytic categories were used to appraise all assessment in-
struments. They included: administration, content, format, cost analysis, and technical
quality. These categories and their subcategories are discussed below.

Administration of assessment This category included consideration of the logis-
tics, security needs, and training of assessors and scorers for the particular assessm-mt
instrument. Generally, this category generated information required to estimate acunims-
trative requirements and cost projections. The logistics required for administration
predict the ease of administration if the assessment approach were to be implemented
on a statewide basis. Generally, the more complicated the logistical requirements, the
more expensive the assessment is to administer. The needs for security impact not only
logistical requirements, but also the frequency with which the instrument must be revised
for statewide administration. Consideration of the training of assessors and scorers
suggests the degree of difficulty to be anticipated in recruiting people with the required
professional expertise, and the time required to prepare personnel to administer and
score the particular assessment instrument.

Assessment content This category addressed the specific instrument's congruence
with the relevant Curriculum Guide or Framework, and the extent to which the Califor-
nia Standards for Beginning Teachers were covered. It also included an examination of
the content of the assessments along the following dimensions: job-relatedness, appro-
priateness for beginning teachers, appropriateness across varying teaching contexts,
fairness across different groups of teachers, and general appropriateness of the assess-
ment approach represented by the prototype as a method of assessing teachers. Since
none of the assessment prototypes was specifically developed for use in California, com-
parison of the assessment content with the relevant Curriculum Guide and the California
Standards for Beginning Teachers was necessary to determine whether the assessment
approach was compatible with the instructional philosophy underlying the various Cali-
fornia curricula and the competencies specified for teacher candidates. Since one
common criticism of teacher assessment instruments is that scores have not been shown
to be closely related to specific teaching competencies, job relevance was included as an
analytic category. The more closely the assessment tasks resemble the activities that
teachers do in the course of their teaching duties, the higher the potential relationship of
scores to actual teaching competencies.
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Since the CNTP focuses on the assessment of teachers early in their teaching
career, it is important to judge the appropriateness of each assessment in terms of
performance expectations and perceived difficulty for teachers at this stage of career
development Appropriateness across contexts is particularly important for California,
since it has a wide diversity in student populations. The issue of fairness across groupsof teachers relates to the potential for bias with regard to any particular group of teach-ers.

Assessment format This category included the general clarity of orientation
materials and instructions, as well as the identification of important features peculiar to
a particular assessment format. In order for the performance of candidates to reflect
their true competencies, it is essential that each candidate have clear and accurate
expectations of the performance which is expected of them. This is not possible when
teachers are uncertain as to what they are being asked to do. This category also covers
features which are peculiar to particular assessment formats identified as either prob-
lematic or critical to successful implementation of the assessment approach.

Cost analysis Based on the pilot testing experience, we attempted to project the
costs of a statewide administration of an instrument which resembled the prototype
tested.

Technical quality. This category discussed the work performed to date in the
development of the prototype. Although few data were available to assess the reliability
and validity of any instrument procedures for doing so were recommended.

This chapter has outlined the general design for the Spring 1989 pilot tests in the
assessment portion of the California New Teacher Project. The following five chapters
discuss each of the assessment instruments: the classroom observation instrument
(Connecticut Competency Instrument or CCI), a semi-structured interview in secondary
mathematics (SSI-SM), a semi-structured interview in elementary mathematics (SSI-EM),
and an innovative multiple-choice test (Elementary Education Examination).
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CHAFFER 3:

CONNECTICUT COMPEIENCY INSTRUMENT (CCI)

The Connecticut Com_petency Instrument (CCI) is a classroom observation system
developed by Connecticut's State Department of Education. Through this system an
observer conducts a 45-60 minute classroom observation, focusing on ten indicators of a
teacher's classroom performance. These 10 indicators, grouped in three clusters to
represent three major areas of instruction, are as follows:

L Management of the Classroom Environment

a. Promoting a positive learning environment
b. Maintaining appropriate standards of behavior
c. Engaging students in activities of the lesson
d. Effectively managing routines and transitions

IL Instruction

a. Creating a structure for learning
b. Presenting appropriate lesson content
c. Developing a lesson to promote achievement of lesson objectives
d. Using appropriate questioning techniques
e. Communicating clearly

ILL Assessment

a. Monitoring student understanding and adjusting teaching

In addition to the observation which focuses on the above ten indicators, the CCI
system includes a pre-assessment information form, completed by the teacher, which
informs the observer of the learning objectives, activities, instructional arrangements, and
materials associated with the lesson. Next there is a pre-observation interview in which
the observer meets with the teacher to review the information included in the pre-as-
sessment information form. Finally, there is a post-observation interview in which the
teacher meets briefly with the observer to explain any deviations from the plan that may
have occurred during the lesson.

A key feature of the CCI is the analysis and rating process. After scripting what
takes place in the classroom as accurately as possible, the observer completes a one-
page form for each of the ten indicators. In one column of the form, the observer
writes evidence from the script that supports the indicator, and in another column shethe
records evidence that does not. The recorded evidence is specifically tailored to one or
more of the attributes that (Ane each of the indicators. For example, for the first
indicator, "promoting a positive learning environment," the observer records positive and
negative (if any) evidence from the script for each of three defining attributes: rapport,
communication of expectations for achievement, and physical environment. Each of
these attributes is also defined so the observer would record evidence that, for example,
the teacher has or has not established rapport by "demonstrating patience, acceptance,
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empathy and interest in students through positive verbal and non-verbal exchanges."
After the careful recording of evidence, the observer then weighs the evidence in both
columns in order to rate the teacher's performance on the indicator as either "Accept-
able" or "Unacceptable."

For each of the ten indicators, the CCI includes one or more attributes that
elaborate on the meaning of the indicators. Chart 3.1 shows the defining attributes for
two of the ten indicators. Connecticut has developed operational definitions for all CCI
indicators and attributes. These definitions are an important part of the training of CCI
observers.

The CCI is not a typical classroom observation system, but could be considered a
"state-of-the-art" representative of the classroom observation approach to teacher as-
sessment. Its attention to specific evidence regarding teaching abilities distinguishes the
CCI from most other classroom observation instruments which generally tend to be
either structured checklists or rating-scale instruments. It is further distinguished from
most other classroom observation instruments in that it (1) acknowledges that competent
teaching may be manifested in diverse ways, and (2) emphasizes the importance of the
professional judgment of trained assessors in maktng decisions about teacher compe-
tence.

To better understand why the CCI was chosen for pilot testing in California, we
can compare the CCI to classroom observation instruments that are used in two other
states: Florida and Georgia. Two classroom observation instruments -- a Summatwe
Observation Instrument and a Formative Observation Instrument -- are used in Florida's
Beginning Teacher Program. Both require an observer to mark in a box whenever a
specified behavior is observed. The behaviors (also referred to as indicators) are organ-
ized under six domains and are described as dichotomous pairs. For example, the first
behavior for the Summative Observation Instrument is the way a teacher begins instruc-
tion. The observer evaluates the teacher's initiation of the lesson and selects either the
box marked "promptly" or the box marked "delays," with no intermediate evaluation
possible. In a sixty-minute period, the observer is to mark the frequency of twenty-one
behaviors, all but four of which are described in dichotomous terms. This instrument,
therefore, emphasizes the occurrence of specified teaching behaviors with little or no
regard for the appropriateness of those behaviors. For example, it may be appropriate
for a teacher to delay initiation of a lesson, but this instrument does not allow the
observer -- or the teacher -- to make such a judgment.

The state of Georgia also uses two classroom observation instruments, which are
collectively known as the Teacher Performance Assessment Instruments (TPAI), in its
assessment of beginning teachers. These instruments require an observer to give a
rating, using a five-point scale, to each relevant behavior (or indicator) observed. To
guide the observer in giving the rating, each indicator is defined by a range of teaching
behaviors referred to as descriptors. In the case of some indicators, the descriptors
constitute the rating scale; in other instances, the number of descriptors observed is the
basis for scoring a teacher's performance. For example, for the indicator, "uses proce-
dures which get learners initially involved in lessons," four descriptors are provided. A
rating of "1" would be given if "none of the descriptors is evident," and a rating of "5"
if "four of the descriptors are evident." Between the two instruments, a total of 30
indicators are rated during each 60-minute observation.
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CHART 3.1

DEFINING ATTRIBUTES FOR TWO INDICATORS:

CONNECTICUT COMPETENCY INSTRUMENT

Inuicators Defining Attributes

IC. THE TEACHER ENGAGES THE (1) Student engagement:
STUDENTS IN THE ACTIVITIES The beginning teacher engages a clear majority
OF THE LESSON. (at least 80 percent) of the students in the

instructional activities of the lesson.
Engagement is defmed as students' involvement
in less.m activities consistent with the teacher's
expectations or directions.

(2) Re-engagement:
When any students are persistently off-task,
the teacher attempts to bring them back on
task.

III). THE TEACHER USES (1) Appropriateness to lesson content:
APPROPRIATE QUESTIONING Questions must be related to the content
TECHNIQUES. of the lesson and appropriate to the lesson

objectives.

(2) Responding to students:
Teachers should respond to student answers
or failures to answer. When appropriate,
teachers should also build upon student
answers to work toward the lesson objectives.

(3) Opportunities for student involvement:
Opportunities for student involvement are
provided by appropriate wait time and by
addressing questions to a variety of students,
encouraging most students to be involved.
Teachers should distribute response
opportunities to all students. Wait time
should be suited to the type of question
asked.

(4) Cognitive level: Level of questioning
Level of questioning must be approprisqe tt.,
the teacher's objectives. If the teacher
is seeking recall of basic facts or concepts,
then lower-order cognitive questions may be
appropriate. If the teacher's purpose is to
stimulate higher-order thinking, problem-solving
or generalizing, then higher-order cognitive
questions should be asked. In many lessons, a
variety of questioning levels will be appropriate.
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In addition to using a five-point scale rather than a pass/fail scale, the TPAI is
further distinguished from the CCI in that it is very prescriptive instructional methodolo-
gy. For instance, for the indicator regarding the initiation of lessons (i.e., creating a
structure for learning), the CCI relies on the observer's professional judgment regarding
the appropriateness of the initiation in relation to the lesson objective(s). In contrast,
for a similar indicator, the Georgia instruments specify four techniques to stimulate the
interest of students, and then establish a rating procedure based on how many of the
techniques are used; the more techniques observed, the higher the rating. This prescrip-
tive definition of instruction does not allow for as wide a variety of teaching styles as
does the CCI system.

The CCI, which has undergone extensive development and revision since 1985-86,
is currently part of Connecticut's induction program for beginning teachers, the Bvin-
ning Educator Support and Training (BEST) Program. Connecticut is using the CCI to
assess eligibility for provisional certification starting in 1989-90.

Although Connecticut requires that a beginning teacher be observed on six occa-
sions by six different assessors, for California's pilot test the CCI was used for a single
observation of each teacher. A single observation would not yield a sufficient sample of
teaching evidence to make credentialing judgments. However, the focus of the Califor-
nia pilot test was to evaluate the instniment in more varied contexts than are available
in the state of Connecticut; for this purpose, a single observation was judged acceptable.
Also, a single observation per teacher was deemed sufficient for the purpose of trying
out a high-inference classroom observation instrument, since much is already known
about more behavioristic approaches.

The administration of the CCI in this pilot test, the content of the instrument,
and the assessment format are discussed below. The content and format sections of the
report contain information from the teacher and assessor evaluation forms, as well as
infr,rmation and analysis of scoring results. Following these three sections are sections
on cost analysis and technical quality. The chapter concludes with an overall summary
together ,,iith recommendations for further steps in exploring the feasibility and utility of
high-inference classroom otservation instruments such as the CCI in California teacher
assessment.

Administration of Assessment

Beginning with an overview of the administration of the CCI, this section contains
information on the following: logistics (e.g., identifyirg the teacher sample, scheduling
classroom observations, etc.), security, assessors and their training, scoring, and percep-
tions of the instrument by teachers, assessors and FWL and RMC staff members.

Overview

The administration of an observation system, such as the CCI, in a new teacher's
classroom requires careful planning on the part of the state, the observer, the new
teacher, and the school administrator. Despite a very tight timeline, the use of trained
assessors from the state of Connecticut made it feasible for FWL to complete the pilot
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test of the Ca during two weeks in May, 1989. As shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, the
pilot testing was done in six California New Teacher Project locations, by six different
trained assessors jwho were at times accompanied by untrained independent observers
from FWL and RMC), at different grade levels, and in several subject areas. Forty-one
teachers participated in this pilot test.

Logistic

Administration of the CCI required the following logistical activities: identifying
teacher samples, scheduling the observations, arranging for facilities in which to conduct
the pre- and post-observation meetings, making travel arrangements for the Connecticut
assessors (hereafter referred to as CT assessors), sending the orientation and CCI mate-
rials to the teachers, and acquiring evaluation feedback from the teachers and assessors.

As Table 3.1 indicates, the teacher sample for this assessment was almost equally
divided between Southern and Northern California. Although we strove to ensure a
roughly equal mix of elementary and secondary teachers, and a variety of teaching
contexts, the highest priority became securing groups in compact geographic areas so as
to reduce assessor travel time. In the Chico Project, for example, some of tilt rural
schools participating in the Project are two to three hours apart.

After identifying the participants, teachers and principals were contacted to
;chedule the 45-60 minute observation and to arrange for a 15-20 mim pre-observa-
tion meeting and a 5-10 minute post-observation meeting at the school site. In accord-
ance with the request of the experienced CT assessors, no more than two, observations
were scheduled for any one day, and two observations in one day were never scheduled
two days in a row. (F1NL and RMC staff who functioned as untrained observers for this
assessment quickly discovered the necessity of this scheduling arrangement because
scripting two lessons and completing two analytical write-ups in a single day was physi-
cally and mentally exhausting.) Although the CI' assessors varied in their range of
experience with regard to grade level and subject matter, it was not possible due to the
small number of assessors to arrange for assessor-teacher matches along these dimen-
sions.

Shortly before the observations, the participating teachers received orientation
materials and a full copy of the CCI (including copies of the pre- and post-interview
questions). Soon after the observations, teachers received an evaluation form to fill out
and return to FWL (Unfortunately, due to a clerical error, many of the teachers re-
ceived the forms a month after the assessment. As a result, the return rate for the
forms was low. Only 17 of the 41 teachers completed the forms.) Evaluation forms
were also given to each of the CI' assessors who returned them to FWL along with their
assessment records.

Security

Because each teacher received a full copy of the CCI, the main focus of the
security effort in this pilot test was on the completed documentation for each teacher.
Assessors mailed the documentation materials to FWL, where they were securely filed.
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TABLE 3.1

Prt,OT TEST PARTICIPANTS:

CONNECTICUT COMPETENCY INSTRUMENT (CCI)

(Total Number of Teachers=41)

Dates Project Assessor

Number of

Teachers

Teacher

Characteristics

May 1-5 Long Beach Bilingual Chapter I 7 3 Elementary;

Teacher 4 Junior High

1 Male; 6 Female

May 1-5 Santa Barbara/ Trainer of Trainers 7 7 Elementary
Ventura 1 Male; 6 Female

May 8-12 Chico Assistant Principal 7 5 Elementary;

2 High School

2 Male; 5 Female

May 8-12 Lodi Instructional 7 7 Elementary

Consultant 0 Male; 7 Female

May 8-12 Riverside/San Department of 6 4 High School;
Bernardino Education Staff 2 Middle School

1 Male; 5 Female

May 8-12 Winters Higher Education 7 2 Elementary;
Representative 3 High School;

2 Middle School

4 Male; 3 Female
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TABLE 3.2

CONNECTICUT COMPETENCY INSTRUMENT:

SUBJECTS BY GRADE LEVELS OBSERVED

SUBIECT
GRADES

TOTALK-3 4-6 7-8 9-12
Reading 2 4 1 1 8

Language Arts/English/Spelling 5 3* 2 2 12

Science 1 4 1 6

Social Studies 1 1 1 3

Mathematics 4* 1* 2 2 9

English as a Second Language
1 1

Music 1* 1

Health and Physical Education 1 1 - 2

Other Subjects - - 2 2

*Some observed lessons included

multiple subjects.

15 13 7 9 44
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If an obrvation system like the CCI is selected as a method of abbesswwii. for cicden-
tialing teachers in California, procedures to ensure security at the observation and
processing stages(and during._longer-term storage) would have to be developed and
implemented by California. Each piece of documentation would have to contain identi-
fying information (e.g., teacher code, observer code, date of observation) in case the
pieces became separated. All documentation for a given teacher credential candidate
would also have to be retained for a minimum number of years, enough to cover the
period in which teachers could appeal decisions, or to meet statutory requirements.

Assessors and Their Training

SIX trained assessors from Connecticut were invited to participate in this pilot
test. The use of trained assessors from Connecticut rather than California assessors
reduced the costs of the pilot test considerably. Had we recruited California assessors, it
would have been necessary to train them. The use of trained Connecticut assessors also
reduced the amount of staff time required to coordinate the pilot test (e.g., no recruit-
ment or training was necessary), and enabled us to complete the pilot test in a relatively
short period of time (two weeks).

In addition to already being trained, the Connecticut assessors had previous
experience conducting the CCI assessment in Connecticut. This experience ranged from
two asse ssors who had conducted three assessments of beginning teachers to one asses-
sor who had -conducted approximately twelve assessments.

Because the CCI design is based on the philosophy that the professional judg-
ment of trained assessors is critical in making decisions about teacher competence, the
CCI training process for assessors is an important component of the CCI system. While
acknowledging that classroom teaching experience is a valuable basis for professional
judgment, the creators of the CCI also realized that experienced educators have their
own ideas and methods for determining effective teaching. The goal of the CCI system
is to complement experience with training so as to ensure that the assessment criteria
are consistently and objectively applied in rating teacher performances.

The training process for CCI assessors consists of five intensive days of instruction
and practice, an independent field assignment, two days of follow-up- instruction, and a
proficiency test. Dunng the five days of training, assessor candidates meet in groups of
ten and work with two trainers to learn the following: the content and meaning of the
ten indicators, the CCI standards, the procedures for conducting an observation, the
skills necessary to document (or script) relevant information during the observation, and
the skills necessary to write, weigh, and rate evidence from the scripted documentation.
The training is conducted via whole- and small-group discussions and activities, with a
focus on extensive daily practice in scripting and analyzing videotaped lesson segments
representing one or more of the indicators.

Following the five days of training, the assessor candidates are given an inde-
pendent field assignment which requires them to select and observe a teacher (someone
not in Connecticut's beginning teacher program) and then to write and analyze evidence
based on the ocoservation. The results of this assignment are shared and discussed
during the two days of follow-up training. Then the assessor candidates are given a
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proficiency test in which they analyze two videotapes of classes taught by beginning
teachers.

A staff member from FWL and one from RMC participated in the five-day train-
ing sessions in the summer. Both had experience with the CCI when they functioned as
independent observers in the spring pilot testing, so neither entered the training as a
complete novice. Nevertheless, both found the intensive training to be stimulating and
valuable. The daily discussions among participants, which centered on the content and
meaning of each of the ten indicators of good teaching, as well as on ho' o write,
weigh, and rate evidence for the indicators, were invaluable as a means of helping par-
ticipants fully understand the meaning of the indicators and the rating standards. The
continual professional interchanges also provided participants with fresh and stimulating
insights into teaching in general and into their own teaching in particar. Both during
and after the training, most participants claimed that, because of the training, they would
be much better teachers when they returned to the classroom. Participants also ex-
pi essed menewed nrofnsional commitment to teaching and strong enthusiasm for
participating in the process of inducting new teachers into the profession.

Although both FWL and P.MC staff members found the training to be valuable,
they also felt the training could be improved in at least two ways. These two factors
could be instrumental in the event that California decides to develop a comparaU.
systeri fer its teacher certification process. First, more specific examples of written
evidence tbr each indicator could be provided and utilized as part of the training. This
would eliminate a lot a time spent by the trainees writing evidence inappropriately.
(Written examples are available in the trainee's handbook, but these were seldom re-
ferred to by the trainers.) Second, the amount of scripting from videotapes could be
reduced so that more time could be given to writing, weighing, and/or rating evidence.
Although the daily scripting from videotapes shown on a medium-sized television screen
provided benervial practice in scripting, it was also an artificial situation. Scripting from
a TV screen is not the same as scripting in a classroom. It is harder to "observe" the
whole picture (i.e., the classroom and its participants) when the picture is limited to an
area the size of the television screen. In addition, focusing on and scripting from a rela-
tively small TV screen (compared to the size of the classroom) is very hard on the eyes.
Instead of scripting as much, trainees could be given typewritten scripts for practice in
writing, weighing, end/or rating evidence. In the latter two areas especially, some train-
ees experienced confusion even at the end of the training. Since the evidence compo-
nent is one of tne key features of the CCI that distinguishes it from other classroom
observations systems, it is important that there is consistency among assessors.

Both staff members also considered the issue of shortening the training. The
RMC staff member believes the training in Connecticut could be shortened if it is better
orgaif.--ed (e.g., more specific examples are provided before exercises, more materials to
read an,' study before the training). The FWL staff member agrees that the training
would be improved with better organization, but is not sure the training should be short-
ened. As descnbed above, in five days the assessor candidates are introduced to and
expected to learn not only the content of th-J assessment and how to conduct the as-
sessment, but also how to score the assessment. The participants are trained in how to
be competent assessors and competent scorers at the same time. A total of five days
training, which is approximately 2 1 '2 days each for assessor taining and scorer training
covering 10 conceptually distinct indicators, does not seem to be an excessive amount of
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time. Moreover, because the CCI indicators must be applied to a broad range of teach-
ing contexts, teaching styles, and pedagogical technique::. extensive discussion of applica-
tions of the indicators are necessary in order to ensure :at observers are able to
implement the CCI (or any high inference observation instrument) fairly. Finally, any
training of California assessors in the use of a high inference observation instrument
such as the CCI would also have to address the complexities of California classrooms
(e.g., the diversity of students, large class sizes, the use of instructional aides). The
length and structure of assessor training should be based on a careful evaluation of what
skills are need by assessors to achieve a high degree of quality, consistency and reliability
in the assessments.

In Connecticut, three types of assessors are used to administer the CCI: (1) state
assessors, (2) administrator assessors, and (3) teacher assessors. Each beginning teacher
is observed by two of each type for a total of six observations. The teachers participat-
ing in this pilot test were asked for their suggestions as to who should administer a class-
room observation assessment (district administrators and assessors outside the district
were given as examples of possible answers). The teachers' answers were as follows:

Assessors outside the district 9
Other teacher(s) 1
Site administrator 1
Other 3
No answer 3

Of the nine teachers opting for assessors outside the district, almost all did so
because they believe such permis to be "less threatening" or "less intimidating," or
because they would be "fair and uubiased," and there would be less chance of "playing
favorite." The "Other" category included teachers who suggested that the instrument be
administered by people who were well-trained in using it.

Scoring

The scoring system of the CCI is an integral part of the CCI process. That is, the
same person who conducts the classroom observation uses the documentation from the
observation to score the observation. The scoring system begins with a documentation
form for each observation. The form requires the assessor to provide, from the scripted
lesson, summari_ of both positive and negative evidence for each of the instrument's
ten indicators dna their corresponding attributes. Each indicator has a page ("t-sheet")
for rc:cording the evidence. At the bottom of the page, the assessor is asked to consider
the evidence in order to rate the teacher as "A weptable" or "Unacceptable" on t;
indicator. (Some indicators also allow other ratings such as "Cannot Rate" or "Not
Applicable.")

For this pilot test, two documentation forms were used: one an early version that
was used in Connecticut pilot tests, and the other a revised version that had never been
-sed before. The revised version differs from the older version in that it first asks the
s-iessor to consider the evidence for each attribute and to give a rating of "Acceptable"

or "Unacceptable" to that evidence. These attribute ratings are then combined, follow-
ing rules established for each indicator, to obtain a rating of "Acceptable" or "Unac-
ceptable" for the indicator. For example, the indicator, "Questioning Techniques," can
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only be rated "Acceptable" if all four of its attributes are also rated "Acceptable." The
older version does not require a rating of the attributes, but only a consideration of the
overall evidence corresponding to the attributes. According to Connecticut, the revised
version makes it easier to rate the indicators because the decision rules are more clearly
defined.

Upon completion of the evidence summaries and the individual indicator ratings,
the assessor fills out a "Summary of Ratings" form which lists all the indicators (and on
the revised version, the attributes) and shows the assessor's rating for each one. By
looking at this "Summary of Ratings" form, one can determine how many "Acceptable"
and "Unacceptable" ratings the teacher obtained. For certification purposes, the State
of Connecticut requires teachers to obtain an "Acceptable" rating on at least seven of
the ten indicators. (Certification in Connecticut, however, is not based on a single
observation. A new teacher in Connecticut is observed six times: twice early in the
year, twice in the middle, and twice near the end of the year. The two observations per
time period are conducted by different observers, whose ratings are sent to an inde-
pendent testing service. The testing service aggregates the ratings to obtain a single
rating for each indicator. This aggregated set of ratings is sent to the teacher, who is
urged, but not required, to share the results with the assigned mentor teacher.)

The CCI scoring system is very labor intensive. The entire process takes from
two and one-half to four hours per assessment because the assessor/scorer must write up
at least ten pages of evidence (one for each indicator) and then carefully analyze the
evidence in order to give a rating to each of the attributes and the indicators.

Teacher, Assessor, FWI, and RMC Staff Perceptions of Administration

As reported in the Spring 1989 Administration Report, the majority of teachers
were satisfied with the administration of this assessment. Half of the assessors were a!so
satisfied, while half did not like the number of observations scheduled for the week.
Said one assessor:

Seven assessments in one week is unrealistic. The quality of
an assessor's write-up is directly affected as the number of
observations increases beyond three a week However, if an
assessor is observing as their only occupation, one a day is
feasible.

FWL and RMC staff who served as independent observers for this assessment concurred
with the above observation, and also noted that if classroom observations were selected
as a method of assessment for credentialing teachers in California, assessor fatigue
resulting from traveling between school sites, especially in rural areas, should also be
considered.

The assessors reported two difficulties in administering this assessment: (1) the
amount of time it takes to write evidence and rate an observation, and (2) not being
able to give teachers some feedback after the observation. Several of the teachers also
expressed a strong desire for feedback.
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FWL and .P.MC staff also found the amount of time to write evidence (i.e., up to
four hours) to be a difficult part of the administration of this assessment. In addition, as
mentioned earlier, the logistics of scheduling the teachers in rural areas presented some
difficulty. Many rural schools are so far apart that even scheduling one observation a
day required careful calculation.

Assessment Content

The content of the CCI focuses on teaching behaviors that are directly observable
in the classroom: management of the classroom environment, instruction, and assess-
ment of student progress. The content is firmly grounded in the research literature on
effective teaching, and it incorporates the experience and ideas of Connecticut teachers,
district administrators and teacher educators.

The development of the CCI contelit stemmed from a 1984 validation of the
Connecticut Teaching Ccmpetencies (Streifer 1984). In 1985-86, a grant from the
National Institute of Education to evaluate the feasibility of establishing an induction
program for Connecticut's beginning teachers led to a first draft of an assessment in-
strument. This instrument was greatly modified after a 1987 conference in which na-
tional experts met with Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE) staff to
discuss philosophy and approaches to performance assessment, instrument development
and standard setting. As a result of this coni:gence, a small working group of practi-
tioners, CSDE staff and researchers created a first draft of the CCL

A second panel of national experts in teacher assessment, observation methodol-
ogy, research design, and implem,. Atation of state assessment programs critiqued the
draft CCI in 1987. The instrument was given a small-scale pilot test in December of
that year. At about the same time, the draft was critiqued by Connecticut representa-
tives of higher education, professional organizations, local district staff and state depart-
ment personnel. More revisions were made to the CCI, another small-scale pilot test
was conducted in 1988, and, after more revisions, a full pilot test was conducted with
220 beginning Connecticut teachers in 1988-89.

Also in 1988, over 1,500 Connecticut educators participated in a content validity
study in which they rated the appropriateness of the CCI's indicators to the job of teach-
ing in Connecticut. As part of this validity study, the generalizability of the instru-
ment was also evaluated, and a bias review was completed.

The content of the CCI was still being revised in 1989. As mentioned earlier, two
versions of the CC! were used for this pilot test: (1) a version that does not include
ratings by attributes and that had been used in previous Connecticut assessments, and
(2) a recently revised version that does include ratings by attributes and that had never
been used. Because only two of the CT assessors used the older version, this section
focuses on the more recent version. Although the two forms differ in some of the at-
tributes which define each indicator and in the criLeria for rating, both forms focus on
the same ten indicators named above.
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In the following pgPs, the contPnt of the CCT is evaliiated on the basis of seven
factors:

o Congruence with California curriculum guides and frameworks;

o Extent of coverage of California Standards for Beginning Teachers;

o Job-relatedness of the instrument;

o Appropriateness for beginning teachers;

o Appropriateness across different teaching contexts (e.g., grade levels,
subject areas);

o Fairness across groups of teachers (e.g., ethnic groups, gender); and

o Appropriateness as a method of assessment.

We would like to note that, just as Connecticut educators reviewed the CCI for
job relevance and importance, if the CCI is to be further field tested in California, a
validity study should be done at the same time. (For more on validity, see the section,
Technical Quality.) Without such a study, and with our pilot test sample of 41 teachers,
our ability to comment on the CCI's appropriateness along such dimensions as job-relat-
edness, appropriateness for beginning teachers, and appropriateness across contexts is
limited. Thus, except for the first two dimensions of curriculum congruence and stand-
ards coverage, the discussions of the remaining dimensions are based on the perspective
of the participating teachers, the CT assessors, and FWL and RMC staff, as reflected in
feedback forms, in informal conversations with the assessors, in meetings with and a
report from RMC staff, and in data from the CCI ratings sheets.

Congruence with California Curriculum Guides and Frameworks

The California curriculum guides and frameworks are, by definition, subject spe-
cific, which the CCI is not (the CCI focuses on generic teaching behaviors which can be
applied across subjects). Nevertheless, FWL staff looked at the CCI to see if there is
congruence with the guides and frameworks, and how the CCI could be modified to
improve congi uence. For our analysis, we examined the following four California guides
and frameworks: English-Language Arts Guide, Mathematics Framework, Science
Guide, and the History-Social Sciences Framework. Because the guides and frameworks
were developed independently by subject-matter panels, they vaiy markedly in their foci
and degree of specificity. We did not look at the curriculum guides in other areas, but
we would expect similar results to those discussed below.

Table 3.3 briefly describes the content of each of the four guides and frameworks,
and also lists the CCI indicators which address the content. As the table indicates, there
is only partial congruence between the CCI and the guides and frameworks. It should
be noted, however, that the CCI is a generic, non-curriculum specific, high - inference
observation system. As such, it does not measure a teacher's knowledge of curriculum
directly. On the other hand, the CCI includes several indicators to assess a teacher's
presentation of the content of a lesson: "Structure for Learning," "Lesson Content,"
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TABLE 3.3

CONGRUENCE OF CCI WITH CALIFORNIA CURRICULUM

GUIDES AND FRAMEWORKS
,

,.

Curriculum Guide

or Framework
Content

Description

Rekord
COI

Inclicators Comments
1. English-Language

Arts Guide
i

22 guides for instruction

in grades K-8.
None None

2. Mathematics

Framework

5 major emphases of

curricular content.
None None

10 characteristics of

instruction.
Lesson Content,

Questioning Techniques,

Monitoring, and

The three indicators are

congruent with the three

characteristics:

Adjusting Mathematical Language,

Questioning and

Responding, and

Corrective Instruction.

3. Science Guide Content-knowledge

deseriptiuni of biology,

earth, and physical

science programs for

grades K-8 (includes

ideas on how to teach

the subject matter).

None

General characteristics

of a strong science

program.

Lesson Content,

Questioning Techniques

Indicators corresponding

to characteristics focus on

development of students'

emotional, physical, and

intellectual development

and questioning techniques

and responses.

4. History-Social

Sciences

Framework

Three curricular goals,

their corresponding

learning strands, and

a sequential curriculum

for grades K-12.

None None
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"Lesson Development," "Questioning Techniques," and "Communicating Clearly."
Assessment of the content through these indicators could be strengthened if the observa-
tion were conducted by an observer with special expertise in the subject matter of the
lesson. To obtain more extensive evidence of a teacher's knowledge and ability to teach
specific curriculum content, other measures would be needed. These measures could be
alternatives to observations, such as interviews, written assessments or combinations of
these with an observation system.

Extent of Coverage of California Standards for Beginning Teachers

As mentioned earlier, the CCI was specifically developed with the Connecticut
Teaching Competencies in mind. It was not developed to assess the standards for
beginning teachers that have been established by California's Commission on Teacher
Credentialing. Although there are similarities between the Connecticut competencies
and the California Standards, they are not identical. FWL staff examined the CCI indi-
cators to see how well they assess Standards 22 through 32 of the California Beginning
Teacher Standards, which define levels of pedagogical competence and performance that
California teacher credential candidates are expected to attain. These standards are
reprinted below (in italics), along with an analysis of how the CCI indicators correspond
to each standard.

Standard 22: Student Rapport and Classroom Environment Each candidate
establishes and sustains a level of studeit rapport and a classroom environment that
promotes learning and equity, and that fosters mutual respect among the persons in a
class. The CCI indicator, "Positive Learning Environment," requires the observer to
look for evidence of student rapport and of a classroom environment that is conducive
to learning. The indicator, "Behavior Standards," requires evidence that the teacher has
established standards of student behavior and applies fitting consequences to both
appropriate and inappropriate behaviors.

Standard 23: Cunicular and Instructional Planning Skills. Each candidate pre-
pares at least one unit plan and several lesson plans that include goals, objectives,
strategies, activities, materials and assessment plans that are well defined and coordinat-
ed with each other. The CCI process requires the teacher to plan a 45-60 minute lesson
for observation and to specify on a Fe-observation form the objectives, activities, in-
structional arrangements, and matenals that are part of the lesson. In addition, the
indicator, "Lesson Development," requires the observer to look for evidence that the
teacher has developed the lesson in a logical or sensible order, and that the materials
and instructional arrangements used for the lesson are consistent with the planned or
emerging lesson.

Standard 24: Divezse and Appropriate Teaching, Each candidate prepares and
uses instructional strategies, activities and materials that are appropriate for students
with diverse needs, interests and learning styles. The CCI indicator, "Lesson Content,"
requires the observer to seek evidence that the teacher's choice of content (de-
fined by the instrument as "student learning activities, lesson materials, teacher presenta-
tion, and teacher questioning" as manifested in the lesson) is appropriate to the stu-
dents' level of development. This indicator does not directly address, however, the issue
of students with diverse learning styles and interests, although evidence for this standard
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may be found during the observation. It also does not assess whether the teacher's
strategies, techniques, and materials are "free from bias."

Standard 25: Student Motivation, Involvement, and Conduct Each candidate
motivates and sustains student interest, involvement and appropriate conduct equitably
during a variety of class activities. Several CCI indicators address this standard: The
indicator, "Positive Learning Environment," requires the observer to look for evidence
that the teacher "creates a climate that encourages all students to achieve"; the indica-
tor, "Appropriate Standards of Behavior," asks the observer to look for evidence that
the teacher "communicates and reinforces appropriate standards of. behavior for the
students"; the indicator, "Student Engagement," requires the observer to look for evi-
dence that the teacher involves "a clear majority (at least 80%) of the students in the
instructional activities of the lesson"; and the indicator, "Appropriate Questioning
Techniques," asks the observer to seek evidence that the teacher, through questioning
techniques, provides opportunities for most students (including those of different ethnic
groups and genders) to be involved in the lesson.

Standard 26: Presentation Skills. Each candidate communicates effectively by
presenting ideas and instructions clearly and meaningfully to students. The CCI indica-
tor, "Communication Skills," requires the observer to seek evidence that the teacher
communicates in a "coherent manner, avoiding vagueness and ambiguity that interfere
with student understanding." This indicator also assesses the teacher's technical quality
of communication, focusing on articulation, volume, and rate of delivery. This indicator
does not address, however, the teacher's written language, and so the indicator would
have to be changed to include a focus on the teacher's written language in order to
meet the standard. This standard is also addressed by the CCI indicator, "Appropriate
Lesson Content," which asks the observer to ascertain if the teacher uses "vocabulary
and language appropriate to the learners."

Standard 27: Student Diagnosis, Achievement and Evaluatioa Each candidate
identifies students' prior attainments, achieves significant instructional objectives, and
evaluates the achievements of the students in a class. The CCI indicator, "Positive
Learning Environment," asks the observer to supply evidence that the teacher "creates a
climate that encourages all students to achieve" (i.e., communicates expectations for
achievement). The indicator, "Monitoring and Adjusting," asks the observer to look for
evidence that the teacher "checks the level of student understanding at appropriate
points during the lesson," and, when monitoring indicates that students are misunder-
standing or failing to learn, or that students have mastered the concepts being taught,
that the teacher uses "appropriate strategies to adjust his or her teaching." The CCI
does not assess the methods a teacher uses to ascertain students' prior attainments
related to the subject of the lesson or the methods used to formally evaluate student
work.

Standard 28: Cognitive Outcomes of Teaching. Each candidate improves the
ability of students in a class to evaluate information, think analytically, and reach sound
conclusions. The CCI indicator, "Structure for Learning," requires the observer to find
evidence that the teacher's lesson includes closure(s) which could help the students to
evaluate information, think analytically, and reach sound conclusions. It does not evalu-
ate a teacher's ability to design instruction that increases the critical thinking skills and
problem-solving ability of students unless that is the objective of the lesson observed; if
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that is the lesson's objective, then the indicator, "Questioning Skills," requires the ob-
server to find evidence that the teacher asks high-order cognitive questions.

Standard 29: Affective Outcomes of Teaching Each candidate fosters positive
student attitudes toward the subjects learned, the students themselves, and their capacity
to become independent learners. The CCI indicator, "Positive Learning Environment,"
requires the observer to find evidence that the teacher demonstrates "patience, accept-
ance, empathy and interest in students through positive verbal and non-verbal
exchanges;" "avoids sarcasm, disparaging remarks, sexist or racial comments, scapegoat-.
ing or physical abuses;" "exhibits her or his own enthusiasm for the content and for
learning;' and "maintains a positive social and emotional tone in the learning environ-
ment." It does not assess, however, whether a teacher encourages positive interaction
among students or independent learning experiences.

Standard 30: Capacity to Teach Cross-culturally. Each candidate demonstrates
compatibility with, and ability to teach, students who are different from the candidate.
The differences between students and the candidate should include ethnic, cultural,
gender, linguistic and socio-economic differences. Although no CCI indicator addresses
this standard directly, the CCI process and several indicators (e.g., "Positive Learning
Environment," "Lesson Content," and "Questioning Techniques") allow the observer to
note whether the teacher demonstrates rapport with, and the ability to teach, students
who are different from the teacher. If, however, the classroom is homogeneous with
respect to ethnicity or culture or socioeconomic differences (e.g., several classrooms in
Northern California appeared to be ethnically homogeneous), then the CCI cannot even
indirectly assess this ability.

Standard 31: Readiness for Diverse Responsibilities Each candidate teaches
students of diverse ages and abilities, and assumes the responsibilities of full-time teach-
ers. This standard focuses on a teacher's ability to teach classes which span the range
covered by the credential (i.e., grades K-8 or 742) or students at two or more ability
levels (such as remedial and collegepreparatory classes). None of the CCI indicators
are designed to assess this ability. (It would be possible, however, to compare the
observations of a teacher who teaches both remedial and college preparatory classes.)
This standard also addresses a teacher's ability to fulfill typical responsibilities of teach-
ers such as meeting school deadlines and keeping student records, none of which are as-
sessed by any CCI indicator.

Standard 32: Professional Obligations Each candidate adheres to high standards
of professional conduct, cooperates effectively with other adults in the school community,
and develops professionally through self-assessment and collegial interactions with other
members of the profession. None of the CCI indicators assess whether a teacher fulfills
his/her obligations as a member of a profession and a school community (e.g., adheres
to high standards of professional conduct and engages in collegial relationships).

The extent of coverage by the CCI of the California Beginning Teacher Standards
is summarized in Table 3.4. The table lists the CCI indicators ,nat address each stand-
ard and also describes the extent of coverage provided.
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EXTENT OF COVERAGE BY THE CCI OF
CALIFORNIA STANDARDS FOR BEGINNING TEACHERS

Standard
CCI Indicator(s)

Assessing Standard
Extent of
Coverage

22: Student Rapport and Classroom -Positive Learning Environment Full
Environment -Behavior Standards

23: Curricular and Instructional -Lesson Development Partial
Planning Skills

24: Diverse and Appropriate Teaching -Lesson Content Partial

25: Student Motivation, Involvement,
and Conduct

-Positive Learning Environment
-Behavior Standards

Full

-Student Engagement
-Questioning Techniques

26: Presentation Skills -Lesson Content Partial
-Communication Skills

27: Student Diagnosis, Achievement,
and Evaluation

-Positive Learning Environment
-Monitoring and Adjusting

Partial

28: Cognitive Outcomes of Teaching -Structure for Learning Partial
-Questioning Techniques

29: Affective Outcomes of Teaching -Positive Learning Environment Partial

30: Capacity to Teach Crossculturally -None None

31: Readiness for Diverse -None None
Responsibilities

32: Professional Obligations -None None
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Job-relateft=

Sixteen of the 18 teachers who evaluated the CCI stated that all the major
competencies measured by this assessment are relevant to their job of teaching. Some
of the teachers described the job-relatedness of the CCI as "excellent." Other teacher
comments were as follows:

All areas are relevant to my job of teaching.

I believe that the instrument covered all areas.

Yes! I felt that my entire mode of teaching was being evalu-
ated, not just my lesson.

Because the CCI assessment entails observing teachers actually teaching in their
own classrooms, the job-relatedness of this assessment is strong. Job relevance is a
particularly important factor in evaluating different approaches to teacher competttnce
assessment, because professional practitioners and courts of law consider this factor first
when they judge the fairness of an evaluation system. Furthermore, as a classroom
observation system, the CCI offers direct evidence of actual teaching competence. For
this reason, it is not necessary to make inferences about how well a teacher conducts
instruction if such an assessment is used. Making inferences about the quality of a
teacher's actual teaching is a primary characteristic of all other approaches to teacher
assessment, as will be shown in subsequent chapters of this report.

4propriateness for Beginning Teachers

Teachers were asked if they felt they had an opportunity to acquire the knowl-
edge and abilities measured by the CCI. A slight majority of teachers (10 of 18) re-
sponded affirmatively. One teacher remarked:

Experience will certainly help a teacher become more effec-
tive in all areas but this is good for the beginning teacher to
begin to focus on the specLac skills listed in the assessment
instrument.

Three teachers responded negatively to the appropriateness for beginning *..achers
question; five teachers either did not respond or gave answers which did not address the
question.

The CT assessors were also asked if they thought the CCI assessment was appro-
priate for beginning teachers. Their responses were generally affirmative -- but with
qualifications. Several of the assessors stated that the assumption that beginning teach-
ers can acquire the knowledge and skills needed to demonstrate competence by the end
of the first year is a valid one, but only if the teachers Imve received mentoring, supervi-
sion and support during the year as they do in Conincticut. Explained one assessor:

Although the indicators are written with vocabulary and
terminology that is global, the variety of ways each indicator
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can be expressed in terms of specific behaviors is best ad-
dressed cooperatively so that someone with more extensive
classroom experience can broaden a beginning teacher's
experience.

Some assessors also mentioned that the California teachers had particular difficul-
ty with the indicators "Structure for Learning" and "Questioning," and, as a result,
questioned whether the teachers received sufficient training in these areas. The asses-
sors perceived the teachers' difficulty with these indicators as further indication that
teachers need more assistance or preservice education.

Our analysis of :he CCI ratings (scores) revealed that, for the most part, the
beginning teachers performed well on the CCI. Approximately 80% (33 of the 41
teachers) received "acceptable" ratings on at least seven of the ten indicators. Almost40% (16 teachers) received "acceptable" ratings on all ten indicators. Of the teachers
who did not perform as well, approximately 15 percent (six teachers) received four to
seven "unacceptable" ratings, and about five perceiit (two teachers) received as many as
eight to nine "unacceptable" ratings. No teacher was rated as "unacceptable" on ali tenindicators.

Our scoring analysis also suggested that of the ten indicators, teachers had the
most trouble with one indicator in particular. As Chart 3.2 indicates, of the 41 teachers
who were observed, only 20 teachers (49%) received an "acct-ptable" rating on the
"Structure for Learning" indicator. This may suggest that many beginning teachers need
more training or experience in providing initiations and closures to lessons (i.e., "Struc-
ture for Learning). Alternatively, this skill may develop with experience, so the CCI
standards for this teaching ability (indicator ) may he inappropriate or too high for
beginning teachers. (It is the opinion of FWL staff, however, that the first explanation is
more likely than the second.)

Appropriateness across Contexts

Almost all of the teachers (15 of 18) felt the CCI approach is useful for teachers
in different contexts (i.e., across grade levels, subject areas, and diverse student groups).
Some of the teachers, however, qualified their answers, saying that its usefulness wasdependent upon the teacher receiving feedback aftet the observation; for example, one
teacher remarked, "It r Id be [useful] if I actually got feedback from it." The following
pages examine the issue of the CCI's appropriateness for different grades, subjects, and
student groups.

Grade kvel and subject matter. As indicated above, most teachers believe theCCI is appropriate for new teachers in varying grades and subject areas. (See Table 3.2
for a complete listing by grade level of all subjects observed.) This opinion was also
expressed by almost all of the CT assessors. Commented one assessor:

Considering that I have teaching experience spanning pre-
school through 11th grade, I am conffdent that this instru-
ment is relevant to all grades and subject areas.
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CHART 3.2

CCI SCORING RESULTS
PERCENT OF TEACHERS RECEIVING 'ACCEPTABLE" RATINGS PER INDICATOR
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One assessor, however, questioned whether the instrument was appropriate for all
subject areas. This assessor observed a teacher in an agricultural management class and
found that "no teaching of the sort defined by the Instruction and Assessment clusters
occurred." According to her report, the observed lesson did not contain any explicit
instruction from the teacher. Instead, the teacher acted as a supervisor while the stu-
dents engaged in a particular activity (in this case, worming sheep).

The assessor stated that based on her many years of experience as a high school
administrator observing industrial arts arid business classes, many -- if not most -- voca-
tional classes are like this; that is, the approach seems to be, "Just do the task and you'll
learn." Exactly what is learned, however, is not necessarily specified. Although tne ob-
served lesson took place on what the teacher described as an "activity day," the assessor
asked if thsre aren't some classes (e.g., vocational education classes) that have less
emphasis on direct instruction than do other classes. She questioned whether these
classes should be assessed in the same manner as other classes. In other words, is it
appropriate to rate the teacher of the agricultural management class on the use of 1
questioning technigues, for example, when the nature of the lesson, as perceived by the
teacher, required little questioning? Or is the definition of good teaching such that the
teacher should have been expected to use questioning techniques during a "hands on"
learning activity? Based on one's answers to these concerns, the CI' assessor suggested
that the CCI may or may not be appropriate across subject areas.

To begin to address the question raised by this assessor, we examined the docu-
mentation for the teacher who taught the agricultural management lesson. Although the
assessor checked a "Cannot Rate" for lesson content, there were four other areas in
which the teacher was given an "Unacceptable" rating: "Structure for Learning",
"Lesson Development", "Questioning Techniques", and "Monitoring and Adjusting."
The evidence given for the negative ratings seemed to justify the ratings. For example,
the teacher's initiation and closure ("Structure for Learning") were purely administrative
(e.g., after the last lamb was vaccinated, the teacher said, "That's it. Go in and get
washed up."). Even a very activity-based lesson such as this (i.e., worming sheep) would

'nefit from a structural framework which facilitates learning. Another example is that
although the teacher stood in the presence of the students and could see if they were
performing the procedure correctly, he was not obcerved monitoring whether or not they
understood the procedure. Such monitoring would alsu facilitate learning, even in an
activity-based class. "Thus, although the data are too limited to draw a definitive conclu-
sion on this issue, the CCI does seem capable, at least to some degree, of assessing
teachers of a variety of different subjects, including vocational education and other activ-
ity-baseu classes.

In addition to looldng at the particular documentation tor the lesson in question,
we also looked at the distribution of ratings across subject areas of the teachers who
received four or more "Unacceptable" ratings (i.e., failed the assessment by Connecticut
standards). The teachers who fell into this category included four of the 19 teachers
who were observed teaching English/language arts (includes reading), two of the six
teaching science, one of the three teaching social studies, and the one teaching agricul-
tural management. Moreover, of the four English/language arts lessons, two were taught
by elementary teachers and two by high school teachers. Although the data are too
limited to draw any conclusions about the relative degree of dif ailty across subject
areas, there was only one instance where an assessor reported difficulty in applying the
CCI to the observed lesson, and that was for the agricultural management class.
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In connection with this question of appropriateness across subjects, the Cr asses-
sors were asked how much knowledge of the subject matter should an assessor have to
administer this assessment. Several of the assessors felt that there are certain content
areas where a teacher-assessor match is a must. In particular, the assessors noted the
importance of subject-matter laiowledge at the secondary level. One assessor stated that
her knowledge of physical science was crucial to her analysis of a middle school science
lesson, and her lack of content knowledge was an impediment to her analysis of a high
school vocational agriculture lesson. Tins assessor also questioned her ability to judge
the level of difficulty of a first-grade lesson considering that her background was as 3
chemistry/physics teacher and high school administrator.

Two of the assessors, however, strongly dissented. One stated that knowledge of
the subject matter is not essential to administering this assessment, but that knowledge
of the instrument is. The other maintained that through focusing on cues such as the
pattern of tudent engagement (i.e., are most students wearing puzzled expressions and
withdrawing from active participation in the lesson?) and the content of questions asked
by students, she could infer whether or not the lesson content and development were
satisfactory. This particular assessor had experience teaching in both secondary and
middle schiols, so it is possible that she was speaking from a broader range of experi-
ence than other assessors.

Although there are merits to both sides of the argument, it would be difficult to
judge the accuracy of the lesson content (as required by the indicator, "Appropriate
Lesson Content") or the appropriateness of the questions asked to the lesson content
(as required by the indicator, "Questioning Techniques") if one is not familiar with that
content. Further, how could an observer judge the communication skills (as required by
the communication indicator) of a teacher using a language other than English during
much of the observation period if the observer does not speak that language? An
observer does have the option of giving a "Cannot Rate" rating to the "Lesson Content"
indicator, but not to the ether indicators. Thus, it seems desirable that, whenever possi-
ble, the observer have some familiarity with the subject area in order to provide higher
quality observations and more reasonable ratings on the attributes and indicators. In
addition, if feedback is to be provided to the teacher, it would probably be more useful
if it is based on the observation(s) made someone familiar with the subject.

In our analysis of the CCI ratings, we also focused on the appropriateness of the
CCI assessment across grade levels. We found that on some indicators there was a
difference in how well teachers at different grade levels (i.e., elementary, middle, and
senior high school) performed. Chart 2 shows the total number of teachers who re-
ce_ ied an "Acceptable" rating for each indicator, and also the number and percentage
of teachers with the rating at the elementary, middle school, and high school levels. As
the table shows, our sample of high school teachers tended to perform less well than our
sample of middle school and elementary school teachers on four C. the ten indicators.
The percentage of middle school and elementary school teachers receiving an "Accept-
able" rating was much higher than the percentage of high school teachers for the follow-
ing indicators: "Lesson Content," "Lesson Development," "Questioning Techniques,"
and "Monitoring and Adjusting." In addition, one third of the high school teachers
received an over?ll total of from four t.) seven "unacceptable" ratings compared to only
one of the eight middle school teachers and two of the 24 elementary teachers. Due to
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the small size of each group, no conclusions can be drawn from the data. It may be
beneficial, however, for any further pilot testing of high-inference observation instru-
ments to include a focus on grade level comparisons. For example, future pilot tests
could be conducted to see if a match between teacher and assessor with regard to grade
level experience yields the same or different results as this pilot testi Similarly, addition-
al pilot tests might be conducted to assess whether an assessor-teacher match with
regard to subject matter affects results by grade level, particularly at the high school
level.

Diverse students. The philosophy of the CCI, as stated in the CCI training
handbook cor assessors, 'Includes the assumption that "Effective teaching is sensitive tocultural diversity." The handbook also states that "Competent beginning teachers will
help prepare children for participation in a culturally diverse world and will also teach in
ways that help all children learn." To the latter end, the CCI puts a special emphasis
on the concept, "all children." For example, the effective teacher is expected to be
accepting of and interested in all students, to encourage all children to achieve at thehighest level they can, to engage all children in the learning activities, and so on.
However, as noted in the earlier discussion of how well the CCI addresses "Standard 30:
Capacity to Teach Cross-e'llturally" of the California Beginning Teacher Standards, the
CCI does not completely ture a teacher's capacity to respond appropriately to di-
verse students because hb :,Jie focus is on those students present in the teacher's current
classroom. If those students are all or mostly homogeneous, the CCI is completely
unable to assess how a teacher responds to diverse students. Fur'lermore, although the
underlying philosophy of the CCI may include the assumption th n. a competent begin-
ning teacher will help prepare children for participation in a culturally diverse world,
there is nothing in the Lontent of the CCI that assesses a teacher's ability to do so.

The CCI could, however, be modified in order to address these issues. For in-
stance, the first indicator, "Positive Learning Environment," might be modified to in-
duce a stipulation that, not only does the teacher "maintain a positive social and emo-
tion k. tone in the learning environment," but also maintains a learning environment that
is both fair to different types of students--by gender, ethnicity, handicapping conditions,
language group, etc.--and is reflective of a culturally diverse world.

To further strengthen the CCI's capacity to assess a teacher's ability to teach di-
verse students, it also seems desirable to have, whenever possible, an observer who is
familiar with the Wpe of student group being observed. For example, special education
students, limited English proficient students, and some students of particular ethnic
groups may tend to exhibit certain characteristics. An observer's knowledge of student
development and of desirable and appropriate behaviors for those in the classroom
being kserved would likely contribute to higher quality observations.

Fairness across Groups of Teachers

The majority of teachers responded positively to the question of fairness of the
CCI across groups of teachers (e.g., different ethnic groups, different language groups,
etc.). Thirteen of the 18 teachers believed the assessizeut is fair, two did not, and threedid not give an answer (or gave an answer that did not address the question). The six
Connecticut assessors also felt the CC1 is fair across groups of teachers.
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FWL staff are unable to comment on the fairness of the CCI across groups
because there is not enough information about the teachers' ethnic backgrounds, lan-
guage abilities, etc., to enable us to examine teacher performance with regard to these
dimensions.

Areas of Most/Least Emphasis

Because the CCI assesses a variety of areas, the teachers were asked what areas
they feel should receive the most/least emphasis in making decisions on credentialing.
The teachers gave a wide variety of answers (there were also eight teachers who did not
answer), some of which, together with the number of teachers who gave them, are listed
below:

Most Emphasis

-- the way a teacher relates to students
-- teaching methods or instructional techniques

331

-- major competency areas
-- positive attitude
-- accuracy
-- flexibility 1

-- student engageMent 1

-- the tone of voice in the classroom 1

-- monitoring for understanding 1

Least Emphasis

-- classroom management
-- style 1

-- high level knowledge of content

The majority of CT assessors generally felt that none of the areas should receive
most/least emphasis. In defense of their opinion, two of the assessors made reference
(either directly or indirectly) to the "integrated, holistic nature of teaching," arid thus the
importance of all the areas. One assessor explained, "A teacher with a dynarn;te plan
but no discipline is no more effective than a teacher with great discipline and no plan."

One assessor disagreed and specified three ar2as she thought should receive the
most emphasis: maintaining appropriate standards of behavior, promoting a positive
learning environment, and monitoring student understanding and adjusting teaching.
Regarding the latter, she commented, "No matter how good the teacher thinks the
lesson is, without monitoring and adjusting she'll never know."

Assessment Format

Traditionally used by school administrators, the classroom observation method of
assessment is generally accepted by teachers, administrators, parents, and the general
public as an appropriate method to assess teacher competence. It is relatively easy to
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administer because it requires minimal materials (paper and pen for the assessor) and
no special setting. Moreover, the person making the observation usually focuses on onespecific area or takes general notes on a variety of areas. The classroom observation
assessment as described by the CCI is also fairly easy to administer, but its formatrenders it more difficult than most traditional systems because the CCI requires the
assessor to script, as best as possible, the entire lesson. In addition, the CCI analysis
entails much more writing than traditional systems, and, perhaps, more careful codifica-tion.

From another perspective, the CCI cannot be easily administered to groups of
teachers because its format requires one assessor observing one teacher at a time.
Because the format requires the assessment to take place in the teacher's classroom
(which is convenient for the teacher), the assessor must be able to travel whatever dis-
tance necessary to observe at the teacher's school site. Needless to say, in the state of
California, these format issues pose a formidable challenge.

Other format issues more easily addressed are the clarity of the assessment, the
clarity of the assessment materials, and the question of giving feedback as part of theassessment.

Clarity of the Assessment

Before the observations, each participating teacher received the Connecticut
Competency Instrument which described the aspects of teaching being assessed (i.e., the
10 indicators). However, only nine of the 18 teachers who returned the evaluationforms responded positively when asked if they knew what aspects of teaching were beingmeasured by the assessment (six teachers said "no," and three did not respond). Fourof the nine teachers who said "yes" were also able to identify the aspects that they
believed were being measured. Of the six teachers with negative responses, two ex-pressed some confusion as to what was being evaluated -- the teacher or the CCI?

The responses to the above question lend credence to the recommendation madeby some of the assessors that the teachers have assistance in reviewing the instrument.Eleven pages of description of the CCI indicators are probably too much for a teacher
to understand through reading alone. It seems important that a teacher about to be
assessed with the CCI have the opportunity to discuss the CCI process and the instru-
ment itself with someone who is familiar with the CCI assessment.

Clarity of Assessment Materials

The majority of teachers (14 of 18) reported t:iat the CCI assessment materialsthey received prior to the assessment were helpful. An even larger number of teachers(16) stated that the sample pre-assessment information form was helpful. Teachers werealso asked to comment specifically on the pre- and post-observation forms. Almost all
of the teachers (15) found the questions on the forms to be understandable. Oneteacher had praise for both the questions in general and the post-observation questionsin particular:
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The questions were clear; I liked being able to explain spe-
cial circumstances or changes in plans.

Based on the comments from the teachers and CI' assessors, the pre-assessment
information form and the pre- and post-observation interview forms seem to be especial-
ly valuable and key to the observation and evaluation of the teacher's behaviors. The
pre-ol,servation form gives structure and meaning to the teacher's lesson, and the post-
observation form allows the assessor to understand the teacher's response to the class-
room context, and to gauge the extent to which instruction was altered according to that
context. If California decides to use a classroom observation instrument in teacher
credentialing, there are several ways in which the materials should differ from the CCI
materials.

Above all else, an identification number should be assigned to each new teacher
to permit the linking of various documents and it should appear on each page of all the
forms. Other suggestions for changes to some of the forms are as follows:

Pre-assessment Information Form -- Change so that it collects information on the
name of the school, the name of the city, and the composition of the class (e.g., gender,
ethnic groups, languages spoken, students receiving.special services). Revise question
#3 of this form, which asks what other adults will be in the classroom during the obser-
vation, to ask about other students that are not part of the,teacher's regular class.
Require, whenever possible, that the teacher attach relevant materials, such as copies of
worksheets that are connected with the observed lesson.

Pre-observation Interview Form -- Rewrite for better clarity. Question #1, for
example, asks the teacher if she/he has made any changes to the lesson plan described
in the Pre-Assessment Information Form. If the teacher's response to that question is
that there are no changes, Question #3 might be confusing because it asks the teacher
about "other changes" that the interviewer should be aware of.

Scripting Sheets -- Current scripting sheets are notepad page.': of the assessor's
choice to which the assessor adds columns to match the CCI format. Replace with pre-
printed scripting sheets designed to conform to the official format. Include a space to
collect information on the number of students on task, which would also serve to remind
the observer to collect this information on a regular basis.

Assessor Rating Summary -- Modify to include a place to indicate if there is an
Incident Report or not. (An Incident Report is completed by the observer if there is any
irregularity that could affect the validity and accuracy of the observation and ratings.)

Documentation Checklist -- Connecticut provides a checklist for observers, listing
their procedures and responsibilities. Prepare a similar document for California observ-
ers including timelines and addresses for sending documentation, a one-page list of clus-
ters, indicators, and attributes in outline format with codes assigned to each, and a list of
standard abbreviations for use in scripting to ensure some consistency across observers
and for use in interpreting and reviewing another person's script.
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Observation Feedback

The format of this assessment did not include giving feedback to the teachers,
because the purpose of the pilot test was to evaluate the CCI instrument. Almost all ofthe teachers (16-of 18) indicated they woi.:1 have liked some feedback, and two of the
Connecticut assessors indicated that not beng able to give the teachers feedback was themost difficult (or one of the most difficult) aspects of this pilot study.

The teachers were asked to describe what kind of feedback would be helpful
from this type of assessment, and also by whom, when, and in what format the feedbackshould be provided. The most common response was that the assessor should providethe feedback (10 teachers), as soon as possible (9 teachers), and in a constructive, posi-tive form (7 teachers).

A few teachers were not so concerned with how or what kind of feedback be
given, just that it be given. Said one teacher:

Some feedback would be nice, in any form.

Clearly, teachers desire feedback. However, the content of and process forproviding observation feedbadk need to be carefully considered. In Connecticut, the
feedback process for 1989-90 will consist of the beginning teacher receiving feedbackafter each observation. The feedback will provide information on whether the teacherdemonstrated sufficient or insufficient skills relating to each defining attribute, or wheth-er there was insufficient evidence to arrive at a conclusion. If California considersadopting a similar observation feedback process, feedback should be given relatively
soon after the lesson so the teacher has a clear memory of the lesson to which the
feedback applies. Second, a feedback checklist corresponding to the indicators and
attributes does not inform the teacher of the specific behaviors that were observed andjudged to be acceptable or not acceptable. Thus, if a teacher receives a negative ratingfor the student rapport attribute of the "Positive Learning Environment" indicator,she/he has no way of knowing which behaviors observed contributed to that rating.

Consideration also needs to be given to the use of mentor teachers in the feed-back process. As mentioned earlier, teachers in Connecticut are encouraged to sharetheir feedback results with a mentor teacher in order to get assistance in interpretationand guidance for improuement. During the pilot test in Connecticut, however, mentor
teachers reported feelings of ambivalence or reluctance about participating in the evalu-ation of beginning teachers. Such feelings may have resulted because (1) the mentor
teachers reported not feeling especially knowledgeable about the CC1 and thus not wellequipped to advise beginning teachers on either interpretation of the assessment resultsor ways to improve the areas found to be unacceptable, and/or (2) the mean number oftimes the mentor teachers reported observing beginning teachers is two, and thus they
may not be familiar enough with the beginning teachers to recognize patterns of behav-ior that might illustrate adequate or inadequate performance. Should a classroom
observation assessment be selected for use in California, a system of feedback should bedeveloped that aids teachers in improving their performance. If mentor teachers are tobe a part of this system, then they will need to receive training in the instrument andhave time to observe the teacher to be of any real help.
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("net Anairk

We have used the experience and time associated with administering and scoring
the current version of the CCI as a basis for p,oviding some initial estimates of the costs
of administering a California version of an observation system. We will outline the
assumptions and basis for estimating the costs. It is important to view these as only
general, incomplete estimates. To provide for more specific and complete estimates, it
would be important to arsess the feasibility of alternative methods for implementing the
CCI. These could include varying the method used to administer and score the observa-
tion, and using alternative methods to allocate and absorb the costs of administration.
For example, it might be possible to develop ar observation system that reduces the
scoring time from the four hours needed for the current version to one hour. Also, the
CCI could be combined with other assessments such as interviews, assessment centers or
written examinations in a manner that would affect the costs of administering each.

Assessor Time

Administering the currenc version of the CCI requires a trained observer or asses-
sor to (a) prepare for and arrange for the assessment, (b) review the pre-assessment
form, (c) conduct the pre-assessment meeting, (d) observe for 45 minutes to one hour,
and (e) analyze the teacher's performance according to the ten indicators. The current
analysis system requires as many as four hours to summarize and score an observation.

Allocating up to four hours for scoring and two hours for the other activities
would imply that the assessment could be completed within six hours. Using an hourly
rate of $20 per hour would cost $120 per observation for the assessor's time, which
would account for the majority of costs. If the scoring time were reduced to one hour,
the cost of assessor time would drop to $80 per observation.

Training Costs

The current version of the CCI requires a five-day training session and a two-day
follow-up session. If we assume that each assessor could be trained and certified in this
amount of time and that each would conduct 30 observations each year for five years,
we cou!d distribute the costs for training the person would be distributed over 150
observations. Reimbursing the assessors for the seven days of training at $20 per hour
or $160 per day would add about $7 to the cost of each assessment.

Other Costs

Other costs would include those associated with telephone, duplication, postage,
and travel where needed. Travel could be expensive in a state like California unless
regional assessors were used. A regional system of assessors that involved little travel
would minimize the cost. Placing an estimate on the costs of these activities or ingredi-
ents would depend in large part on the manner in which the system was ultimately
designed and how costs were apportioned. Using a figure of $30 per assessment of
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these activities would assume only minimal travel costs, based on our experience fromthe pilot testing.

The above analysis results in the following cost estimate to administer a revisedversion of the CCI. The total cost could be as low as $117 per assessment if the ob-servers could score the observation in one hour.

Assessor: $120/assessment

Training: $7/assessment

Other: $30/assessment

Total: $157/assessment.

The actual costs of implementing an assessment like the CCI and conducting multiple
observations would depend on several factors as already mentioned. The costs formultiple observations would vary as a function of whether all candidates were observedthe same number of times or whether only candidates who failed to demonstrate profi-ciency on early assessment(s) were subsequently observed. Additional costs would alsoinclude those for developing and managing the assessment system. But, the systemdesign and the degree to which this type of assessment might be merged with othersystems would affect the management and related costs. Estimates for these should bemade after some of these alternatives are explored and specified.

Cost Summary

The experience from pilot testing a limited number of CCI assessments yieldssome early glimpses of the costs that might be associated with such an observationsystem. While the above analysis outlines costs for most of the ingredients that might gointo a system, more refined estimates need to be made after the assessments that mightbe conducted are better defined and decisions on variations to the CCI (e.g. methods forscoring) are made.

Technical Quality

This section briefly discusses three technical issues related to the CCI -- develop-
ment, reliability, and validity. No stadstical data were available from either Connecticutor from the California pilot test.

Development

As previously discussed in the Content section of this chapter, the developmentof the CCI relied on a standard approach and included several major steps. The firstwas the identification of indicators of competent new teachers. Another was a review ofthe literature on effective teaching. Drafts of CCI materials, including indicators and
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attributes, were reviewed by national experts. During March 1988, Connecticut conduct-
ed a pilot test with 42 assessors and 36 new teachers in 27 school districts. Teachers,
teacher trainers, administrators, and other experts have been involved in all phases of
the development process.

Once the CCI was nearing the final draft stage. 1,582 Connecticut educators
participated in a content validity study, reviewing the instruments in terms of relevance
and importance. During 1988-89, Connecticut conducted a major field test involving 250
new teachers in 67 school districts. This included teachers in vocational-technical schools
and addressed the generalizability issue across subject areas and grade levels. A bias
review was also conducted and a formal standard-setting process was completed.

The development process used by Connecticut was sound. However, without
additional information on the specifics of the steps used and individuals involved, little
can be said about the quality of the effort The available evidence suggests that the CCI
was developed in a professional and technically acceptable manner.

Reliability

Several steps have been undertaken by Connecticut to help ensure a reliable
assessment with the CCI. These include: (1) the training of assessors, (2) the selection
of assessors who are experienced in teaching and in the subject area when feasible, and
(3) the use of multiple observations of the same new teacher (six per teacher by differ-
ent observers). In order to ensure consistent application and accuracy, Connecticat
trainers review potentiai assessors on five areas -- completion of both sides of the "t-
sheets," appropriateness of the data used for evidence of the defining attribute, the
inclusion of comprehensive Jata for evidence, the writing of evidence in a way that
specifically links data to the defining attribute, and the listing of specific examples of
classroom behaviors, activities or circumstances. All of these procedures are designed to
reduce the error in CCI results and thus promote its reliability.

However, no information was provided by Connecticut on other aspects of the
CCI's reliability. Data that should be collected and reported include:

o Inter-rater reliability -- two or more observers of the same lesson at the
same tirr,t, including different types of observers (e.g., teachers vs.
administrators);

o Stability of ratings -- same teacher, same observer, different days;

o Review by second observer -- of script, ratings and other documenta,
tion; and

o Monitoring of rating patterns of each observer across several teachers
to identify those observers whose ratings tend to be higher or lower
on the average than other observers, or those who consistently rate
certain indicators or attributes high or low compared to other observers,
so that discrepant observers can be identified and retrained as needed.
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In addition, the training system should include syst, matic reviews, even for observers
who are not discrepant, to minimize the chances of their starting to drift and to maintain
standards.

Validity

Several steps, as described under "Development," were undertaken during the
development stage to ensure the validity of the CCI, including the identification of
important indicators of new teacher competence, the literature review, the review of
drafts, and the content validity study. Validity must be judged in terms of the use of
the instrument. Validity is not inherent in the instrument itself. An instrument consid-
ered to be valid in Connecticut for teacher certification may or may not be valid for
credentialing in California.

Little can be said about the validity of the CCI for California or its appropriate-
ness for various subject areas, grade levels, students groups, and school/community set-
tings based on the pilot test. If the CCI or any other high-inference observation mstru-
ment is field tested, California should conduct a validity study that considers the
appropriateness of the instrument for these various settings, its relevance to a new
teacher's job, the importance of each attribute and indicator in effective teaching and in
protecting students from teachers who lack certain competencies, and the fairness of the
CCI to new teachers in terms of their opportunity to acquire the skills being observed.
New teachers, teacher trainers, mentor teachers, and teacher supervisors should be
involved in a review of the validity of the instrument. They should also be asked about
the clarity of the content and the process. Lack of clarity in either area will negatively
affect both the relialility and validity of the assessment instrument.

Although reliability addresses the accuracy of the decisions made, based on the
CCI ratings, a validity issue for California is the question of how much additional infor-
mation is provided for use in making credentialing decisions. For example, are any
decisions changed when the observation ratings are used in conjunction with other data
already available (e.g., college grades, NTE scores, CBEST scores)? In those cases
where different decisions are made once the ratings are considered, are the changes
warranted? Will students be better protected from teachers who lack needed compe-
tencies to teach effectively if an observation instrument is used in conjunction with
currently available information or other sources of information? Will teachers be more
fairly assessed if additional information is available? Related to this issue is the question
of how many observations are needed for each new teacher. Are six observations neces-
sary or is there enough information after four observations to make decisions for the
majority of cases? If the latter, two additional observations might be done only for the
borderline cases. These questions require much more data and a much larger sample
than was available in the CCI pilot testing, but must be addressed prior to adoption of
this or any other assessment instrument for credentialing in California.
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Conclusions and Recortuncnciaiious

This section contains conclusions and recommendations regarding the CCI, organ-
ized into the areas of administration, content, format, and a brief summary.
These conclusions and recommendations would likely apply to any high-inference obser-
vation instrument.

Administration of Assessment

The administration of the CCI assessment is very labor intensive, requiring nearly
one professional person day per teacher. Seven observations in five days were deemed
stressful by the assessors and independent observers; one per day is a more feasible
workload, unless substantial travel time is involved. If a subject and grade-level match
between the teacher and assessor is desired, the complexity of scheduling increases
markedly, probably increasing the time required to administer observations because of
greater assessor travel time.

The following factors seem to be key to smooth administration of the CCI in its
present form:

o making and confirming arrangements with both principals and teachers
regarding the time Jf the observation and the locations of the pre- and
post-observation interviews;

o careful design of observation schedules for assessors, with no more than
one observation scheduled per day;

o development of procedures for obtaining completed assessment materi-
als from assessors in the field; and

o arrangements for storage of a large amount (at least 25 pages) of
documentation per teacher.

Since the CCI assessment is administered and scored by the same person, the
training of assessors is also a key factor to successful administration of the CCI.
Through training, assessor candidates are taught the content of the assessment, as well
as how to conduct and score the assessment. Current training consists of seven instruc-
tional days plus time to conduct practice observations. Training could be improved
through the inclusion of more specific examples of written evidence and more time spent
analyzing evidence from previously prepared scripts instead of scripting from videotapes.
It is unlikely, however, that the training could be shortened considerably. Some modifi-
cations in the training would also be needed to accommodate the California context.,
reflecting the greater diversity of students, larger class size, and more frequent use of
instructional aides. The training should conclude, as it does in Connecticut, with each
assessor being required to exhibit a minimal level of proficiency in administering the
assessment.
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Based on our observations and those of RMC staff, as well as information col-
lected from assessors, teachers, and CCI rating sheets, we offer the following conclusions
about the content of the CCI:

o Congruence of the CCi with the various California curriculum guides
and frameworks is relatively weak. This is largely because (1) the CCI
was developed in the context of the Connecticut curriculum; (2) it is a
noricurriculum specific, high-inference observation system, and, (3) it is
not designed to measure a teacher's knowledge of curriculum directiy.

o Coverage by the CO of the California Standards for Beginning Teach-
ers varies. Coverage is particularly good for those standards which
focus on student rapport, classroom environment, and student motiva-
tion, involvement, and conduct. Coverage is partial, however, for the
majority of standards, and nonexistent for a few. Moreover, some
standards partially covered, e.g., Curricular and Instructional Planning
Skills, are difficult to measure using a classroom observation system.

o The job-relatedness of the CCI seems to be high because the assess-
ment entails observing teachers actually teaching in their own class-
rooms.

o Overall, the content of the CCI does not seem too difficult for begin-
ning teachers. Approximately 80% of the pilot test participants
received passing scores (i.e., received an "Acceptable" rating on at least
seven of the ten indicators).

o A variety of subjects, grade levels, community contexts, and instructional
techniques were observed. The CCI appeared to focus on teaching
abilities that are applicable in all K-12 instructional contexts. The
appropriateness of the CCI for assessing teachers of classes with less
emphasis on direct instruction and more emphasis on practice activity
(e.g., physical education, band, vocational education) should be studied
turther.

o Analysis of the rating results by grade level (i.e., elementary, middle
school, and high school) indicates that further pilot testing with a focus
on grade-level matches between assessors and teachers may be useful
and wa:ranted.

o Subject-matter and grade-level matches between the assessor and the
t5;acher observed might complicate administration considerably, but they
would probably improve the instrument's ability to assess the appropri-
ateness of content and lesson development.

o Although the creators of the CCI were sensitive to the issue of teaching
diverse students and developed an assessment which focused on a
teacher's interaction with all students, the CCI would need to be modi-
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If the CCI is chosen for further des,elopment, a content validity study should be
conducted in which California educators examine the instrument for the job relevance
and relative importance of its indicators.

Assessment Format

The classroom observation format will be discussed at length in Chapter 6 and
contrasted with the semi-structured interview and multiple-choice examination methods
of teacher assessment. One stren3th of the CCI format is that its focus is not on a
simulated performance, or on how a teacher says she/he would perform, or on a teach-
er's knowledge of how to perform, but rather on a teacher's actual performance in the
classroom. In addition, because the teacher is observed in his/her own clasnroom, no
special facilities are required for administration.

The format of the CCI goes beyond traditional observation systems in which an
assessor checks off observed teaching behaviors. The CCI requires an observer to first
script as much as possible the entire lesson observed, and then to document from this
script the evidence supporting the existence or absence of the desired teaching behav-
iors. Such careful documentation greatly reduces the risk of an observer's subjectivity
with regard to the teaching behaviors perceived and!or toward the teacher observed.

The CCI format also differs from other observation systems in that the actual
observation is preceded and followed by interviews which are designed to (1) help the
observer understand the instructional goals and classroom context which affect lesson
design, and (2) give the teacher an opportunity to explain and justify changes in the
original lesson design in response to unanticipated circumstances. The information
provided in the two interviews and through the pre-assessment information form (which
is completed by the teacher before the observation) allows the observer to conditionally
evaluate teacher behaviors in light of differing instructional goals and classroom contexts.
This observation instrument is superior to others used in teacher assessment because it
focuses on the meaniug rather than frequency of teacher behaviors.

Finally, the format of this assessment requires that the participating teachers
receive complete information about the CCI, incluthng descriptions of the indicators
being rated, copies of all the interview protocols, and a sample completed copy of the
pre-assessment information form. Based on the responses of the participating teachers
and assessors to these materials and to the CCI format, we recommend the following:

o In preparation for the CCI assessment, a teacher must be familiar with
a large amount of material (i.e., the content of the CCI), prepare a
lesson to meet Ca standards, and complete a pre-assessment informa-
tion form. Therefore, we agree with the Connecticut assessors who
believe that appropriate use of the CCI requires that teachers have
access to help in preparing for the assessment.

o If, as is done in Connecticut, mentor teachers are expected to help
teachers prepare for the CCI, it is crucial that the mentor teachers
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(and/or others who give assistance) are well acquainted with the instru-
ment, and free to observe the beginning teachers often enough to be
acquainted with their usual teaching behaviors

o Because both teachers and assessors expressed a desire that fitedback
be a part of the CCI process, the provision of feedback should be
considered. Also, if the CCI is intended to serve as a guide for staff
development as well as a requirement for credentialing, then the scope
of the assistance needed by a beginning teacher to interpret the results
(i.e., feedback) needs to be investigated.

Summary

If classroom observations are selected as a form of teacher assessment for cre-
dentialing purposes, the CCI could serve as a fully devehped prototype. Reviews by
California educators may suggest that alterations should be made in the indicators and
standards, but the procedures for conducting the observation and methods of scoring
appear to need no further development.
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SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW: SECONDARY MATHEMATICS

Developed by the State of Connecticut, the Semi-Structured Interview in Second-
ary Mathematics is a performance assessment designed to assess the competency of
beginning secondary mathematics teachers. Through an interview format, the assess-
ment targets a beginning teacher's knowledge in the subject area of mathematics, ex-
ploring a teacher's thought process as he or she makes instructional decisions for stu-
dents.

Tw, versions of the Semi-Structured Interview in Secondary Mathematics have
been developed by Connecticut. They are similar, but focus on two different topics:
(1) linear equations, and (2) ratio, proportions, and percent. Each version, however,
consists of the same five tasks:

(1) Structuring a Unit A teacher arranges ten mathematical topics in a
sequence that is appropriate for teaching the unit, explains reasons for
the ordering based on training and experience, and discusses how the
chosen sequence might affect student learning;

'2) Stnicturing a Lesson: A teacher explains how a lesson might be con-
structed on a topic represented by several pages of a textbook;

(3) Alternative Mathematical Appmaches: A teacher is given alternative
solution strategies for a problem, chooses the approach(es) to use to
teach students, justifies the approach(es) selected, and discusses the
relative advantages and disadvantages of each strategy;

(4) Alternative Pedagogical Approaches: A teacher is shown five alterna-
tive curriculum materials, selects the approach(es) to use to v ich
students, justifies the approach(es) selected, and discusses the relative
advantages and disadvantages of each method; and

(5) Evaluating Student Performance: A teacher is shown samples of
student work that contain an error in the solution, identifies the error
made, and offers suggestions about remedial instruction for each kind
of error.

Since the two versions differ only :n the focal topic, they will be discussed to-
gether and will be treated as a single assessment format, referied to as the SSI-SM
throughout the chapter.

The SSI-SM format combines two assessment strategies: the semi-structured
interview and the assessment center. As an assessment strategy, semi-structured inter-
views provide opportunities for candidates to respond orally to a standardized series of
questions about tasks that are presented verbally by an examiner who uses a script or
interview schedule. This interview is semi-structured in that it allows the use of rollow-
up questions at the discretion of the assessor when a candidate's answer is judged to be
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unclear or incomplete. An assessment center strategy allows for simultaneous assess-ment of a number of candidates, all of whom participate in a series of exercises or taskswhich might otherwise be administered to candidates individually. In the case of theSSI-SM, the assessment was organized so that a group . candidates rotated throughthe set of tasks, with each candidate completin a different subset of tasks in the sametime period. The order in which candidates performed the tasks was purposely varied.

The SSI-SM was developed by the Connecticut State Department of Education(CSDE) for use in a three-tier assessment system that is designed to strengthen itsteacher education program and improve the quality of its beginning teachers. As brieflydescribed at the beginning of Chapter 4, this system includes the following assessments(each of which is administered at a different point in the beginning teacher's career): aminimal skills test in reading, writing, and mathematics; a multiple-choice examinationmeasuring subject matter knowledge (secondary teachers are assessed in their area ofspecialty and elementary teachers are assessed with a custom-designed elementary
education examination); and a classroom observation assessment that evaluates teacherson the essentials of effective teaching. Together, these instruments serve as important
means for assessing a teacher's content knowledge and general pedagogical knowledge
(or teaching skills), but they do not assess the intersection of subject matter knowledgeand pedagogical skill -- or what Shulman describes as pedagogical content lalowledge.
Thus, in order to ensure that its teacher assessment program measures all essentialcomponents of teacher knowledge, the CSDE decided to dev,tlop and add to its systeman instrument that would measure a beginnir.g teacher's pedagogical content laiowledge.

The resulting instrument was a semi-structured interview with a focus in mathe-matics. The subject area of mathematics was chosen for three reasons: (1) mathemat-ics is generally acknowledged to have a more tightly defined knowledge base than suchbroader subject areas as social studies or language arts; (2) Connecticut State's mathconsultant was especially interested in developing an instrument of this kind; and (3)there is a relatively strong research base about teachers' cognitive processes in the areaof mathematics.

Development of the SSI-SM proceeded as a collaboration between the CSDEand Gaea Leinhardt, an expert in the cognitive research on Mathematics teaching whohas extensive experience working with teachers, as well as a background in testing and
measurement. 'Throughout periodic stages of its development, the SSI-SM underwent
review by educational researchers, curriculum erperts, members of the State's MathAdvisory Committee, and the interviewers who participated in the pilot study conductedin December 1986 and July 1987 involving 24 beginning and experienced teachers.Although the final instrument focused on math, the developers specifically designed it asa prototype to be generalizable across disciplines.

The administration, c77tent, and format of the SSI-SM are discussed below.Following a discussion of the cost analysis and technical quality of the assessment, thechapter closes with a summary of conclusions reached, together with recommendationsfor further steps in exploring the feasibility and utility of the Semi-Structured Interviewin Secondary Mathematics (or a similar instrument) in California teacher assessment.
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Administration of Assessments

This section begins with an overview of the administration of the assessments,
which is followed by a discussion of the logistics of administering the SSI-SM.

Overview

The SEISM wac administered by six trained assessors from Connecticut, all of
whom conducted the interviews during the week beginning May 10, 1989, at two differ-
ent sites. The sample for this assessment was 20 secondary mathematics teachers.
Table 4.1 contains information about the number of teachers assessed from each local
pilot project, the assessment sites, and some of the characteristics (e.g., gender, grade
level, ethnicity, and teaching experience) of the participating teachers.

Logistics

Logistical activities for this assessment included: (1) developing orientation
materials for teachers and principals; (2) identifying teacher samples; (3) making travel
arrangements for six trained assessors from Connecticut; (4) scheduling the test adminis-
tration; (5) arranging facilities; (6) acquiring materials for the administration of each
task; (7) arranging for the acquisition of evaluation feedback from teachers; and (8)

111

arranging for district reimbursement for the "ost of substitute teachers and payment to
some teacher participants. Lo *stical arrangements are described in detail in the Admin-
istration Report for Spring 1989.

Teachers received a tv J-page description of the assessment t:, mail prior to the
interview. Shortly before the interview began, they were given general information
about the tasks and the purpose of the ioilot test. Largely because this assessment hadnot yet been pilot tested and thus sample responses were not available, the information
did not include a full range of descriptive sample material that is usually accessible to
candidates. Providing a full range of descriptive sample material, however, is particular-
ly important for this type of assessment, which departs dramatically in form from that of
current California teacher assessments.

Concerns for due process and equal access have motivated most test publishers
to provide candidates with orientation materials describing the examination's purpose,
content, format, length and cAraluation standards. Often sample assessment materials
are made available. If this or a similar assessment were adopted, teachers would need

111 review prior to the assessment. Assessment orientation materials would need to be
timely delivery of materials with sufficient descriptive detail to allow for preparation and

developed to provide this kind of information. Such materials might describe the pur-
pose, format, and rationale for this new type of format, provide sample tasks and
component questions, and discuss the type and range of potential topics and, most
importantly, the criteria for evaluating candidates' responses. All current topics that
might be assessed could be published and sent to all "registered" candidates a monthbefore the assessment. Orientation materials for performance assessments such as essay

1
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TABLE 4.1

SEMISTRUCTURED ThITERVIEW IN SECONDARY MATHEMATICS:
PILOT 'TEST PARTICIPANTS

(Total Number of Teachers=20)

Descriptive Characteristics
of Participants

Distxibufions of
Participants

Teaching Experience
First Year 13
Second Year 7

Teaching Level
Middle Level 8
High School 12

Gender
Male 11
Female 9

Ethnicity

American Indian 1

AsianAmerican 1

Hispanic 2
White 16

Location of Teaching
Fresno 12
New Haven 4
Oakland 4
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examinations sometimes also recommend content and strategies that candi-
dates might review in preparation for the assessment, and provide annotated examples
of how responses nre evaluated.

Based on the previous pilot experience, the tasks were refined and grouped alto
two sets so that each set of tasks took approximately equal amounts of time; the Cali-
fornia experience was that the effort to balance the length uf time of tasks was largely
successful. Due to individual differences, there is almost always some variation in the
length of time. Therefore, some arrangement must be made for smooth transitions
between tasks. Procedures for handling especially verbose teachers who take longer
periods of time need to be established. Teachers who do not communicate useful
information in light of the scoring criteria can be prompted to finish; the more difficult
decision is when to cut off the occasional teachers who take a long time to complete
tasks because of superior breadth, depth, and detail.

Facilities required for this assessment included four interview rooms (one for
each task) and one coordination room (for assembling before and between interviews)
for every day of interviewing. Although FWL staff investig.ated a wide range of sites,
we experienced severe difficulties in locating appropriate facilities with large numbers ofsmall rooms. If the assessment were held on weekends or during the summer, vacantschool or college classrooms could be utilized; for assessments held during the schoolweek, similar problems in locating facilities can be anticipated.

The interviews were videotaped to provide a visual record for scoring the teach-
ers' responses. (The scoring system was developed at a later date, precluding theoption of scoring simultaneously with administration.) The use of videotaping equip-

iment precipitated some disruptions and delays due to technical problems. Clearly, f
videotaping continues as an assessment component, a technician needs to be close at
hand. However, the necessity of videotaping rather than audiotaping should be furtherconsidered. To date, there seems to be little indication that any visual infonaation ispertinent to evaluating responses or monitoring the assessors. Audiotaping is less tech-
nically demanding and more cost effective, in addition to preserving the anonymity of
the candidates.

As with the other assessments, teachers were asked to complete a questionnaireasking their opinions of the SSI-SM in which they had just participated. Teachers were
not asked to differentiate between the tasks for linear equations and those for ratios,
proportions, and percents. Assessors also completed a feedback form on the final dayof the assessment. They were asked to provide their perceptions of the adequacy oftheir training to administer the instrument, the logistical arrangements and facilities, the
assessment format, the fairness of the instrument, and its appropriateness for assessing
the teaching competence of new teachers.

Security

As with all assessments, the security of teacher evaluations is required. The
extent of security necessary for the assessment materials is unclear. On the one hand,
the answers to questions for each task are interrelated. One could not memorize iso-
lated answers to questions, but would need to memorize an entire script. On the other
hand, at one time, the state of Georgia included a semi-structured interview to gather
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information about a teacher's individual portfolio as part of its assessment instrument.
The standardized questions allowed the develor_ment %rid teaching of standardized
answers to beginning teachers which circumvented the effectiveness of the assessment,
so the interview portion of the Georgia assessment was deleted. Before the adoption ofthis or any other semi-structured interview assessment, the robustness of semi-
structured interviews with respect to development of standardized answers would needto be investigated.

Assessors and Their Training

Six trained assessors from Connecticut participated in the pilot test:ng. As wasthe case with the CCI pilot test (Chapter 3), the use of trained assessors from Connecti-
cut rather than California assessors served to reduce the costs -- both in terms of time
and money - of the SSI-SM pilot test. Using trained assessors from Connecticut both
reduced the time needed to coordinate the pilot test (e.g., no assessor recruitment or
training necessary) and eliminated the costs associated with these two activities.

The six Connecticut assessors were all mathematics teachers with over five years
of teaching experie-ce. In FaP 1988, each participated in a one-day training session
which included back, round information about the semi-structured interview, approxi-
mately two hours of lecture on methods of interviewing, and three hours of practice in
administering interviews. Following the training, in November 1988, the assessors partic-ipated in a pilot study of the SSI-SM in Connecticut, administering one complete inter-view to 10 teachers. In preparation for the Spring 1989 pilot testing in California, a
specialist in interpersonal communications gave the assessors refresher training in April
1989. The refresher training consisted of (1) roughly two hours of lecture on findings
from the November pilot study; (2) a one-hour discussion of interviewing weaknesses
identified through analysis of the November videotapes (e.g., probing tactics, establishingrapport with the candidate, and maintaining standardization across the interviewees); (3)
a one-hour group discussion concerning changes made in the protocols; and (4) one-and-a-half hours of interviewing mathematics teacher education students using the newprotocols. One important change that resulted from the November pilot was that eachassessor was trained to administer a set of several tasks rather than a complete inter-
view.

In this pilot test there were six assessors for four activity stations. Based on thisexperience, FWL has determined that four qualified assessors can adequately handlefour stations. Additional assessors might be used for either training or coordination
purposes, but are not needed for managing the assessment.

All of the assessors believed that their training bad been adequate. Three asses-
sors mentioned the importance of practice in administering the tasks, with one of them
remarking that the traming was inadequate without it. Two of these assessors also
mentioned the work on probes as being useful. The only suggestion for improvement
came fro..1 another assessor who would have liked more feedback on his performance.

Knowledge of the subject area is necessary to construct appropriate probes.
Although our observations of the questioning indicated that the scripts prompted a
fairly high degree of comparabilitY, there was some unevenness in probing for additional
detail or explanation. Analysis of pilot tapes suggests the desirability of such probes to
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better reflect the extent of the teacher's knowledge. However, the degree of probing
can affect the rating of a teacher's response, with uneven probing affectine the fairness
of the assessment across teachers. This is a dilemma which needs further exploration
with particular attention to such issues as the variability of assessor probing, the condi-
tions under which the variability occurs, and the implications of the analysis for selec-
tion and further training of assessors. Improved alignment between questions and
scoring criteria would also reduce, but probably not eliminate, the necessity for probing.
During meetings on the development of the scoring system, some interviewers suggested
that explications of the scoring criteria should inform the development of guidelines for
types and degrees of probing beyond the scripted questions.

Assessor training will be significantly altered if interviewers also serve as raters.
Whether having the interviewer assume both roles will negatively affect the composure
and/or performance of the candidates cannot be determined from this pilot test, but this
issue will be a significant question for further pilot or field testing. The circumstances
under which and the manner in which an assessor takes notes, probes, and reacts to
candidates' responses will need careful attention.

Teacher and Assessor Impressions of Administration

Seventeen cf the teachers felt that the arrangements were reasonable. Two
specific suggestions for improvement were longer breaks and eather notification.

Assessor comments focused on equipment and facilities. Several mentioned the
importance of sett.ng up the video equipment well in advance and instructing the asses-
sors in its use. Two assessors commented that the use of hotel guest rooms did not
contribute to a "professional" atmosphere. However, another assessor had the contrary
impression, citing the desk-and-chair setting in a small hotel room as more professional
than the use of a conference table in a mid-sized meeting room. One assessor was
distracted by noise coming from the room next door.

Scoring

One purpose of the administration and especialiy the videotaping of the assess-
ment was to allow the further development of the scoring system. (The videotaping
allowed repeated viewing of an interview and the testing of different scoring methods.)
The scoring approach has continued to evolve during the development of the semi-
structured interviews. A team of consultants, Connecticut State Department of Educa-
tion staff, and committees of Connecticut teachers have worked to augment the design
of a scoring system that was pilot tested in Connecticut during the 1987-88 school year.
The scoring system is in the final stages of development, but is not a completely de-
veloped prototype at this time.

One purpose of the continued development was to identify knowledge domains,
key indicatorF, and quality criteria that might be applied across subject areas. The
emerging scoring approach specifies three domains of experdse: Curricular/Content
Pedagogy, and K.nowledge of Students. There are currently two indicators or clusters of
knowledge within each domain. To facilitate understanding of each indicator, it is
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augmented by elements, which are examples of specific knowledge, skills, or dispositionsthat comprise an indicator. The list of elements for each indicator is illustrative, and notdefinitive. The SSI-SM is scored at the indicator level

Math Scoring Indicators and Indicator Elements

The specific indicators as of the fall of 1989 are as follows:

o CCI: Understands principles, skills, and concepts of the content area.This indicator is a test of content knowledge. C-andidates are notexpected to shine as outstanding mathematicians; however, inaccuraciesin mathematics, gxoss or subtle errors in terminology, inappropriaterepresentations ot concepts should all point to weaknesses as a mathe-matician that will interfere with effective instruction. Elements include:
- mathematics
- mathematical terminology

o CC2: Understands mathematical interrelationships amung topics andorganizes content on the basis of the relationships. The mathematicalconcepts must be connected in 2 logical way based cn interrelationchipsthat create an appropriate curriculum for instruction. CCC2 addressesboth the purpose and perspective of the content area. Elements in-clude:

- identifying prerequisite knowledge and skills
- sequencing topics based on a mathematical perspective- grouping topics based on the mathematics addressed
- iidentifying real world applications of topics
- linking content to specialized skills (e.g., critical thinking)
- linking content to a broader curriculum
- analyzing texts, lesson materials, etc., as related to the broadercurriculum

o CP3: Understands effective practices, successful approaches, and poten-tial problems associated with mathematics instruction. This indicator isthe core of the content-bound instructional knowledge. It asks whetheror not the candidate is an effective teacher of mathematics capable ofintegrating his or her more general pedagogical skills and his or herknowledge of mathematics. This indicator should measure the commoneements of "pure mathematics" and "pure pedagogy." CP3 should alsoaddress the richness of the teacher's instructional repertoire of content
examples, analogies, materials, etc. Elements include:

- examining alternative approaches to instruction on the basis ofcontent
- examining the relative importance of topics
- examining the relative difficulty of concepts
- anticipating problems all students will encounter
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adjusting instruction based on mathematical context and practical
considerations

- identifying supplementary instructional materials
selecting instructional approaches that are appropriaL to the
instructional objectives

selecting instructional activities that are appropriate to the instruc-
tional objectives

demonstrating an instructional repeeoire appropriate to the
content area, including examples of concepts, effective analogies,
multiple procedures for teaching concepts, representative analo-
gies, and sound presentations

o CP4: Understands effective instructional practices that facilitate learn-
ing and are independent of the subject area. This indicator measures
the candidates general pedagogical knowledge. Any evidence of sound
instructional approaches that are independent of the content area
should be credited under CP4 rather than CP3. Skills taught in a tradi-
tional teacher preparation program related to classroom management,
lesson planning, lesson monitoring, routines and transitions, and general
evaluation are represented in this indicator. Elements include:

strocturing a lesson
providing clear opening and closinj to a lesson

- monitoring student understanding during d:rect -:nstruction
- monitoring time on task
- maintaining routines to facilitate transitions from one activity to

another
maintaining a sense of order in the classroom

- encouraging student responsibility for their own learning
- selecting appropriate grouping and other instructional strategies
- fostering independence and interdependem..?. of learners

evaluating student work (formal and informal)
providing feedback to students
evaluating instructional outcomes

o KS5: Justifies instructional practices and approaches on the basis of
student background and interests. This indicator measures the extent
to which the teacher considers the background, needs, and interests of
his or her students, or students in general, in selecting instructional
approaches that facilitate learning. One component of the indicator is
the consideration of motivational strategies. Elements include.:

soliciting information about student background and interests
selecting lesson activities, presentations, and explanations that
reflect student background and interests

designing instruction that considers the self-concept/self-esteem
needs of students

connecting instruction to the real world experiences of students
building on the informal and intuitive knowledge of the students
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o KS6: Justifies instructional practices and approaches on the basis of
student abilities. Mention to student ability and the need to monitor
and adjust instruction based on ability grouping, setting appropriate
standards, etc. all contribute to this indicator. Elements include:

soliciting information about student abilities
selecting lesson activities, presentations, and explanations that
reflect student abilities

modifying instruction to build on a student's existing mathematics
knowledge base

- developing alternate approaches to instruction for a given concept
basec' on a range of individual student skills

- identitying special approaches to instruction for highly capable/less
capable students

Videotapes of teachers were viewed by the Connecticut development team and anumber of Connecticut math teachers to identify instances of specific levels of perform-
ance. Once consensus was reached on these "marker tapes," the performances were
compared to identify key distinctions between them. These distinctions were codifiedinto descriptions of performances for each rating category. The marker tapes were thenused to anchor the professional judgments of the scorers to the set of established stand-ards.

Scoring Process

Although future plans call for the development of a scoring system which is
implemented as the teacher is ')eing interviewed, at present, all interviews are video-taped and then scored offsite. The current scoring system requires the scorer to viewthe videotape of a task and then record evidence in one of three columns representingthe three scoring domains described above. Evidence consists of notations of appropri-ate or inappropriate statements about mathematical concepls, instructional techniques,
or conceptions of students by the teacher. Once the viewing is complete, the scorerreviews the evidence recorded under each knowledge domain and codes the statementsaccording to the indicators. At this point, the scorer may decide that the evidence hasbeen misclassified as to domain, and reclassify it into a more appropriate domain.
Proper classification is critical to reliable scoring. To assist the scorer in appropriate
classification of evidence, elements of each indicator have been further delineated toguide the coding process.

For each of the indicators, the rater then uses three response characteristics to
evaluate the quality of the candidate's explanations and justifications: the appropriate-
ness of statements; the breadth of the repertoire; and the depth with which the candi-
date provides specific, reasoned examples. The rater weighs the importance of each of
these criteria and evidence for them in deciding on a summary. rating for each indicator.
The summary ratings, in increasing order of proficiency, are: "insufficient," "marginal,"
"sufficient," and "proficient." The rater writes key evidence from the candidate's
statements that support and explain the summary rating. These summaries of key
evidence, in turn, can be used to defend the ratings and provide feedback to the candi-date. To date, it has not been decided how ratings for indicators at the task level will
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be aggregated into summative judgments eiLher at tihe indicator level across tasks or
across the entire assessment for credentialing purposes.

There is general agreement among the scoring development team that the
present confi_guration of interview tasks does not yield information sufficient to score all
indicators. The tasks are to be analmd to identify the indicators for which the ques-
tions elicit sufficient information to make reliable judgments. Further development
work, by either adding questions to tasks or developing new tasks, is considered neces-
sary before the assessment can be viewed as a completed prototype. Also, indicators
addressing the ability to design suramative evaluations of student learning and the
capacity to reflectively evaluate one's own teaching are being considered as possible
additions to the present list.

The struggle in developing this scoring system, or any scoring system for a per-
forinance assessment, has been to identify the types of responses that typify effective
teaching and to specify criteria for evaluating the quality of the Z2sponses. Connecticut
teacher committees were asked to consider the following questions in weighing alterna-
tive scoring approaches:

(1) Is the approach based on a theoretical rationale that explains how it
characterizes effective teaching?

(2) Are the behaviors and criteria e.erived from empirical reseatth?

(3) Are the behavioral and quality indicators descriptive and objective, not
subjective?

(4) is the language specific enough to be ,;lear?

(5) Will behaviors and criteria generalize to other topics in the subject
domain?

(6) Can ratings and upporting evidence provide constructive feedback?

Answers to these questions must precede decisions about the numerical range of
the rating scale, the number of ratine--,.;, and the development of the training system.
California may want to consider the Connecticut rating dimensions and criteria accord-
ing to some of the questions above.

Discussbn of Scoring System

Significant progress has been made on the development of a scoring system for
zemi-structured interviews. The Domain-Indicator-Element structure seems feasible not
only for secondary math, but has high potential for se rving as a prototype for scoring
systems for interviews in other subjects. This system seems more useful than curriculum-
specific, grade-specific or task-specific ones such as that of the SSI-EM (which will be
discussed in the next chapter). However grade-specific, this favorable evaluation is
based on professional judgments rather than any strong empirical evidence. Such evi-
dence would consist of the development of parallel semi-structured interviews in other
subjects.
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The three domains seem to adequately cos er the range of responses in a mean-ingful way. Whether the indicators are collectively adequate is questionable. It is notclear whether indicators are now comparable in breadth; it seems likely that more indi-cators in the Content Pedagogy scoring domain are needed. There is general agree-ment that at least two more indicators are needed to address both informal and formalevaluation and reflective learning from experience. However, fize identifica:ion ofindicators within the Content Pedagogy scoring domain is problematic. Currently twoindicators addressing content pedagogy and "pure" pedagogy are used. Formingdi-chotomous categories covering these two areas is difficult in practice. An operationaldefinition has been adopted to sort responses into separate categories. A response fallsunder "pure" pedagogy if a change in topic would not result in a different pedagogicaldecision; otherwise, it belongs under content pedagogy.

Discussions of potential revisions of tasks and questions suggest that the natureof the task affects the quality of evidence that can be generated for specific indicators.The problem might be resolved with the use of multiple matrix sampling, in which thetasks produce strong evidence individually, not only for sele '.:ted indicators, but for allindicators when considered collectively.

The latest revision of the indicators was intended to make them more independ-ent of each other, to facilitate classification of evidence. The degree of interrater reli-ability that is achieved (discussed in this chapter in the section on Technic.: Quality)will inform a decision as to whether future interviews will be scored by two or moreraters. If interviews are not routinely scored by two raters, then it may be desirable torescore the interviews of teachers who fail or who score near the passing standard.
The present scoring system poses a potential problem in that the summativescoring categories confound or combine scoring and passing standards in their use of"sufficient" and "insufficient" as rating categories. It would be preferable to have arating system of clearly defined levels of performance that are defined independently ofthe passing standard. Decoupling standards from summative ratings would allow thestate to raise the passing standard as teacher preparation improved in response to newcredentialing requirements without completely redefining the rating system at cicseintervals.

Scorers and Their Training

The training system is aLo currently under development, using a holistic strategyakin to that of writing assessments. In writing assessments, the training consists ofpresenting numerous practice exercises on responses typical of each rating category.The length of the interview for each task makes this a more difficult probler. thanreading short essays. The identification and use of sample responses that merit a par-ticular rating on a specific indicator are called "marker tapes." Marker tapes havemaut.. the scoring system easier to use and seem critical to reliable implementation.Future versions of the training system will probably need to continue the use of video-tapes (or audiotapes) of candidates being interviewed about an entire task to illustraterating decisions. Although the domains and indicators are identical for all tasks, sce-erswill need to be trained separately for each task with respect to definitions of the levelsof performance corresponding to specific rating categories.
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The training system should conclude with a qualifying set of exercise3 wheretrainees rate cane/dates' responses independently. If the trainees ratings agree withratings given by the expert validation committee, the rater qualifies to rate independent-ly; if not, the rater must have more practice in applying the ;,::Lsria. This step is seldomdocumented in performarze assessments, but should be in order to establish the qualityand credibility of the raters. Periodic checks or tests of scorers' agreement with pre-scored vignettes are also infrequent, but are recommended procedures for maintaining
agreement levels and for preventing rater drift.

Assessment Content

The content of the assessment includes the knowledge and strategies to bemeasured and the types of tasks intended to elicit teachers expertise. The tasks of the
semi-structured interviews have been designed to represent significant, recurring activi-ties that teachers engage in as they plan their instruction, present and adapt it, evaluatetheir students' progress, and reflect upon the effectiveness of their teaching. Ideally, thetasks should represent the range of topics that the candidate will be credentialed tcteach, as well as a range of contexts and students. The tasks are intended to tap the
beginning teacher's command of content, pedagogy, and knowledge of students. Taskcomponents tend to ask candidates to describe what they would do and to explain whythey would do it.

This section discusses the following content-related aspects of the assessment:

o Colltrigme with California's curriculum framework and standards;

o Congruence with California's Beginning Teacher Standards;

o Job-relatedness of the content;

o Appropriateness for beginning teachers;

o Appropriateness as a method of assessment;

o Fairness across groups of teachers;

o Appropriateness across different teaching contexts

Congruence with California Cunicuium Guides and Frameworks

The SSI-F!1 was developed by Connecticut for use with Connecticut teachers.FWL comparea the tasks and the September 1989 version of the scoring system withthe most rectnt California mathematics curriculum document, to see if they were con-gruent.

The topics chosen as the focus of the assessment are included in the strands, orgroups of topics, in the secondary mathematics curriculum described in the 1985
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Mathematics Framework zOr California Public Schools: Kindergarten through Grade
Twelve (which will be referred to as the Mathematics Framework). Ratio and propor-
tions are part of the number strand and are to be taug.ht by the end of the eighth
grade. Linear equations are part of the algebra strand and may be intioduced in one
of two ways. The first possibility is in a ninth-grade algebra class as part of the prepa-
ration for higher level mathematics. The secor.d possibility, for students who do not
intend to pursue advanced mathematics, is in the first year of a tvo-year sequer ce that
equips students with the basic mathematical know;cdge needed in a technological socie-
ty.

The Mathematics Framework lists five major areas of emphasis: (1) problem
solving (by which is meant the ability to solve applied problems, and not the routine
application of algorithms to textbook problems); (2) calculator technology; (3) computa-
tional skills; (4) estimation and mental arithmetic; and (5) computers in mathematics
education. The SSI-SM addiesses computational skills and computers in mathematics
education. 11roblem solving was the f-.Tus of one element of a scoring criterion, though
no questions specifically asked about strategies to teach problem-solving; calculator
technology, estimation and mental arithmetic were not addressed at all. The specific
ways in which the emphases were inciuded in the assessment were:

o Although the scoring system is still under development, practice scoring
sessions observed by FWL staff included discussions of scoring the
domain of Content Pedagogy which clearly indicated that the emphasis
in scoring is on teaching students matheraatical concepts and reasoning
instead of memorization of mathematic t algorithms. This is consistent
with the discussion of computational skills in the Mathematics Frame-
work. .

w
o One of the teaching techniques in Alternative Pedagogical Approaches

was the use of computer software. Teachers were asked to relate the
advantages and disadvantages of using the particular software com-
pared to alternative strategies that might be used to teach the same
concept. So wh;le a software package was included, teachers were not
asked to discuss the broader range of potential uses of computers in
the classroom.

o One of the response criteria (i.e., appropriateness) for the scoring
domain of Content Pedagogy includes evaluation of the teacher's model-
ing of problem-solving proefisses and operations, but there are no spe-
cific tasks or questions which would direct a teacl7er to explain how
she/he would do so. To fully address this Mathematics Framework
emphasis, tasks and component questions might explore the teachers'
range of techniques for promoting student's problem-solving strategies.

In addition to the five major areas of emphasis, the Mathematics Framework
emphasized the following characteristics in terms of the delivery of instruction in
mathematics: teaching for understanding, reinforcement of concepts and skills, problem
solving, situational lessons, use of concrete materials, flexibility of instruction, corrective
instruction/remediati-n, coopaative learning groups, mathematical language, and ques-
tioning and responding. About half of these areas were elements in the FSI-SM scoring
indicators. The tasks am; component questions directly addressed teachi or under-
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standing, flexibility of instruction, corrective instruction/remediation, and mathematical
language. Teaching for understanding, as discussed previously, was at the heart of the
Content Pedagog domain in the scoring system. One question in Constructing a
Lesson specifica4 asked how and w: v a teacher might foster problem solving or critical
thinking during the lesson. Flexibility of instruction was addressed by questions in
Constructing a Lesson and Alternative Pedagogical Approaches that asked about
"highly" an "less" capable students. Corrective instruction/remediation was the focus of
Evaluating Student Performance. The teacher's correct use of mathematical
ianguage and concepts was one of the indicators of the Oirriculum Content domain of
the scoring system.

While identifying real world applications, an aspect of situational lessons, is one
element of one of the Curriculum Content indicators, there are no questions or activi-
ties which would directly cue this type of response. The same was true for fostering
interdependence of learners, an element of the Content Pedagogy scoring domain.

Table 4.2 summarizes the extent of coverage of the Mathematics Framework.
The tasks as they are presently constituted address in depth computational skills, teach-ing for understanding, corrective instruction/remediation, and mathematical language.
Although the scoring system as it presently stands has substantial coverage of the con-
tent and instructional emphases of the Mathematics Framework, the tasks themselves
must be modified or, in some cases, redesigned to more directly address the remaining
emphases to collect enough information to enable the scorers to make judgments for all
emphases of the Mathematics Framework

Eaten' 3f Coverage of California Standards for Beginning Teachers

FWL compared the SSI-SM tasks and September 1989 version of the scoring
criteria with the 11 California Beginning Teacher Standards that student teachers are
expected to attain when they complete California teacher preparation programs. The
standards are composed of a general statement describing the competency together with
factors which illustrate the subcomponents of the competency. Each standard is dis-
cussed separately. (Listed below are brief descriptions of Standards 22 through 32 with
each standard defined in italics, along with descnptions of how the CCI indicators corre-spond to the standards), along with a discussion of how the tasks in the SSI-SM address
each standard.

Standard 22: Student Rapport and Cfassroom Environment Each candidate
establishes and sustains a level of student rapport and a classroom environment that
promotes learning and equity, and that fosters mutual respect among the persons in a
class. None of the tasks m the SSI-SM address this standard. Indeed, except for the
"clearly stated expectations regarding student ccnduct" specified by the standard, the
other factors in the standard address teacher behavior when interacting with students.
This might be difficult to simulate in an interview situation, ccmpared to observing
actual teaching. Qunstions could be developed which take cne of two approaches: (1)
ask a teacher to explain how they judge and evaluate their classroom environment and
rapport with their students; or (2) require a teacher to evaluate and offer suggestions for
a hypothetical class. However, the relationship between teacher responses to these tasks
and their observed ability to establish rapport is likely to be slight
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TABLE 4.2

COVERAGE OF THE CALIFORNIA

MATHEMATICS FRAMEWORK BY SSI-SM

Content Method, of Covers: -

Extent of
CoverageAreas of Emphasis:

Problem Solving -An element of an indicator; requires development
of tasks or questions to assess fully.

Partial

Calcul.,or Technology -Would require development of new tasks or questions. None

Computational Skills -Major focus of tasks ant; questions; implicit in scoring
criteria and could be strengthened.

Partial

Estimation and Mental Arithmetic -Would require development of new tasks or questions. Nci:o

Computers in Mathematics -A software program of a series of pedagogical PartialEducation
approaches compsrod end constueted.

Delivery of Instruction:

Teaching for Understanding -Implicit in tasks; major theme of indicaor. Full
Reinforcement of Concepts -Not direaly addressed by tasks or questions; could be Noneand Skills scored under an indicator.

Problem Solving -Not directly addressed by tasks or questions; an
element of indicator.

None

Situational Lessons -Not directly addressed by tasks, questions, or
indicators.

None

Use of Concrete Materials
-Not directly addressed by tasks, questions, or

indicators.
None

Flexibility of Instruction -Focus of questions in two tasks; breadth contributes
to rating for all i-Klicators; major theme
of indicabr.

Full

Corrective Lastructions Remediation -Focus of ono task; an element of indicator. Partial

Cooperative Learning Groups -Not addressed by tasks, questions, or indicators. None

Mathematical Language -Implicit in tasks; major theme of indicator. Full

Questioning and Responding -Not addressed by tasks, questions, or indicators. None
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Standard 23: CuiTicular and Instructional Planning SkiIts Each candidate pre-
pares at least one unit plan and several lesson plans that include goals, objectives,
strategies, acti:iiies, materials and assessment plans that are well defined and coordi-
nated with each other. This is the focus of the task, Constructing a Unit, and is partial-
ly addressed by the task of Constructing a lesson. Constructing a Unit requires each
teacher to oraer mathematical topics in a unit according to the best way to teach them.
The appropriateness of the ordenng and the teacher's explanation of the reasons under-
lying the ordering serve as evidence for two scoring domains: Curriculum Content and
Content Pedagogy. (The measurement of the teacher's understanding of the selected
mathematical topics and their interrelationship is beyond the scope of this standard, but
such content knowledge is necessary to plan effective instruction.) Censtructing a
Lesson asks a teacher to plan a lesson on a given topic; however, only the sin7,1e lesson
and not the preceding or following lessons are descnbed, so there is no opportunity to
judge the coordination or development of a series of lessons, so the SSI-SM is only
partially congruent with this standard.

Standard 24: Diverse and Appropriate Teachin& Each candidate prepares and
uses instructional strategies, activities and materials that are appropriate for students
with diverse needs, interests and learning styles. This .tandard is addressed to some
extent by the tasks, Constructing a lesson and Alternati-e Pedagogical Approaches,
both of which ask questions about altering choices for "highly" and "less" Capable
students. The sconng domain, Knowledge of Students, has one indicator which specifi-
cally addresses adjusting instruction for students of different abilities and one which
includes designing instructioa to reflect student background and interests. There are,
however, no questions which directly address the latter. Similarly, building on prior
student learning is an element of the scoring domain of Content Pedagogy, but there
are no questions which elicit information about how teachers plan to do this. Diversity
of interests beyond academic interests and the use of a variety of approaches and
materials that are free from bias are addressed neither by the SSI-SM tasks nor by the
scoring system. The addition of questions or vignettes or the development of a new
task would be necessary to fully address this standard.

Standard 25: Student Motivation, Involvement and Conduct. Each candidate
motivates and sustains student interest, involvement and appropriate conduct equitably
during a variety of class activities. One question in the task of Constructing a Lesson
asked how students would be actively involved during the lesson. The response to this
question would most likely yield information that could serve as evidence for the indica-
tor addressing mothation of students in the scoring domain, Knowledge of Students.
The task of Alternative Pedagogical Strategies also asked the teachers to take into
consideration the students' needs and interests. While "monitoring time on task" and
"maintaining a sense of order in the classroom" are elements of the scoring domain of
Content Pedagogy which address this standard, no questions or tasks directly elicit
information to assist a scorer in making judgments about the teacher's competency for
these elements. Equitable treatment of students is not addressed by the SSI-SM. To
fully address this standard, a new t-sk would need to be developed, e.g., either vignettes
of student misconduct or questions a description of a teacher's student behavior
management system.

Standard 26 Presentation Skills. Each candidate communicates effectively by
presenting ideas and instructions clearly and meaningfully to students. The discussion of
this standard addresses the linguistic zomplexity and nonverbal aspects of a teacher's
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communications with students. Two of the SSI-SM tasks, Evaluating Student Work andConstructing a Unit, might yield information on teacher explanations of concepts which
would be scored under the scoring domain of Content Pedagogy. Some aspects of a
teacher's presentation during the interview, e.g., clarity of explanations, the spontaneityand organization of his or her responses, and degree of enthusiasm, might serve as acrude proxy for his or her presentation skills in the classroom. However, the degree of
relationship between a teacher's behavior during the interview and behavior in the class-
room interacting with students, especially at the elementary level, would need to be
investigated before using interview behavior as a proxy with any confidence.

Standard 27: Studeht Diagnosis, Achievement and Evaluation. Each candidate
identifies students' prior attainments, achieves significant instructional objectives, and
evaluates the achievements of the students in a class. Although Evaluating Student
Performance focuses on the remediation of student errors, SSI-SM questions do notaddress the setting of high standards for achievement, ascertaining prior attainments,
and designing and interpreting both formal and informal means of evaluation. A teach-er might volunteer information addressing these factors in this standard; any such
information would probably be scored under one of two scoring domains, C,ontent
Pedagogy or Knowledge of Students, with the exact scoring depending on the nature ofthe information. Another task would need to be developed to fully address this stand-ard.

Standard 28: Cognitive Outcomes of Teaching Each candidate improves the
ability of students in a class to evaluate information, think analytically, and reach soundconclusions. Student outcomes are not directly addressed by the SSI-SM, nor could
they be addressed directly in an interview format. However, the thrust of the scoring
domain of Content Pedagogy is whether the teacher is laying a cognitive foundation thatenables the student to achieve understanding of mathematical concepts and their inter-
relation. Content pedagogy is both one of the three scoring domains, and an indicator
within the domain. The ability to use subject-specific content pedagogy is strongly
assessed, but the degree to which one believes that cognitive outcomes of teaching areassessed depends on the confidence that one has in the links between content pedagogyand student outcomes. Lay audiences, including legislators, may desire more directevidence of cognitive outcomes of teaching than are possible in a semi-structured inter-view format.

Sndarcl 29: Affective Outemes of Teaching Each candidate fosters positive
student attitudes toward the subjects learned, the students themselves, and their capaci-
ty to become independent learners. The encouragement of positive interaction among
students and the provision for independent learning experiences is not addressed by anyof the tasks in the SSI-SM. Student motivation was discussec under Standard 25.

Standard 30: Capacity to Teach Cross-culturally. Each candidate demonstrates
compatibility with, and ability to teach, students who are different from the candidate.
The differences between students and the candidate should include ethnic, cultural,
gender, linguistic and socioeconomic differences. This is not addressed by the SSI- SM.
Adaptation of the tasks or development of new tasks would be required to address this
standard. One possibility is to provide more specific information about the classroom
contexts for which the tasks are to be performed, and add questions asking how the
context influenced the candidate's decisions.
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Standard 31: Readiness for Diverse Responsibilities. Each candidate teaches
students of diverse ages and abilities, and assumes the responsibilities of full-time teach-
ers. Although this standard addresses student teaching experience, it can be construe('to mean that teachers should be prepared to teach courses spanning the curriculum
covered by the teaching credential. The SSI-SM does not do this; one possible revisionwould be to revise the tasks to address differing topics which occur at various points inthe curriculum.

Standard 32: Professional Obligations. Each candidate adheres to high stand-
ards of professional conduct, cooperates effectively with other adults in the school
community, and develops professionally through self-assessment and collegial interac-
tions with other members of the profession. Neither respect for sudents and theirideas nor relationships with other teachers are addressed by the SSI-SM. This wouldrequire development of an additional task.

The extent to w; ich the SSI-SM covers tne California Standards for Beginning
Teachers is summarized in Table 4.3.

Job-relatedness

Teachers were asked their opinion of the assessment's job-relatedness. Fourteen
of the 18 teachers who completed the evaluation feedback form felt that all of the majortasks were relevant; three teachers did not, and one did not respond. One teacher witha positive response stated:

Yes, everything [in the ssr-sm determines how successful
my teaching is.

A few teachers responded positively, but qualified their answers. One teacher, forexample, noted:

Relevant yes, but [the SSI-SM tasks] miss the critically
important areas of classroom management and control.

Of the three teachers who did not feel all the major tasks were relevant, one
teacher specifically criticized the emphasis on remediation of an individual student erroron a single problem in Evaluating Student Performance. The teacher indicated this taskis not realistic, given the large class size in California. Another teacher remarked,"Teaching is also a function of the students in your class." FWL staff interpret thisteacher's comment as pointing out that the assessment does not capture a teacher'sability to tailor a lesson to a particular group of students with which the teacher
becomes increasingly familiar over the school year.

All the CT assessors felt strongly that new teachers need the skills and knowl-
edge that are reflected in the wsessment to perform competently as a new teacher.
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TABLE 4.3

=ENT OF COVERAGE BY THE SSI-SM OF
CALIFORNIA STANDARDS FOR BEGINNING TEACHERS

Standard Method of Coverage
22: Student Rapport and Classroom

Environment

23: Curricular and Instructional
Planning SVtlls

24: Diverse and Appropriate Teaching

25: Student Motivation, Involvement,
and Conduct

26: Presentation Skills

27: Student Diagnosis, Achievement,
and Evaluation

28: Cognitive Outcomes of Teaching

29: Affective Cutcomes of Teaching

30: Capacity to Teach Crossculturally

31: Readiness for Diverse
Rsponsibilities

32: Professional Obligations

-Not covered.

.:Focus of two tasks.

.-Covered by questions in two
tasks. Breadth of content
pedagogy and ability to
design instruction taking
students' ability and
interests into account are
major scoring components,
though more questions
should he added to fully
assess abilities in this area.

-Covered by questions in two
tasks and two elements of
scoring indicators.

-Not directly covered by tasks,
questions, or indicators.

-Partial focus of one task.

-Not directly covered.

-Not covered.

-Not covered.

-Not covered.

-Not covered.

Extent of
Coverage

None

Partial

Partial

Partial

Partial

Partial

None

None

None

None

None
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Appropriateness for Beginning Teachers

The appropriateness of the SSI-SM content for beginning teachers was 13 be
evaluated in two ways: (1) the perceptions of SSI-SM teachers, assessors, and other
observers and (2) the performance of teachers on the assessments.

Perceptions. When asked whether the mathematical topics and concepts chosen
for the assessment were appropriate for demonstrating their teaching skills, 16 of the
teachers replied affirmatively. One teacher commented:

Yes, the topics were basic enough so that even if you
haven't taught the lesson, the topics were appropriate.

Another teacher concurred:

I haven't had to teach ratios/proportions, but probably will
some day.

One teacher, however, had exactly the opposite opinion He found the assess-
ment to be inappropriate because he had not taught linear equations to his seventh
graders in the depth that he felt was required to respond ti the questions

Another teacher stated that the topics and concepts chosen for the assessment
were fair, but that the assessment "failed to really challenge."

The CI' assessors also believed that the subject matter content and tasks were
appropriate means of assessing new teachers.

Eleven of the teachers believed that they had sufficient opportunities to acquire
the skills needed to respone to the tasks, six did not, and one was not sure. Of the 10
teachers identified as being in their first year, six believed the tasks were appropriate
for beginning teachers, two did not, and two gave qualified answers.

One teacher acknowledged the relevance of the tasks, but did not feel that his
educLion had prepared him to perform the tasks competently. Another teachev im-
plied that knowledge of how to adjust a lesson for a gifted or slow class depended upon
experience teaching those types of students.

Twu second-year teachers indicated that they needed the second year of experi-
ence to respond well to the questions. One teacher explained that if he had been
ac':ed the same questions when he was a brand new teacher, his answers would proba-
bly have been more idealistic and less likely to reflect "the reality of the school."

All but one of the CI' assessors felt that new teachers would have had the
opportunity to acquire the skills awl knowledge needed to respond to the assessment
taslcs. Two suggested that if many teachers were having a problem, then that would
reflect inadequate preparation programs for mathematics teachers at the secondary
level.
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The dissenting assessor thought that the tasks were appropriate, but that somenew teachers might not have had first-hand experience teaching the particular topics thatwere the focus of the assessment:

Some teachers could (prim- to the interview) not be at this
point in their curriculum. These topics are usually taught in
two different semesters at the middle-school Live!. Ratio and
proportions might not be taught in the high school position
of a first-year teacher. However, I think that both stimuli
are appropriate. Student-teaching experience might provide
background on these topics.

Performance on assessment The scoring of the tapes occurred in the laterstages of writing this report, so no data on the performance of the teachers can be usedto judge the appropriateness of the assessment for beginning teachers. The results andanalyses of the scored interviews will be reported separately.

Because the teachers had little or no information about the tasks and scoringcr4teria, however, the results of the pilot testing will be incomplete at best. We will notbe able to estimate what teacher.; might have done or can do when they have adequateinformation, well in advance of the administration, about what is expected and how itwill be judged. Decisions about the generic features of the tasks, materials, questions,probes and scoring criteria should be made prior to future field tests.

Appropriateness across Contexts

Teachers were also asked whether the assessment is fair to teachers working indiffering teaching contexts. Fifteen of the 18 teachers felt that the semi-structured inter-view approach was appropriate for teachers in varying conttxts (e.g., across grade levelsand subject areas, across various student groups, and in different schonikommunitysettings), two did not, and one did not respond. Appropriateness across grade levels,subject areas and diverse student groups are discussed below.

Grade level and subject area. This assessment was specifically tailored for sec-codary teachers of me.thematics, with a particular focus on the topics of linear equationsand ratio, proportions, and percent. Although the majority of teachers felt the assess-mer.t was appropriate across grade levels and subject areas, two teachers had differentperspectives. One teacher stated he did not feel he had enough experience teachinglinear equations to his seventh-grade class to fully respond to the questions on thistopic. The other teacher with a viewpoint different from the majority felt that this typeof assessment did not seem appropriate for all subject areas, commenting, "The assess-ment was more appropriate for obitctive subject-matter courses like math and sciencethan for social studies classes."

Diverse students. Because of various constraints on the selection of the samplefor this pilot test (e.g., availability of secondary math teachers in the same geographicalproximity), not all teaching contexts were represented. Urban areas were rwerrepre-sented, and small cities and rural towns were not represented at all. Moreover, at leasttwo of the teachers taught inner-city students in a context where the high-aleliV stu-dents were those who scored at the sixtieth percentile on achievement tests. None of
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the participating teachers, however, commented that the assessment was inappropriate
for teachers in urban settings, nf students of different ability levels, or of any other
diverse student groups.

Two of the six CT assessors also believed that the assessment was fair to teach-
ers of diverse student groups, with one citing candidates who mentioned "their personal
experiences with ESL children and alternate school settings." The other four assessors,
however, did not believe that 1he assessment yielded any information about the ability
of a new teacher to work with diverse student groups.

Fairness across Groups of Teachers

All of the responding teachers felt that the assessment is fair an-tong teachers of
different gender and ethnic groups. It should be noted, however, thaz only three minori-
ty teachers were assessed. The CT assessors also believed the assessment to be fair
across teacher groups.

Appropriateness as a Method of Assessment

As an assessment method, the strength of the semi-structured interview is that it
can measure teachers' awareness of and reasoning about their cognitive strategies.
Teachers can describe what they know and explain how and why they would apply their
knowledge in a variety of situations. Unlike selected response formats, ranges of re-
sponses and interpretations are possible and acceptable. However, 3emi-structured
interviews share the challenges of all prerformance assessments the standardization of
tasks and questions, documentation of candidates' responses, and the 2pplication of
explicit, uniform evaluation criteria for assessing performance.

Assessment Format

This section discusses the clarity, timing, and tasks of the SSI-SM, and summa-
rizes the comments made by teachers concerning feedback on their performance.
Eighteen of the 20 teachers who poarticipated in the pilot test provided written input on
the SSI-SM. This section is based on their comments as well as those received from the
assessors and the observers from FWL and RMC.

Clarity of Assessment

Prior to the pilot test, teachers received a description of the assessment and the
jive tasks to be performed. Sixteen teachers reported that the written materials mailed
to them were helpful; one did not find them helpful; and one qualified a positive re-
sponse. Twelve teachers found the oral overview before the assessment to be helpful,
while two teachers responded explicitly that it was not. The remaining four teachers
gave varying responses, ranging from "N/A" to "A little" to a comment that the over-
view was repetitive. Suggestions for improving the orientation materials were given in
the section on "Logistics."
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All but one of the 18 teachers believed that the directions were clear; the otherteacher commented that the second interview was easier because "you know what toexpect." Fifteen teachers found the questions and tasks understandable; three did not.One teacher found the first task (evidently, "Structuring: a Unit") confusing because itwas "difficult to view each topic as being on the same level."

None of the CT assessors reported the need to make changes in the proceduresor content of the tasks to accommodate teachers. The use of probes according to train-ing guidelines seemed to enable the assessors to adequately adapt the tasks to differentteachers.

As discussed earlier, the questions in th tasks and the scoring criteria did notalways align well, due to the development of the scoring system after the administrationof the assessment. The questions and tasks need to be redesigned to more fully elicitevidence to be scored for specific indicators.

Timing

The schedule for the SSI-SM allotted approximately the same length of time foreach task, and specified the time the teachers were to move from one task to another.Assessors were asked to limit the time a teacher took to prepare for a task, althoughthe time allowed was considered to be ample. There were individual differences in thelength of time taken to complete a task, depending on the average length of explana-tions a teacher tended to give ant: the amount of probing needed. If teachers did notcomplete a task in the allotted time, often they were allowed a little aL iitional time,although the assessor was instructed to try to move the teacher along. If teachers fin-ished a task early, the coordination room was available to gather and take a break.

Fifteen teachers found the timing satisfactory; two di,1 nct; and one teacher didnot respond to the question. One teacher mentioned specifically the flexibility in timingas an asset This same flexibility in timing was considered a liability, however, by anassessor who mentioned the difficulty of taking a break or having a relaxed lunch whenthe inte iiews did not begin and end on time.

The sequencing of the tasks also needs further investigation. Structuting a Unitand Structuring a Lesson are more complex and time consuming than other tasks.Issues of fatigue and conceptual continuity should be considered to see if alternativetask orders affect performance.

Nature of the Tasb

In the SSI-SM, candidates respond to stimulus materials that are intended tosimulate the materials that teachers actually encounter. Yet some of the tasks includeatypical materials. For example, Structuring a Unit presents concepts and topics onseparate task cards; Structuring a Lesson presents pages from a textbook, but no arrayof supplementary materials, such as the teacher's guide; and in Alternative PedagogicalApproaches, the approaches are only sketchily described. California educators maywish to consider whether the type and range of resources in the SSI-SM represent the
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materials that California teachers are encouraged to use in organizing and presenting
instruction in mathematics.

Teacher Preferences about Feedback

When asked what type of feedback they desired, six of the 18 teachers speclically
mentioned information on their own strengths and weaknesses as reflected by their
responses to the SSI-SM. Three wanted information either about scoring criteria orwhat the assessment was looking for in specific questions. Two wanted information so
they could compare their own responses with those of others. Three teachers specified
written feedback, two written or oral, and one wanted to watch the videotapes and then
discuss his/her performance.

As to who should provide the feedback, two teachers suggested the interviewers,
two others desired feedback from a committee, one teacher.mentioned a master teach-
er, and another teacher recommended someone other than the teacher's supervisor.

Cog Analysis

SSI Cost Estimates

We can use the experience of administering the SSI-SM pilot tests as a basis to
estimate the costs of implementing a semi-structured interview as a credential require-
ment in California. To review, the SSI-SM was administered in a setting in which four
teachers rotated among four assessors in a half-day interview. Thus, four assessors could
administer eight half-day interviews in one day. Assessors also would need some time to
prepare for the interview and to summarize their notes and evaluations. The scoring
system for the SSI-SM was not developed such that the interviewers could score and
evaluate the interviews in the pilot test. To minimize costs, it would be helpful to have
the interviewers evaluate and score the teacher interviews. Assuming that the intei view-
ers could conduct the interviews and score them by allowing an additional two hours for
preparation and evaluation, it would take apprmimately five hours of assessor time to
complete the interview and score a half-day interview. Using the rate of $20/hour from
our pilot testing yields the cost of $100/half day interview for the assessor time.

If we use the saim training cost assumptions of $7/assessment that were used forthe CCI, and the other costs for phone, postage, etc. of $30/assessment, the interviews
would require approximately $137/half-day interview for each teacher.

Again, caution should be used in interpreting these figures since final costs will
depend upon the actual requirements of the assessment, and of the system within which
the interviews r-e placed. Furthermore, this analysis makes no assumptions about the
manner in which the costs would be supported, e.g. charged to teacher candidates,
supported by district or other staff, or supported by state agencies.
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Technical Quality

This section discusses three aspects of the technical quality of the SSI-SM:development, reliability, and validity.

Development

As described earlier, the development of the SSI-SM has been based on boththeory and research. Early versions of the interview pr(N+sz.ols were reviewed by groupsof researchers and practitioners. The scoring system is in the final stages of develop-ment; once it is completed, the completed assessment package will be reviewed byexperts in the fields of mathematics, teaching and measurement to evaluate the assess-ment as a whole and to consider its strengths and weaknesses in relation to alternativeapproaches. While the SSI-SM is nearing the final stages of development, Nvision ofthe tasks to align them more closely with the scoring criteria will -1cessitate at least onefurther round of them pilot testing before the assessment can be t.onsidered ready forfield testing.

Reliability

The consistency of the SSI-SM needs to be examined in several respects: (1)consistency of a teacher's performance across tasks; (2) consistency of a teacher's per-formance across topics; (3) consistency of a scorer across tasks; and (4) the internalconsistency within tasks and topics. Pilot test data for the SSI-SM provide some initialinformation on the consistency of the SSI-SM and its scoring system. Appendix A con-tains a brief summary and display of data on the internal consistency and interraterreliability of the SSI-SM pilot test data. Basically, the information on interrater reliabili-ty suggests moderate agreement among the raters on the initial independent ratings andconsensus ratings after raters discussed and revised their ratings. The percent agree-ments for the ratings are given in Table 4.4 on the following page. Nearly all ratingswere within one point. Over half the ratings were exactly the same. Improvements inthese agreements can undoubtedly be achieved with further development in scoring andtraining of raters. But, they do support that it is possible to achieve agreement amongraters in an interview assessment such as the SSI-SM.

The pilot test information is not sufficient to judge the degree to which reliableformative feedback might be given within indicators, tasks or topics. However, theinternal consistency on the Total Score provides some evidence that assessments likethis can produce reliable decisions about individual candidates.

In summaty, the developmental nature of the SSI-SM and small numbers ofcases on which scores are available limit making any specific conclusions about itspsychometric qualities. However, the agreements achieved among raters and the inter-nal consistency that was exhibited suggest that assessments using this approach have thepottntial to achieve the consistency needed to provide reliable information on individualcandidates. Realization of this potential would depend on further developments andrefinements to the interview and scorer system and training.
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TABLE 4.4

*PERCENTAGE OF RATER EXACT AND ADJACENT AGREEMENT
BY TASK AND TOPIC PAIRS

Pairs rercent Exact Percent Adjacent

Pair 1 54 90

Pair 2 52 90

Pair 3 58 96

Pair 4 60 98

Pair 1 - Task 1, Linear Equations
Pair 2 - Task 3, Linear Equations
Pair 3 - Task 2, Ratio & Proportions
Pair 4 - Task 3, Ratio & Proportions

*This table represents mean independent rater agreements across the five
indicators, across the ten examinees. Exact agreement means that each
rater assigned the same rating as their rating pair. Adjacent agreement
means that ea0 rater was within one point of their rating pair on
the assigned rating. Please note that the following analysis is tentative
and has not as yet been verified by the SAS analysis.
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Validity

Earlier versions of the SSI-SM have been subjected to some forms of judgmental
validity through reviews by Connecticut mathematics educators. More content valida-
tion, including comparison of the same teachers using differing assessment formats, is
indicated. These investigations should also include various forms of empirical validity,
such as whether the assessment discriminates between beginning and experienced
teachers, and between benning teachers who are identified as more or less effective by
other means.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This section contains conclusions and recommendations regarding the SSI-SM,
organized into the areas of administration, scoring, content, format, and a brief sum-mary.

Administration of Assessment

The SSI-SM is very labor intensive; at the present time, administration and scor-ing require one day per teacher. If on-line scoring is developed and found to be feasi-ble, the overall time would he reduced slightly, but our experience with the CCI sug-
gests that forming and documenting judgments takes a considerable amount of time.

Factors which are key to smooth implementation of the SSI-SM include:

o availability of appropriate facilities (which are often difficult to locate);

o development of clear orientation materials for teachers, including de-
scriptions of the tasks and scoring criteria;

o organization of the assessment so ah tasks take approximately equal
amounts of time and only a minimal number of transitions between
tasks are needed;

o if assessments are videotaped, arrangements for a technical consultant
and familiarization of assessors with the equipment; and

o recruitment of assessors and scorers who are knowledgeable about
mathematics, mathematics pedagogy, and student characteristics.

The cost of administering this assessment could be reduced by substituting audio-
taping for videotaping as the form of documentation.

Scoring

The scoring system of the SSI-SM holds great potential for a multidimensional
assessment of teaching competency. Its strengths include broad applicability across
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tasks, topics, and teaching styles and philosophies. Furthermore, the system's focus on
three broad domains of teaching (Curriculum Content, Content Pedagogy, and Knowl-
edge of Students) makes it likely that it will be suitable for semi-structured interviews in
other subject areas. The latest pilot test of the scoring system suggests that despite
reliance on professional judgment rather than checklists of observable behaviors, a high
degree of interrater reliability can be obtained.

Before the SSI-SM scoring system is adopted, however, the following aspects
need improvement:

o greater alignment between questions and indicators; and,

o redevelopment of indicators within the Content Pedagogy domain so
that indicators are both comparable in scope and representative of all
significant competencies falling within that domain.

The feasibility of simultaneously scoring and administering the assessment should
be explored, including the identification of problems in combining the two roles and
possible effects on interaction between the mtcrviewer and the candidate.

Assessment Content

Our observations and information collected from assessors, scorers, and teachers
participating in the pilot test suggest the following conclusions about content:

o The assessment content is in line with the philosophy of the Mathemat-
ics Framework. Congruence of the tasks is good, though not complete,
with respect to the areas of emphasis and characteristics of delivery of
instruction.

o The two topics constituting the content of the SSI-SM did not reflect
the diversity of topics in the secondary mathematics curriculum.

o Coverage of the California Standards for Beginning Teachers is poor,
but could be improved by refining current tasks and developing several
new ones. Some standards that address teacher-student interaction or
student outcomes could only be indirectly assessed.

o Questions and tasks seem to tap important teaching competencies
which are needed by bejinning teachers to teach effectively.

o For the most part, the teachers considered the content to be fair with
respect to assessing diverse groups of teachers from varying teaching
contexts.

o The majority of teachers who participated in the assessment judged the
tasks to be job-related. In many cases, however, teachers kdicated that
they had not received instruction or training in rrforming these tasks.
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o Knowledge of how to teach in a variety of contexts or to diverse stu-
dent populations was not assessed well.

o The effect of experience in teaching focal topics on teacher perform-ances, and the level of difficulty for new teachers are issues whichcould not be explored with available pilot data.

If the SSI-SM is selected for further development, it would benefit from a broadreview by a panel of state and national experts in mathematics, mathematics pedagogy,performance assessments, and educational policy. California teachers and teachereducators should especially be a part of this panel. Such a review should be directedtoward improving the representativeness of the content with respect to a secondarymathematics curriculum, clarifying the range of valid conclusions that can be drawnfrom performance on the SSI-SM, and identifying potential weaknesses in the instru-ment which could be remedied before incurring the expense of field testing.

Assessment Format

The semi-structured interview format will be discussed at length in Chapter 8 andcontrasted with the classroom observation and multiple-choice examination methods ofteacher assessment. Its strengths appear to be in the assessment of a teacher's abilityto plan instruction and to understand the sub,ject at a conceptual level of understanding.It appears weakest in assessing the ability to implement instruction and manage theclassroom.

Summary

If semi-structured interviews are selected as a method of assessing new teachersfor credentialing purposes, the SSI-SM has high potential for serving as a prototype notonly for mathtmatics, but for other subjects. However, it needs further development ofthe scoring indicators, a closer alignment of the questions and the indicators, and pilottesting of the revised version before it can be considered ready for a field test.
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CHAPTER 5:

SEMISFRUCITJRED INTERVLEW: ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS

'The Semi-Structured Interview in Elementary Mathematics (SSI-EM) was de-
veloped by the Stanford Teacher Assessment Project (TAP). The version of the SSI-EM
used in the Spring 1989 pilot test was not a final product, but rather a revised version of
an assessment for certifying distinguished master teachers. Stanfori had previously pilot
tested an earlier version of the assessment with a sample consisting mostly of experi-
enced teachers, but a few first-year teachers arid student teachers had also been as-
sessed. Based on this experience, the version used in the earlier pilot test was revised
for use with beginning teachers.

The assessment consists of a series of semi-structured interviews addressing four
tasks. The candidate performs a task and then is interviewed. The four tasks are de-
scribed below.

(1) Lesson Planning A teacher receives 30 minutes to plan a lesson on a
given topic for a fifth-grade class, and then responds to questions about
that lesson.

(2) Topic Sequencing Using a set of 17 cards representing mathematical
topics in a unit, a teacher sorts the cards into groups of topics, selects
the cards representing the major themes of the unit, defines the topic
on each card, and arranges eight of the cards in the order of perceived
difficulty for students (least difficult to most difficult).

(3) Instructional Vignettes: A teacher responds to a series of hypothetical
situations involving students in after-school tutoring sessions.

(4) Short Cuts: A teacher is presented with two purported computational
shortcuts or rules of thumb for solving mathematical problems and
evaluates them in terms of their pedagogical and mathematical sound-
ness.

This assessment closely resembles the SSI-SM (which was the subject of Chapter
4). The SSI-EM and the SSI-SM are constructed in a similar manner in that they com-
bine two assessment strategies, the semi-structured interview and the assessment center,
which were described prewously in the discussion of the SSI-SM. However, the set of
tasks differ; those tasks which are most similar have slightly differing foci.

The administration of the assessment, the assessment content, and the assessment
format are discussed below. The discussion of the SSI-EM concludes with a summary of
our evaluations of the SSI-EM's potential as a prototype for further assessment devel-
opment in elementary mathematics, as well as other areas of teacher performance.
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Administration of Assessment

This section begins with an overview of the administration of the assessment. Itis followed by a discussion of the logistics involved in arranging the pilot test

Overview

The administration of the SSI-EM occurred between May 30 and June 24, 1989.As is seen in Table 5.1, a total of 41 teachers were interviewed, the majority of whomwere female. Five minority teachers participated in the assessment. Grade levels re-ported by the teachers are also shown in Table 5.1. The table shows that while most ofthe teachers taught fifth or sixth grade, nearly one fourth taught a combination ofgrades. Two teachers taught in a middle school.

No data were collected on the length of the participants' prior teaching experi-
ence. Although all teachers participating in new teacher support pirojects were to be intheir first or second year of teaching, a miscommunication resulted in the inclusion ofsome teachers with over five years of experience in the initial administration of the SSI-EM assessment.

Two different forms of the assessment were piloted. One focused exclusively onelementary fractions; the other consisted of two tasks (Lesson Planning and TopicSequencing) that focused on ratio and proportions, and two (Instructional Vignettes andShort Cuts) that focused on elementary fractions. The number of teachers who partici-pated in the pilot of each task is: 41 for Instructional Vignettes and Short Cuts; 25 forLesson Planning (elementary fractions); 16 for Lesson Planning (ratio and proportions);24 for Topic Sequencing (elementary fractions) and 17 for Topic Sequencing (ratio andproportions).

Logistics

Logistical activities for this assessment included (1) developing orientation infor-mation to be sent to teachers and principals, (2) identifying teacher samples, (3) identify-mg and training assessors, (4) scheduling the test administrations, (5) making facility andsite arrangements, (6) gathering the materials to conduct the assessment, and (7) arrang-ing payment to school clistricts and some teacher loarticipants. Logistical activities aredescribed in detail in the Administration Report for Spring, 1989.

As with the SSI-SM, orientation maierials sent to the teachers were limited inscope. The tasks were identified and the structure of the assessment center activities
was briefly described. Since the SSI-EM differs markedly from other assessments ofteaching that are more familiar to teachers, the quality of the orientation materialsaffects the teacher's ability to anticipate activities and prepare for the assessment. Thenature of these materials was previously described in the logistics section of the discus-sion of the SSI-SM.
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TABLE 5.1

SEMISTRUCTURED INTERVIEW IN ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS:
PILOT TEST PARTICIPANTS

(Total Number of Teachers = 41)

Descriptive Characteristics
of Participants

Distributions of
Participants

Grade Level

4/5 4
5 16

5/6 4
6 14

6/7 2
Not Specified 1

Gender
Male 10
Female 31

Ethnicity
Asian 2
Black 2
Hispanic 1

White 34
No Response 2

Location of Assessment

Anaheim
Fresno
San Diego
Ventura
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Some difficultieS in scheduling were experienced, which should be kept in mind ifa semi-structured interview is considered for statewide adoption for credentraling pur-poses. Some teachers are on a year-round teaching schedule, complicating efforts toselect convenient times for assessments. Those year-round teachers who began schoolin June have roughly three months more experience than teachers on more traditionalschedules at the same point in the year. Our sense is that this difference in experienceprobably has little effect on performance on the SSI-EM; however, this should be inves-tigated for all teaching competimcies assessed.

As with the SSI-SM, locating appropriate facilities with large numbers of smallrooms proved to be challenging. Scheduling assttssment center activities at times of the
year when schools and universities are not in session would make these facilities avail-
able and ameliorate this problem. However, there may be costs associated with reopen-ing "closed" facilities (e.g., heat, custodial services).

All interviews we:ce audiotaped with one tape recorder; the taping quality waschecked at the beginning of each interview. For three tapes, data were lost due to fail-ure to tape the interview at some point. This could be avoided by adopting a policy thatonce the tape recorder is started, it is never turned off, even if it records substantial
time when a candidate does not speak as they are working on a solution to a problem.One additional interview was deemed inaudible by one scorer, but another scorer ratedit with no reported difficulty.

Security

Slightly different versions of the assessment tasks had previously been adminis-tered to master teachers during the initial Stanford TAP pilot testing. Reports of theprototype testing which contained the previous protocols had been distributed by theStanford TAP, though not widely. Therefore, only minimal security precautions weretaken.

Assessors carried the interview protocols with them at all times or left them insecurely locked rooms during assessments. Teacher notes were collected at the end ofeach task and disposed of at the end of each day.

As with all assessments, security of the documentation of teacher performance
and evaluations is required. The extent to which a semi-structured interview needs
redevelopment for each administration is unclear. The nature of a semi-structured
interview is such that its security is compromised after each administration. While indi-vidual questions are not especially memorable, the tasks certainly are. One teacher whotaught at the same school as a teacher who had taken the SSI-EM earlier in the weektold us that the other teacher had described the experience. She believed that it waspossible to learn a great deal about the test content from someone who had previouslytaken the test. If semi-structured interviews are to be used for credentialing and thus
become a high-stakes assessment, the contents will be quickly made public.

Although teachers could ascertain the topics and the thrust of the questions, the
degree to which prior preparation would substantially compromise the validity of the testis unclear. The Stanford TAP advocates informing teachers of the fornl topic of the testin advance to allow teaeaers to prepare. The questions in each task are interrelated,
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making memon:zation of appropriate responses difficult. Some questions and scoring
criteria assess a relatively sophisticated knowledge of mathematics and mathematics
pedagogy which would be difficult to acquire in a short period of time; others would be
more susceptible to memorizing formulaic answers.

The state of Georgia abandoned a semi-structured interview as a certification
requirement when standardized aaswers were developed and taught to candidates, affect-
ing the validity of the interview data. Whether the level of performance demanded by
the SSI-EM is sufficiently complex to inhibit the utility of similar strategies is an issue
which needs to be explored prior to its use for credentialing.

For security purposes, topics, and perhaps tasks, should be varied across assess-
ment dates. However, examples of questions and responses which indicate the level of
performance required to pass, together with descriptions of the tasks, should be given asmformation to candidates who are planning to participate in the assessment.

Assessors and Their Training

Assessors for the SSI-EM need to be knowledgeable about mathematics and
mathematics pedagogy at the elementary level. They must also have good interviewing
skills. FWL staff recruited seven California educators to administer the SSI-EM. All
but two had taught elementary school. Two of these were retired administrators, and
two others were elementary teachers on sabbaticals who had been working with a
mathematics project at a local university. Of the two assessors with no elementary
teaching experience, one had designed elementary math curricula, and the other had a
strong math background. In addition to thf..se, when necessary, three FWL staff mem-
bers also served as assessors to complete an assessment team.

The seven recruited assessors, along with two staff members from FWL, received
training in the administration of the SSI-EM. Training sessions weie conducted on May
16 and 19 by one of the original test developers, a representative from the Stanford
Teacher Assessment Project. Each assessor was trained to administer two of the tasks,
either Lesson Planning and Topic Sequencing or Instructional Vignettes and Short Cuts.
The training consisted of (1) an overview of the assessment project, including its purpose
and its relation to the California New Teacher Project; (2) a general orientation to the
purpose of the assessment; (3) an overview of each task; and (4) paired practice in
administering the r:vo tasks.

Assessors all felt that their training had been adequate, although two mentioned
that they would have welcomed more discussion of the specific intent of the questions
and skills being assessed. FWL staff who administered tasks felt that it was difficult to
construct effective probes when it was unclear as to what information was actually being
sought through the questions. This was less a problem in the design of training than a
result of the stage of development of the scoring system, which was due to be extensively
revised and therefore was not described to the assessors.

During this pilot test the assessors were allowed to ask probing questions at their
own discretion. They were carefully instructed to use probes that aimed at clarification
or expansion of a teacher's response or lack of response, and not to hint at a correct
answer. Assessors were monitored during the training session to see if they were able to
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adhere to this admonition. However, feedback from scorers indicates that there wereinstances when teachers were guided to the correct answer.

Assessor opinions on how often assessors should be retrained if they did not
administer the protocol at least monthly ranged from every three or four months to oncea year. Two assessors thought that retraining was unnecessary, but either a review or an
update would be useful if an assessor had not administered the task in some time or ifchanges had been made in the instrument.

Teacher and Assessor Impressions of Administration

Teachers and assessors were pleased with most aspects of the arrangements.
When asked whether the arrangements (e.g., scheduling, facilities, distance to travel to
assessment site, breaks and lunch, room arrangement) were reasonable, 30 of the 40
teachers returning surveys responded affirmatively, four teachers negatively, and two
teachers responded positively but identified particular aspects that were unsuitable.
Nine teachers commented that the assessment should have been scheduled earlier in
the school year.

Scoring

During the previous administration of the SSI-EM tasks by the Stanford TAP,
separate scoring systems for each task were developed. For the CNTP pilot test, a TAP
representative developed a new scoring system with more similarity across tasks for
scoring the SSI-EM. The scoring scale was also changed from a six-point scale to a
two-point passgail scale, with "unable to score" being a third cption. Specific compo-nents of the teachers' performance were rated. Ratings were generally holistic, though
a few categories consisted of checklists of major points to be covered in the response.
To pass, a teacher needed to pass more than two-thirds of the components, so E.:s.ri)ng
rates were set at 70% for Topic Sequencing and Instructional Vignettes, while nPlarning which had more components, required the teacher to pass at least 75% of the
corAponents. The scoring system for Short Cuts differed from the format of the other
tasks in that the summative judgments for performance on each individual short cut and
the enVre task were holistic. Appendix B lists the scoring categories for each task.

The scoring system emphasized certain aspects of teacher knowledge, including:

o knowing various ways to organize topics in the discipline;

o knowing what's difficult, easy, and important within a topic and why;

o knowing multiple ways to represent topics that make it easy for others
to comprehend; and

o anticipating misconceptions and preconceptions that students have about
the content.
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The interview protocols were revised on the basis of the previous pilot test
experience to clarify the questions and eliminate questions which did not seem to elicit
useful information. The scoring criteria were adapted as well. Criteria which were
deemed to be too difficult for beginning teachers were dropped. The revised scoring
criteria were also made more specific than the original criteria to resolve application
problems that had been reported by scorers. Some portions of the interview were
excluded from scoring because they did not elicit useful information.

Scoring Process

Scorers listened to taped interviews and rated the teacher responses with the use
of task-specific categories. The number of categories per task varied from 14 for Topic
Sequencmg to 20 for lesson Planning. There were no categories which were rated for
more than one task. A few categories were check lists, e.g., the teacher mentioned
three out of four specified aspects of the topic which students find difficult. Most
required holistic judgments, e.g., the teacher's description of the strengths of a particu-
lar short cut was satisfactory. If sufficient information was not available to address a
scoring category, the category was omitted for that teacher. To determine a pass/fail
score, with tht exception of Short Cuts, the number of categories receiving a passing
score was divided by the total number of categories scored for each task and the aon
centage of categories passed was calculated. Passing scores were set at 75% for
Plannmg and 70% for Topic Sequencing and Instructional Vignettes by the TAP repre-
sentative. The reason that the passing scores differed between Lesson Planning and the
other tasks was that there were fewer scoring categories in the other tasks, so each
individual category had more weight when computing the final score. For Short Cuts, a
teacher's evaluation of each of two algorithmic short cuts was rated separately. First,
various aspects of the teacher's response were rated on a plass/fail dimension to assist in
arriving at a pass/fail score for the entire set of responses for the short cut. The
judgments for the two short cuts were compared. If they agreed, then the entire task
received the common rating. If the two ratings differed, then the evidence was com-
pared; if the weight of evidence did not clearly support an overall score (e.g., if the
teacher received a marginal pass on one short cut and a marginal fail on the other),
then the task was assigned the score of the first short cut, which was deemed to be
more representative of a teacher's competence by the test developers.

Discussion of Scoring System

For the most part, the SSI-EM scoring system was not a check list of features in
a teacher's response, but relied on professional judgments to evaluate teacher re-
sponses. This increased the ability of the system to apply across differing teaching
styles and approaches, but it increased the difficulty in training scorers to the same
standard, especially since examples representing the total range of potential iesponses
were not available.

The scoring system does not generalize across tasks or even across the same task
focusing on different topics. It is also insensitive to differences in the quality of re-
sponses; clearly superior responses receive the same credit as marginally acceptable
ones. (This is not a problem for credentialing decisions, but limits its utility for profes-
sional development purposes.) Although scorers generally felt that the scores for each
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task reflected their summative evaluation of a teacher's performance, they also reportedsome occasions when they were unable to score what they considered to be significant
aspects of a teacher's response due to the lack of a relevant scoring category. In itschoices of scoring categories, the scoring system contains implicit judgments about therelative merit of particular aspects of a teacher's potential response. These choices arelikely to be the subject of debate within the community of mathematics educators.Because of the greater degree of specificity compared to the scoring system of the SSI-SM, a professional consensus on scoring catcgones is likely to be more difficult toachieve.

As with the scoring system for the SSI-SM, the after-the-fact development of theSSI-EM scoring resulted in a misalignment between questions and scoring criteria.
While assessors for the SSI-EM were invited to probe for clarification, they were unableto do so effectively because they did not know the scoring criteria. This resulted in
numerous instances where there was insufficient information to rate some specific
components of the responses.

Scorers and Their Training

FWL recruited scorers from the San Francisco Bay Area on the basis of referralsfrom local mathematics and science programs for teachers. The required qualificationsfor scorers were experience and training in mathematics education and/or requiredelementary education. Experience in conducting observations or evaluations of teachers
was a desirable qualification. Due to unavailability or lack of proximity to the trainingsite, only one of the seven assessors participated in the scoring. Of the eight scorers,five were present or former elementary school teachers. Three scorers were teachers
on sabbatical; one was a professor of mathematics education at a local university-, two
were math education consultants; and two were doctoral students with interests in math
and science education.

Each scorer was trained to score two of the tasks, and provisions were made fordouble scoring four to six tapes to serve as a rough reliabiliv check. The training of
scorers was conducted by the TAP representative and a Pi W.. staff member, it consisted
of two phases. In the first phase, each sctzer received one-half day training per task.Scorers received the interview protocols in advance and became familiar with the proto-cols prior to the training. At the training session, scorers were given an overview of the
California New Teacher Project and the SSI-EM. The scoring guide, which described
each scoring category and how to rate it, was then handed out and explained in detail.Two transcripts ofpreviously scored interviews were provided, and the reasons for thescoring were explained. Scorers then listened as a group to a tape and practiced scor-ing it. Then scores were compared and questions about application of the scoring ruleswere answered by the trainer. All scorers for a given task were then given the same
four tapes to score as a preliminary reliability check. They returned a week later forthe second phase of scoring training, meeting for an hour and a half with the trainer to
compare their scoring decisions and clarify how to apply the scoring criteria.

At the end of the training, each scorer was given 18 or 19 tapes to score, includ-
ing some which were to be scored by another scorer. They then scored the tapes andreturned them to FWL.
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This level of training did not prove to be adequate for most tasks. As a rough
cheok on reliability, pairs of scorers rated four tapes for Lesson Mimi% and Topic
Sequencing (however, one scorer found much of one tape for Lesszn Planning-Ratios
inaudible) ana six tapes for Instructional Vignettes and Short Cuts. The percentage of
a! eements between raters on pass/fail judgments for each task was 50% for Lessonp : . .....; Fractions, 67% for Lesson Plannin.g-Ratios, 100% for Topic Sequencing-Frac-
tions, % for Topic Sequencing-Rados, 100% for Instructional Vignettes, and 50% for
Short Cuts. In many cases, the difference in rating particular scoring categories hinged
on a single piece of evidence which one scorer had heard and the other had not.
Sometimes, ratings varied due to differences in interpretation of teacher comments.
This was especially common for rest, mses deemed to be borderline.

All but one of the scorers rated their training as very good, with the other scorer
rating the training as adequate. Suggestions for improvement included more examples
spanning the range of performances, more opportunities to compare and discuss ratings
with the other scorers, and reorganizing the scoring guide for Instructional Vignettes to
correspond with the scoring sheet. Scorers generally believed that the scoring guidelines
were complete and clear, but three scorers called for more detailed examples; they felt
there was too little guidance for scoring answers which were on the borderline between
acceptable and unacceptable.

Teacher Preferences about Feedback

Teachers were asked what types of feedback would be most useful and by whom,
when, and in what format should the feedback be provided. Of the teachers expressing
an opinion, the most popular response (by 18 of the 40 teachers) was that feedback
should identify the strengths and weaknesses of a teacher. Eight teachers desired
suggestions for improvement, three wanted a summary of all results and scores, threFt
wishe... to know if they had given the correct answers, and three wanted the feedback to
explain the purpose of the assessment and to identify evaluation criteria.

Teachers also gave a range of answers about other questions related to feedback.
Of those specifying a time frame, seven said immediately (presumably by the interview-
ers), and tee said as soon as possible after the assesbment. in terms of format, seven
teachers preferred a written format, three said oral (in addition to the seven who said
immediately, which presumably would be oral), and three specified either written or oral
feedback. One teacher requested that the feedback be mailed to a teacher's home. In
terms of who should provide the feedback, nine teachers requested an impartial party
such as a testing service; seven selected the inteniewers; four specified another educa-
tor (such as a mentor teacher); and ivo felt that feedback should be channeled through
the New Teacher Support Project

Assessment Content

The SSI-EM was originally designed to assess master or expert teachers. As a
result, the tasks emphasize both mathematical knowledge and state-of-the-art knowledge
of how to teach elementary mathematics (pedagogical content knowledge). More gener-
al pedagogical skills, such as classroom management, receive little attention. Thus, the
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SSI-EM is aimed at measuring subject-matter competency, and not more general teach-ing competencies.

This assessment was neither developed for beginning teachers nor to be congru-ent with California's curricular emphasis. However, an analysis of the appropriateness
of its content for beginning teachers and its congruence with the emphases of the State
mathematics curriculum guides and frameworks and California Standards for Beginning
Teachers can suggest the form that an assessment of beginning tear:hers in elementary
mathematics could take.

This section evaluates content-related aspects of the SSI-EM along the following
dimensions:

o Congruence with Curriculum Guide and Framework emphases;

o Coverage of the California Standards for Beginning Teachers;

o Job-relatedness;

o Appropriateness for beginning teachers;

o Apprcpriateness across teaching contexts;

o Fairness across groups of teachers; and

o Appropriateness as a method of assessment.

Congruence with emphases of the relevant curriculum guide is addressed first.

Congruence with California Curriculum Guides and Frameworks

The 1985 Mathematics Framework for California Public Schools: Kindergarten
through Grade Twelve identifies five major areas of emphasis: (1) problem solving, (2)calculator technology, (3) computational skills, (4) estimation and mental arithmetic, and(5) computers in mathematics education. In the SSI-EM, one or more tasks addressedthe areas of calculator technology, computational skills and estimation. Problem solving
was indirectly addressed, while mental arithmetic and computers in mathematics educa-tion were not addressed at all. The specific ways in which the areas were included inthe assessment are described as follows.

o Although problem solving was not a direct area of focus of the assess-
ment, the SSI-EM scoring criteria stress conceptual understanding of
mathematical algorithms and terms, which facilitates the application of
algorithms and concepts to new problems. Teachers also sometimes
needed to provide more than one approach to a mathematics problem
to receive credit for their solution, which reflects the multiple strategies
approach to teaching problem solving that is stressed in the Mathemat-
ics Framework. Two of the four vignettes in Instructional Vignettes
could be treated as problem solving situations by the teachers, but they
were not required to do so.
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o All four situations in Instructional Vignettes involved a student's use of
a calculator and resulting misconceptions.

o The evaluation of the teaching of computational skills by the SSI-EM is
consistent with the Mathematics Framework's emphasis on conceptual
understanding of why algorithms work.

o One situation in Instructional Vignettes addresses estimation errors and
their remediation.

The Mathematics Framework also emphasizes the following characteristics in
terms of delivery of instruction n mathematics: teaching for understanding, reinforce-
ment of concepts and skills, problem solving, situational lessons, use of concrete materi-
als, flexibility of instruction, corrective instruction/remediation, cooperative learning
groups, mathematical language, and questioning and responding. The main theme of the
SSI-E,M is teaching for understanding; every exercise has multiple scoring criteria which
address this teaching characteristic. A major focus of Short Cuts is whether the teacher
is promoting computational efficiency at the expense of conceptual skills. With the
exception of cooperative learning groups, the remaining instructional characteristics are
embedded in one or more tasks. Some tasks, however, could be modified slightly to
strengthen measurement of the appropriate use of these techniques. Lesson 11)lanning
for example, could be modified to address situational lessons by asking the teacher to
explain why they either did or did not include this approach in the lesson. (The scoring
would address the appmpriatvness of either use of a situation or the rationale for not
using such an approach, not the use or nonuse of a situation.)

The congruency of the SSI-EM with the emphases in the Mathematics Frame-
work is summarized in Table 5.2.

Extent of Coverage of California Standards for Beginning Teachers

The California Beginning Teacher Standards are criteria for teacher competence
and performance which the Commission on Teacher Credentialing expects graduates of
California teacher preparation progams to meet. Listed below are brief descriptions of
Standards 22 through 32 (with each standard following in italics). To evaluate this as-
sessment instrument and make inferences about the assessment approach which it repre-
sents in terms of the appropriateness for use with California elementary mathematics
teachers, the SSI-EM tasks and scoring criteria were compared with the 11 California
Beginning Teacher Standards. Although some of the questions in the SSI-EM task elic-
ited information pertaining to a particular standard, the scoring criteria often failed to
capitalize on this information. This will be noted in the discussion of the standards
where it occurs. Each standard will be discussed separately.

Standard 22: Student Rapport and Classroom Environment Each candidate
establishes and sustains a level of student rapport and a classroom environment that
promotes learning and equity, and that fosters mutual respect among the persons in a
class. None of the content in the SSI-EM addresses this standard. Indeed, except for
the "clearly stated expectations regarding student conduct" (CTC, 1988: 23), the other
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TABLE 5.2

COVERAGE OF THE CALIFORNIA

MATHEMATICS FRAMEWORK BY THE SSI-EM

Content Method of Coverego
Axeas of Eniphvis:

Problem Solving

Calculator Technology

Computational Skills

Estimation and Mental Arithmetic

Computers in Mathematics
Education

Delivery of '..istrucfion:

Teaching for Understanding

Reinforcement of Concepts
and Skills

Problem Solving .

Situational Lessons

Use of Concrete Materials

Flexibility of Inatzuction

Corrective Instructions Remediation

Cooperative Learning Groups

Mathematical Language

Questioning and Responding

-In general, many scoring criteria address prerequisites
for problem solving. Instructional Vignettes focus
on remediating student errors in solving problems.

-Instrucfional Vignettes focuses On student errors
resulting from the use of a calculator.

-Tasks and scoring criteria emphasize underlying a
base of conceptual understanding for developing
computational skills.

-One problem in Instrutional Vignettes focuses on
estimation errors; mental arithmetic not addressed.

-Not addressed.

-Implicit in all tasks and scoring criteria.

One scoring criterion of Lesson Planning task.

In general, many scoring criteria address prerequisites
for problem solving. Instructional Vignettes focus
on remediating student errors in problem solving.

-Some vignettes address situations.

Appropriate use addressed by two scoring criteria
for Lesson Planning

-Scoring criteria for Lesson Planning and Shortcuts
address multiple methods of presenting concepts
or solving problems.

-Instructional Vignettes and Lesson Planning address
remedial instruction.

-Not addressed.

-Addressed by scoring criteria for each task.

Focus of Instructional Vignettes.

Extent of
Coverage,

Partial

Full

Full

Partial

None

Full

Partial

Partial

Partial

Partial

Partial

Full

None

Full

Partial
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factors such as rapport with students address teacher behavior when interact-
ing with students. This would be difficult to simulate in an interview situation, except
through vignettes or videotapes.

Standard 23: auricular and Instructional Planning Skill& Each candidate pre-
pares at least one unit plan and several lesson plans that include goals, objectives,
strategies, activities, materials and assessment plans that are well defined and coordi-
nated with each other. This is addressed in depth by two tasks in the SSI-EM: Lesson
Planning and Topic Sequencing. In Lesson Plannin& the teacher is asked to plan a
three lesson sequence, with the middle lesson described at length. Three of the scoring
criteria, counting for approximately 15% of the total score, address the coordination of
the lessons and the adequacy of the amount of practice devoted to two concepts taught
in the lessons. Topic Sequencing requires the teacher to group mathematical topics
according to how they should be taught. The scoring criteria do not address the appro-
priateness of the .grouping, focusing instead on measurement of the teacher's under-
standing of the selected mathematical topics and their interrelationship. This content
knowledge is necessary to plan effective instruction.

Standard 24: Diverse and Appropriate Teaching, Each candidate prepares and
uses instructional strategies, activities and materials that are appropriate for students
with diverse needs, interests and learning s.Wles. This standard is addressed to some
extent by Lesson Planning and Instructional Vignettes, though not in depth. In Lesson
Planning two of the scoring criteria, representing 10% of the total score, address
the use of multiple representations of the content in presentations or responses to
student questions; three of the scoring criteria, constituting 15% of the score, address
prior student knowledge necessary to understand the concepts being taught One series
of questions asking what would cause deviation from the plan and how a teacher moni-
tors student understanding was not scored. The teacher's responses to this section of
the protocol would yield information about competencies addressed by this standard.
Instructional Vignettes has four scoring criteria constituting 20% of the total score which
evaluate the appropriateness of the teacher's understanding of student thinking in vi-
gnettes that portray student misconceptions or confusions. However, the addition of
questions and/cr probes addressing assumptions about the sources cf student errors
would facilitate scoring these criteria, which were often left unscored because of the lack
of information to judge the appropriateness of the teacher's response. To fully address
this standard would either require development of a new task or substantial revision of
Lesson Planning or Instructional Vignettes.

Standard 25: Student Motivation, Involvement and Conduct Each candidate
motivates and sustains student interest, involvement and appropriate conduct equitably
during a variety of class activities. Information about motivation and the involvement of
students in the development of the lesson is elicited by Lesson Planning though not in
great depth. Lesson Planning contains two scoring criteria constituting approximately
10% of the total score that address motivation and involvement of students in the
lesson. The appropriate use of reinforcement and feedback, setting high standards,
equitable treatment of students, and discipline are not addressed by the SSI-EM, and
would require the development of additional queAions and/or a new task.

Standard 26: Presentation Skil& Each candidate communicates effectively by
presenting ideas and instructions clearly and meaningfully to students. This standard
addresses the linguistic complexity of a teacher's communications; three of the four
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tasks in the SSI-EM address both this and conceptual aspects of a teacher's commurica-
tion with students. Lesson Planning has one criterion addressing the concepti larity
of the introduction to the lesson and two criteria that address the appropriatent.ss of
the teacher's response to a student error, accounting for approximately 15% of the total
score. Topic Sequencing has three criteria directly addressing either the language used
to explain concepts or the knowledge of common conceptual understanC .igs of students.
These criteria constitute 21% of the total score. Instructional Vignettm has four crite-
ria constituting approximately 20% of the total score which address the ade,luacy of
teacher explanations, both in terms of the clarity of the communication and m terms of
laying a foundation for mathematical concepts introduced later in the curriculum. It is
not clear whether or not an interview would capture nonverbal communication by a
teacher; several teachers mentioned that it was difficult to respond as if the interviewer
were a student.

Standard 27: Student Diagnosis, Achievement and Evaluation Each candidate
identifies students' prior attainments, achieves significant instructional objectives, and
evaluates the achievements of the students in a class. One section in Lesson Planning,
which was not scored, addressed the routine monitoring of levels of student achieve-
ment during the lesson. Four scoring criteria in Instructional Vignettes, constituting
approximately 20% of the total score, addressed the identification of student errors.
Sias in constructing and interpreting summative forms of evaluation are not addressed.

Standard 28: Cognitive Outcomes of Teaching Each candidate improves the
ability of students in a class to evaluate information, think analytkally, andreach sound
conclusions. Student outcomes are not directly addressed by the SSIIM. However,
many of the scoring criteria focus on whether the teacher is laying a cognitive founda-
tion that enables the student to achieve understanding of mathematical concepts and
their interrelationship. For example, one of the criteria for scoring Topic Sequencing is
whether the metaphors and analogies, if any, used to explain concepts facilitate or
hinder understanding of the concepts.

Standard 29: Affective .Outcomes of Teaching. Each candidate fosters positive
student attitudes toward the subjects learned, the students themselves, and their capaci-
ty to become independent learners. The encouragement of positive interaction among
students ard the provision for independent learning experiences are not addressed by
any task in the SSI-EM. Student motivation was discussed under Standard 25.

Standanl 30: Capacity to Teach Cmss-culturally. Each candidatt, demonstrates
compatibility with, and ability to teach, students who are different from the candidate.
The differences between students and the candidate should include ethnic, cultural,
gender, linguistic and socioeconomic differences. This standard is not addressed by the
SSIEM; to do so would require adaptation of the tasks or development of new tasks.
This is further discussed in a subsection on the appropriateness of the SSI-EM for as-
sessing teachers who teach diverse students.

Standard 31: Readiness for Diverse Responsibilities. Each candidate teaches
students of diverse ages and abilities, and assumes the responsibilities of full-time
teachers. This standard refers to student teaching experience, although it could be
interpreted to apply to the ability of teachers to accept teaching assignments that span
the elementary grades. The SSI-EM concentrates on a single grade level; it could be
constructed, however, so every task would address a different topic at a different grade
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level. If this approach were taken, same of the scoring criteria in the SSI-EM, such as
identifying what students find difficult about a topic, would become problematic because
teachers who have taught the topic would be advantaged relative to those who have
not.

Standard 32: Prokssional Obligations. Each candidate adheres to high stand-
ards of professional conduct, cooperates effectively with other adults in the school
community, and develops professionally through self-assessment and collegial interac-
tions with other members of the profession. The SSI-EM does not address this stand-
ard. Since the SSI-EM focuses on content pedagogy, any task constructed to measure
this standard would be qualitatively different from the other tasks, all of which focus on
the teaching of elementary mathematics.

The extent to which the SSI-EM covers the California Standards for Beginning
Teachers is summarized in Table 5.3.

Job-relatedness

Teachers, assessors, and scorers were asked their opinion of the assessment's job-
relatedness. Thirty-one of the 40 teachers agreed that "all the major tasks (i:e., Lesson
Planning, Topic Sequencing, Instructional Vignettes, and Short Cuts) composing this
assessment are relevant to their job of teaching"; eight felt they were not. Several
teachers commented that their students asked them some of the same questions con-
tained in Instructional Vignettes and Short Cuts. Five teachers singled out Instructional
Vignettes as being irrelevant, and four each identified Topic Sequencing and Short Cuts
as irrelevant. One of these teachers identified both Instructional Vignettes and Short
Cuts as irrelevant.

The teachers expressed a variety of reasons for judging some of the SSI-EM
content to be irrelevant. One teacher was not sure that topics need to be taught in
sequence; another observed that texts sequence topics; another objected to the focus on
methods and mathematical reasoning in Short Cuts; and another felt that calculators
received too much focus in Instructional Vignettes compared to their representation in
the curriculum. More than 75% of the new teachers considered the SSI-EM to be job-
relevant, however.

Most of the assessors and scorers tended to feel that the SSI-EM tasks reflected
a teacher's responsibilities in the classroom. The one task that some assessors did not
feel was related to a new teacher's experiences was Topic Self; jaecing, since this is
prescribed by textbooks. However, assessors felt that Topic ncmg reflected a
perspective on instructional design that would be desirable for a teacher to have.
Scorers of Topic Sequencing believed that elementary teachers, and especially fifth
grade teachers, need to be able to sequence topics to effectively plan instruction.

Appropriateness for Beginning Teachers

The degree of appropriateness for beginning teaJiers was judged from two kinds
of evidence: (1) the perceptions of teachers, assessors and scorers, and (2) the
performance of the teachers on the assessment tasks.
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TABLE 5.3

EXTIeliT OF COVERAGE BY THE SSI-EM OF
CALIFORNIA STANDARDS FOR BEGINNING TEACHERS

Standard . Method of Coverage
Extent of
Coverage

22: Student Rapport and Classroom Not covered. None
Environment

23: Curricular and Instructional Addressed iu depth by Lesson Full
Planning Skills Planning and Topic Sequencing.

24: Diverse and Appropriate Teaching Partially addressed by Lesson Partial
Planning and Instructional
Vignettes, though not in depth.

25: Student Motivation, Inyolvement,
and Conduct

Ability to motivate and involve
students assessed in Lesson

Partial

Planning and scored by two
criteria.

26: Presentation Skills Scoring criteria for three tasks
that address conceptual clarity
and appropriateness of teacher
explanations.

Partial

27: Student Diagnosis, Achievement,
and Evaluation

Focus of one task. Partial

28: Cognitive 0,4tcomes of Teaching Not directly covered. None

29: Affective Outcomes of Teaching Not covered. None

30: Capacity to Teach Crossculturally Not covered. None

31: Readiness for Diverse Not covered. None
Responsibilities

32: Professional Obligations Not covered. None
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Perceptions. For the most part, teachers felt that, as new teachers, they had
"sufficient opportunity to acquire the knowledge and abilities needed to respond in a
reasonable manner to the assessment questions and tasks," with 28 of the 40 teachers
marking "yes," nine marking "no," and one giving a qualified answer. However, 15 of
the teachers felt the Topic Sequencing task was too difficult, and three teachers each
identified Instructional Vignettes and Short Cuts as too difficult. Seven other teachers
specifically criticized the content of the assessment as being too difficult, identifying
different aspects such as the lack of supplementary materials or questions which asked
them to explain why fractions are useful in real life or how to teach material they had
not previously taught. As will be seen in the discussion of the teachers' performance,
teachers generally exhibited gaps in content knowledge which might make it difficult to
evaluate supplementary materials or identify applications of mathematical concepts.
Describing how to trach unfamiliar material is difficult for beginning teachers, but the
focal topics of the SSI-EM were all part of the elementary curriculum covered by the
multiple subjects credential. Including topics previously taught would afford teachers
maximal opportunity to draw upon their teaching experience as well as their knowledge
of mathematics pedagogy. However, since the credential covers a broad range of grade
levels, it is inevitable that an assessment consisting of an adequate sample of grade
levels covered by the credential would include some topics which a beginning teacher
had not taught.

Two teachers suggested that assessment be delayed until the second year, echoing
comments by second-year teachers that they were glad they had one full year of experi-
ence prior to the assessment because they would not have done as well had they been
administered th,, assessment in their first year. Such feelings are articulated well in the
following comment:

I think it would be extremely difficult for a be *ming teacher
to demonstrate a competent understanding. e first year
should entail in-services or further professional instruction by
peers, etc. Assessment should be during the second year.

Another teacher felt that questions about curriculum (which were not scored) were
unfair:

New teachers are not generally aware of the abilities or
curriculum for any particular grade level. They learn this
after they are hired.

Despite teachers' perceptions of adequate preparation, many teachers had diffi-
culty describing mathematical concepts. Teachers were often at a loss when asked to
provide a mathematical justification for a solution to a problem. This was true even for
some teachers who had just correctly explained how to work the problem. As one
assessor commented:

Instructional Vignettes seemed about right in content.
However, while many teachers could describe the steps they
would take in teaching or solving the problem, they had
trouble naming the concepts.
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The two assessors who were classroom teachers felt that the assessment was too
focused on mathematical sophistication and on content that was relatively difficult for
beginning teachers. For teachers who were struggling with the content, it was difficult to
display their skills in pedagou and pedagogical content laiowledge. Most teacher
preparation programs do not require extensive courses in math methods; often a single
course covering grades K-8 is all that is required. People who choose elemfmtary
teaching as a career are not required to have an extensive background in mathematics,
and they may take several years to be comfortable with content that is included in the
fifth- or sixth-grade mathematics curriculum. However, if the elementary mathematics
curriculum is to be upgiaded in line with the expectations of the Mathematics Frame-
work teachers will need a more sophisticated understanding of mathematics very similar
to that required by the SSI-EM.

Scorers generally thought that the SSI-EM is a good prototype for assessing new
teachers in the area of elementary mathematics, but identified shortcomings in specific
areas where they believed that too much was expected of new teachers. These areas
included: (1) the complexity of the evaluation of one of the Short Cuts (which did not
work for a specific group of numbers) within the limited time period provided; (2)
asking beginning teachers to depart from textbook orderings of lessons, which requires a
great deal of professional self-assurance; (3) seeing the limitations of "short cut" algo-
rithms, which depends on familiarity with student error patterns; and (4) ranldng a set
of topics in terms of student difficulty when students find most of the topics difficult.

Performance on assessment tasks. Performances on the specific tasks indicate
that the majority of the teachers were ill prepared to adequately respond to the ques-
tions in the SSI-EM. While this was partly due to the original focus on the identification
of exemplary master teachers, it was also due partly to weak content knowledge.

Table 5.4 shows the performance of the teachers on the tasks. Not all teachers
are included in the table. Five of the 164 tapes could not be scored due to a failure to
record the entire interview.

Although teachers felt most comfortable with Lesson Planning they did not tend
to do well on it. This may have been because the teacher's plan was evaluated on the
basis of its capacity to foster conceptual understandings among students and not accord-
ing to characteristics of its format. Criteria which most teachers were unable to meet
included:

o communicating to students when the process of factoring was complete
(i.e., how to know when you have found the answer);

o providing an adequate amount of practice for factoring, (a concept
which students fmd very difficult, but which is critical for that particular
lesson); and

o explaining why there can be percentages greater than 100.

Although some of the teachers presented good application problems at the beginning of
the lesson to capture student interest, almost half of the lessons on fractions were judged
to be inadequate in motivating students. Most teachers did do well on:
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TABLE 5.4

SEMISTRUCTURED INTERVIEW IN ELEMENTARY MATIIMATICS:

SCORING RESULTS

Task

No. of
Teachers*

1

No. Passing No. Failing % Passing

Lesson Planning 25 12 13 48%

Fractions

Lesson Planning 15 7 8 47%

Ratios

Topic Sequencing 23 5 18 22%

Fractions

Topic Sequencing 17 7 10 41%

Ratios

Instructional 38 24 14 63%

Vignettes

Short Cuts 40 22 18 55%

Number of Tasks Passed*

0 2 3

Number of

Teachers 4 9 12 6 5

*Due to five failures to record the entire interview, the number of teachers does not

always total to 41. The number of tapes affected differed by task.
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o actively involving the students in the lesson (e.g., asking students ques-tions during the lesson);

o addressing both procedures and conceptual understanding during thelesson;

o keeping a smooth instructional flow between the sequence of three
lessons described;

o providing a clear introduction to the lesson; and

o for the lesson on fractions, providing more than one representation of
the content.

Teachers also had great difficulty in explaining the topics in Topic Sequencing. Ifdefinition by example had not been allowed, the scores would have been even lower.While a few of the topics were not clear from the title on the cards (e.g., fractions as aregion/set), all of the topics were basic concepts or applications from the fifthRecurriculum. Some of the scoring categories did not seem to both scorers and staffto follow closely from the questions asked in the interview. Additional probing or askinga direct question would have given the teachers a clearer idea of the type of responsedesired.

Most teachers scored poorly because they did not do the following in their discus-sion of topics:

o perceive the importance of cross-multiplication in a unit on fractions;

o perceive the importance of finding the percent of a number in a unit onratios and proportions;

o provide an explanation of why common denominators are needed to
add and subtract fractions; and

o defend their choice to add or delete topics.

In many instances, a concept which is clearly antecedent to another was placed wellafter it in the teacher's ordering. The teachers did best at identifying one or two of themost difficult topics to teach and explaining why students found them difficult.

The teachers performed best on Instructional Vignettes, which required them toprovide remedial instruction to students making errors in solving problems with the useof calculators. This task was the only one in which any of the teachers received perfectscores, with six teachers doing so. Teachers generally could identify the student errorand appropriately discuss the error with the student. Some teachers' spontaneous
explanations were not only conceptually appropriate and creative but extremely clearand concise, using metaphors, examples or analogies which would appeal to fifth-gradestudents. One example is the teacher who explained why students need to le= "longways" to compare the value of two fractions instead of just using a calculator:
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You always need to learn the long way before you learn
short cuts. it's like you learn the way to school and once you
know the way to school, then you can cut across that dirt
path, but if you cut across that path first, then you're not
going to know where you're going to end up, so you have to
blow the long way and then you can make up your own
short cuts.

Over one-third of the teachers, however, could not figure out how to convert a recipe
for six people to a recipe for eight people, as required by one of the vignettes, and as a
consequence were unable to explain the problem to their students.

Teachers also had difficulty with key elements of Short Cuts, which required them
to evaluate two algorithms for simplifying either the reduction or comparison of frac-
tions. In discussing each short cut, teachers had diffimilty with the following:

o identifying limitations;

o justifying whether or not they would teach it;

o describing ways to facilitate teaching it;

o providing a mathematical rationale for why it does or does not work;
and

o identifying whether or not it works for all fractions.

One short cut was criticized by the teachers, scorers, and FWL staff for the complexity
of the reasoning required to figure out whether or not it works. It was too complex to
comprehend in a short period of time. However, teachers also had difficulty with the
other short cut, which did work because of the identity principle. Teachers should be
familiar with this concept, if not its name, when they teach math to intermediate stu-
dents.

If the beginning teachers who participated in the SSI-EM are typical of recent
graduates from teacher preparation programs (and there is no apparent reason to be-
lieve that they are not), then it would seem that beginning teachers are not equipped
with an understanding of either mathematics or mathematics pedagogy sufficient to
perform well on an assessment modeled after the SSI-EM. The low levels of perform-
ance are probably due partially to the original focus of SSI-EM on assessing master
teachers. However, many of the assessors, scorers and FWL staff felt that the level of
content knowledge exhibited by many teachers compromises their ability to teach
mathematics to elementary students. Other work has found that teachers who can solve
mathematics problems do not necessarily have an understanding of the underlying
mathematical concepts and relationships (Leinhardt and Smith, 1985). This knowledge
is needed for competent design of instruction.

It is often said that teachers, especially elementary teachers, do not need to be
specialists in mathematics. Research on teaching of elementary mathematics finds that
the quality of the developmental portion of a lesson differs considerably between effec-
tive and ineffective teachers (Good and Grouws, 1975). This is defmed as:
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The developmental portion of a mathematics period is that
part of a lesson devoted to increasing comprehension of
skills, concepts, and other facets of the mathematics curricu-
lum. For example, in the area of sidll development, instruc-
tion focused on why an algorithm works, how certain skills
are interrelated, what properties are characteristic of a given
skill, and means of estimating correct answers should be
considered part of developmental work In the area of
concept development, developmental activities would include
initial instruction designed to help children distinguish the
given concept from other concepts. Also included would be
the associating of a label with a ,given concept Attempts to
extend ideas and facilitate transfer of ideas are a part of
developmental work (p. 114).

It is precisely these skills which most of the participating teachers lacked. Fur-
thermore, these skills, which go considerably beyond the ability to work the problems in
the textbook, do not necessarily develop fully with experience. The Mathematics
Framework takes the position that current teachers of elementary mathematics need an
understanding of mathematical concepts and their interrelationships in order to make
effective instructional decisions. While there are many instructional strategies that
enable most students to work the problems in the textbook, some choices are superior
to others in facilitating both mathematics instruction later in the curriculum and
mathematical applications in daily life. The Mathematics Framework acknowledges thatthis goal requires a more rigorous preparation in mathematics education than most
elementary teachers currently receive. It is quite likely that achieving the curriculum
goals in the Mathematics Framework will require performances on the level of the
SSI-EM.

Regardless of whether or not an assessment such as the SSI-EM is ado ted, the
performances of the teachers add credence to suggestions (e.g., Lampert, 19 that
teacher preparation programs need to strengthen their instruction in mathematics and
mathematics pedagogy. Such strengthening cannot occur by requiring additional courses
which concentrate on problem-solving algorithms. Instead, the additional preparation
must focus on teaching the concepts and principles that underlie problem-solving algo-
rithms. One California university has developed a four-week summer workshop which
teachers attend to gain the skills necessary to implement the Mathematics Framework
Teachers increase their knowledge of elementary mathematics topics, and learn problem
solving and group activities, which helps to equip them to implement the Mathematics
Framework However, the same institutiora mathematics methods course for elemen-
tary teachers has not incorporated simls instruction because of time conLtraints within
the current course. The course cannot be lengthened due to competing priorities within
the year-long multiple subject credential program.

Comparison of beginning and experienced teachers. The four tasks comprising
the SSI-EM were part of a larger set of tasks that was initially administered to teachers
with varying amounts of experience by the Stanford TAP. In this initial administration,
six teachers had more than 10 years of teaching experience, while seven had two years
or less, allowing comparisons between beginning and experienced teachers. All tasks
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were scored on three dimensions: Command of Subject Matter, Content-Specific
Pedagogy, and Pedagogical Sensitivity and Responsiveness to Students. New and expe-
rienced teachers differed least on the Command of Subject Matter dimension, which
measured knowledge of mathematics as a discipline, i.e., its structure, boundaries and
substance. Weak differences between the two groups were found for the Content-Spe-
cific Pedagoig dimension, which evaluated the ability to present mathematical knowl-
edge in a way that facilitates student learning. Strong differences were found between
more and less experienced teachers on the Pedagogical Sensitivity and Responsiveness
to Students dimension. Here the assessol. examined descriptions of teacher-student
interactions, including engaging students, providing appropriate feedback, and establish-
ing interpersonal relationships with students. Instances in which scorers felt there was
not enough information to reliably rate a particular criterion were markedly more
frequent for novices than for experienced teachers, particularly within the dimension of
Pedagogical Sensitivity and Responsiveness to Students.

Appropriateness across Contexts

FWL also evaluated the appropriateness of each assessment across varying teach-
ing contexts. Twenty of the 40 teache.s providing comments on the SSI-EM did not
feel it was a good measure of teaching ability across grade levels and subject areas and
across different student groups and in different school/community settings. (Ten teach-
ers felt it was; four teachers gave a qualified. "yes" answer; and six had no response.)
Most of the criticisms related to grade-level/subject-matter differences and diverse
students.

Grade level and subject matter. Regarding the appropriateness of the SSI-EM
for use in credentialing, several teachers were eoncerned about the inexperience of new
teachers with the specific content of this instrument. Although this assessment was de-
signed for and administered to fifth- and sixth-grade teachers, some of the teachers
commented that they had no. yet taught the material on which they were being as-
sessed. Commented one teacher, "A new teacher is best able to talk about that area
on which she spends time." Another teacher remarked, "Fractions is a hard concept to
teach or think about how you'd teach it if you haven't already tried." One scorer who
was a math education professor believed that some competencies, e.g., the ability to
identify aspects of a lesson that were difficult for students, depended strongly on experi-
ence teaching that lesson. This theme of experience extended into other areas as well.
Teachers in one district had used the same textbook that was used in the assessment;
several of these teachers indicated that their kmiliarity with the text and the way it was
organized helped them in the Lesson Planning task.

Teachers who had taught the topic were undoubtedly advantaged in drawing upon
their experience to answer some questions, such as areas of student difficulty and activi-
ties that motivated students. However, these areas did not constitute the majority of the
scoring criteria. Teach :::... could pass each task in the assessment if they could clearly
explain mathematical concepts which are fundamental parts of the upper-elementary
school curriculum, and determine which skills were necessary to learn specific mathemat-
ical concepts. This ability does not depend on experience teaching the topic, but upon
familiarity with the topic. All teachers with multiple subject credentials are likely to
teach these concepts, so measuring their level of content and pedagogical knowledge for
topics which they have not taught does not seem to be unreasonable.
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The influence of experience in teaching particular concepts is an issue that ex-
tends beyond the grade level at which the concepts are ordinarily taught. There was
much concern among the assessors about the suitability of this assessment for primary-
grade teachers, and concurrent interest in whether there would be two versions of the
assessment for primary and upper-elementary teachers. The SSI-EM has a narrow
focus, and any future assessment for the multiple subject credential would need to be
more balanced in representing concepts across the whole elementary mathematics cur-
riculum. To design an assessment in a single subject area, such as mathematics, which
is suitable for teachers at all levels represented by the multiple subject teaching creden-
tial is challenging. However, as the name of the credential signifies, elementary teach-
ers teach many subjects, which further compounds the difficulty of assessment design.

Diverse students. Some teachers felt that the assessment did not take into
account teaching differing student populations. One teacher, for example, expressed the
belief that an assessment would not be appropriate if the questions were not geared
specifically to the types of students (e.g., low-ability, LEP) that a teacher has been teach-
ing. Assessors reported that teachers who had taught low ability students (who were
consequently at earlier points in the mathematics curriculum than the focal topics of the
SSI-EM) seemed to have difficulty in drawing on their experience in answering the
Interview questions.

The SSI-EM needs to be improved in of assessing a teacher's ability to work with
diverse students, either heterogeneous classes or specialized student populations. Since
these types of classrooms are increasing, the revision of the SSI-EM to address this issue
is not ,just an issue of fairness to teachers in differing contexts. It is also a matter of
including all important teaching skills. Within a semi-structured interview format, one
way to address this issue would be to construct vignettes descrihing children or class-
rooms with particular characteristics, and ask teachers to descr.. e how they would con-
struct a particular activity in the specified context. The vignettes would need to be ca -
fully constructed to avoid stereotyping particular groups.

Fairness across Groups of Teachers

Over half of the teachers felt that the assessment was fair to new teachers of
both genders, different ethnic groups, different language grgups, and other groups of
new teachers (26 of the 40 teachers agreed, nine disagreed, one gave a qualified an-
swer). Of those who disagreed, the only reason given by more than one respondent
grn :uggested by four teachers who felt that teachers from different linguistic groups
would be disadvantaged because of the verbal skills required by the interview tormat.

None of the participating teachers was limited in English proficiency, though
there was at least one teacher of a bilingual classroom. Not surprisingly, then, none of
the assessors or scorers mentioned fairness to teachers of differing linguistic ability as a
concern. However, there was some informal discussion of whether highly verbal teach-
ers have an advantage over less verbal teachers.

The concerns related to fairness for different groups of teachers that were men-
tioned by the assessors on their feedback forms were: fairness across age groups, tair-
ness to minority teachers, and fairness to teachers for whom mathematics was not a
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strength. During informal discussions, one g;roup of assessors concluded that both very
young and very old teachers seemed to have difficulty with the assessment. The young
teachers seemed to be especially nervous and amdous about their performance. The
older teachers usually were coming to teaching after a long absence from formal school-
ing, and seemed to have special difficulties with the terminology of the questions. The
number of teachers at the extremes was very small, and their individual scores varied
considerably, so no firm conclusions can be drawn.

In terms of the number of SSI-EM tasks that were passed, the six minority teach-
er were not statistically different from the 34 non-minority teachers, but the samples
sizes were too small to warrant making firm conclusions. Assessors at one site reported
concern about the performance of one minority teacher in particular, which raised ques-
tions in their minds about the assessment. They felt that this particular teacher showed
great commitment to and potential for motivating inner-city students. However, the
teacher's performance on the asi.essment demonstrated particularly weak content
knowledge. This teacher expressee concerns about his/her inadequate content knowl-
edge, acowledging that the assessment was fair, since students often asked the same
kinds of questions.

The assessors felt that this teacher showed promise as a teacher, but needed
more strength in math content knowledge. They also felt that this teacher was likely to
seek out assistance and benefit from it if it were offered. They were concerned about
whether a state assessment for certification would allow or provide needed support.
This is particularly important in view of the difficulty of attracting teachers to work in
the inner city, the teaching profession's difficulty in attracting minority teachers, and the
percentage of minorities failing current methods of assessment.

The assessors also raised questions about the fairness of the SSI-EM among
teachers for whom mathematics was not a strength. They pointed out that elementary
teachers must attain competence in a number of subjects requiring different skills. It
may not be reasonable to expect teachers to attain the same degree of proficiency in all
subjects. Although the state has expressed an interest in designing an assessment
system which allows for particularly strong performances in one area to compensate for
weaknesses in another, it is a policy decision whether "area" should be extended to
apply to subjects as well as to specific teaching competencies.

Since the SSI-EM covered one of the most difficult mathematical topics that are
taught at the elementary level, assessors also questioned whether the level of perform-
ance exhibited on these tasks was representative of a teacher's ability to teach less
pedagogically difficult topics. This would be particularly important for those teachers
who are less familiar with mathematics.

Appropriateness as a Method of Assessment

While teachers believed the SSI-EM tasks were fair, they were almost evenly split
on whether the subject matter and concepts were appropriate for demonstrating their
teaching skills, with 16 of the 40 teachers marking "yes," 17 marking "no,", and three
giving qualified answers. Of the 17 teachers who marked "no," six explained that they
had not previously taught the topics, and felt that their performance was not representa-
tisie of their teaching skills. Seven participants objected to the narrow focus on one
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topic. Six teachers did not feel that the assessment conei:IL113 Vi.c.ie realistic for various
reasons such as the pressurized context and the limited extent of preparation.

As discussed earlier, we share the teachers' reservations about the limited focus.
The decision whether or not to assess teachers on topics which they have not taught
depends on a policy decision concerning the information to be gained from pilot testing.
On the one hand, teachers am credentialed to teach across grade levels and topics. On
the other hand, if competencies are being assessed which are assumed to depend upon
experience, then it would be most appropriate to assess teachers in areas in which they
had experience teaching. The teachers' reservations about the "realism" of the assess-
ment conditions should be evaluated in a similar light. If the intent is to see a teacher's
pedagogical decisions in the best light, then more time should be provided for planning
a lesson, and supplementary matenals should be available. On the other hard, it seems
unlikely that any_ of the improvements suggested by the teachers would result in anything
but marginal differences in the display of pedagogical content knowledge. If teachers do
not understand basic mathematical concepts and their interrelation, their choices are not
likely to improve given either additional time or supplementary materials whose quality
they are unable to evaluate.

Reflecting their limited laiowledge of tasks which they had not administered,
assessors and scorers tended to be task specific in their perceptions of the ability of the
assessment to measure teaching competency. In informal die' iissions, assessors praised
Lesson Planning for its ability to elicit information about a Leacher's pedagogical knowl-
edge and pedagogical content knowledge, especially with regard to a teacher's design of
instruction. The assessor who administered Topic Sequencing felt that the task based on
elementary fractions was reasonable, while the one based on ratio and proportions "did
not work." Other assessors and scorers felt that many elementary teachers are not
prepared to be tested on their knowledge of mathematical concepts and how they inter-
relate. Assessors felt that there were alternative models of tests such as existing multi-
ple-choice tests that adequately examine a teacher's content knowledge, and that inter-
views were more appropriate for assessing pedagogy and pedagogical content knowledge.

On the whole, assessors and scorers felt that the method of semi-structured inter-
viewing had some merit, although the SSI-EM itself needed revisions to address pedago-
gy and pedagogical content knowledge more fully. A couple of the assessors and scor-
ers agreed with many teachers in their belief that simulations and artificial conditions did
not fully tap a person's ability to teach and that any interviews should be supplemented
by classroom observations. One scorer believed that some of the poor-scoring teachers
were probably good teachers in other subjects. The two assessors on sabbatical from
classroom teaching felt that supplementary materials should be provided to make the
assessment more reflective of teaching by first-year teachers.

Although the SSI-EM demands a high level of content knowledge, it assesses
quite well a teacher's ability to represent content, explain correpts, and sequence in-
struction. All of these are aspects of content pedagogy which depend on a sophisticat-
ed level of content knowledge.
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Assessment Format

Teachers, assessors, and scorers were asked their perceptions of various aspects
of the Semi-Structured Interview and Assessment Cente.r formats. Their comments are
summarized below. This section provides information about the clarity of the assess-
ment, the choice of tasks, the use of probes, and the use of interviewers.

Clarity of Assessment

A detailed description of teacher responses is found in the Administration Report
for Spring, 1989. Teachers generally felt that the materials and instructions for the SSI-
EM were clear. Roughly two-thirds of the teachers found the written materials they
received prior to the assessment to be helpful. These materials Jid not include detailed
descriptions of each task. Descriptions of the tasks and scoring criteria prior to the
assessment would assist teachers in anticipating and preparing for the assessment. It is
unclear, however, whether and if so, how, this additional information would affect the
level of anxiety experienced by the teachers, especially those who are not confident of
themselves in mathematics.

Nearly all of the 40 teachers found the oral overview at the beginning of the day
to be helpful, and the directions for the assessment clear. Suggested changes included:
send the orientation materials in advance, give a clearer idea of the all-day process,
include driving time in the directions, and revise the letter to make it sound less intimi-
dating. None of the teachers suggested changing the directions for the tasks.

Assessors felt that the instructions for the tasks were generally complete, detailed
and clear. Few changes were suggested. One assessor suggested that some of the
terms, e.g., "assessment instrument," "math concept," were confusing and should be ex-
plained or written in the vernacular. Another assessor felt that changes in tone from, "I
now want you to..." to "Please, now " would improve the atmosphere and put the
teachers more at ease.

Some teachers experienced difficulties in performing the tasks. Some of the diffi-
culties were at least partially due to lack of content knowledge, e.g., the expressed need
for more "background experience in math" to properly prescribe remedial instruction for
the Instructional Vignettes, and insufficient understanding of some of the topics in Topic
Sequencing Other sources of confusion were the lack of information about the evalua-
tion criteria, the redundancy and difficulty of the questions, and a belief that the Topic
Sequencing tasks depend on the characteristics of the students being taught. We believe
that teachers should be informed of the general scoring criteria prior to the assessment
and be guided in some manner during the interview to provide responses in sllicient
scope and detail to reduce ambiguity in coding their responses. The latter can be done
by adding or revising questions to better focus responses, or by giving e,.ch teacher a list
of areas to be addressed in the response to broad questions (as was done in the SSI-
SM), e.g., when providing an overview of the lesson.

The questions sometimes seemed redundant to teachers when they were asked to
explain how they would teach a student to work a problem, followed by a request either
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to explain how the solution worked mathematically or to identify the underlying mathprinciples. Teachers often did not distinguish between algorithms to solve problems andmathematical principles underlying algorithms. In these cases, the questions asking howto solve problems seemed identical with questions that asked teachers to explain why thegiven solution would work.

With regard to the belief that the sequence of topics varies according to studentcharacteristics, Topic Sequencing did not have a single correct answer. Given the waythat most teachers had been trained in mathematics to look for the solution and not foralternative approaches, teachers might have anticipated that there was only one correctanswer. Although there was no one correct sequence, topics could be grouped in setsand ordered. Many of the topics to be ordered were prerequisites for understandingother topics. Therefore, some orderings would be incorrect for any group of learners.

Teachers and assessors gave feedback regarding the assessment before the scoringcriteria were developed. Although the scoring criteria do not directly correspond to thequestions, there is a rough match between criteria and questions which ought to yieldinformation addressing specific criteria. For many of the questions, a slight rewordingwould have made the question more likely to yield a response that directly addressed ascoring criterion. For example, one scoring criterion for Topic Sequencing is the validityof analogies and metaphors used to explain concepts to students. lione of the questions,however, directly asked teachers how they would explain the topics to their students.Instead, teachers were asked to tell what each topic meant to them. When a responseaddressing a scoring criterion was ambiguous and the question had not been asked di-rectly, scorers were directed to not score that category and exclude it from the calcula-tion of summative scores.

Several scorers expressed frustration with rating borderline responses, suggestinga need for improvement in distinguishing suitable from unsuitable answers. Their frus-tration was reflected in the number of responses which they rated as ambiguous, whichranged from seven in Lesson Planning to 66 in Instructional Vignettes. Some of thescorers coded answers as ambiguous more often than others, contributing to problems inachieving reliability. Nearly all scorers expressed frustration with scoring criteria whichdid not closely correspond to questions asked. Since scores were for the most partcalculated on the percentage of responses judged adequate, excluding a category meansthat the knowledge of skills assessed by that category are not reflected in the overallscore for a task.

The SSI-EM task questions should be revised to better match scoring criteriabefore the assessment is administered again. These revisions mig,ht range from reword-ing questions so the focus is more explicit to inventing new questions that could elicit aspecific type of response. Another route to reducing ambiguous responses is to providethe scoring criteria to teachers in advance so they better frame their responses. Theprovision of scoring criteria to the assessors should improve their ability to probe moreefbctively, and suggested probes can be provided for specific questions to standardizethe process.

In addition to providing better alignment between questions and scoring criteria,rewording the existing questions for a more explicit focus could also help standardizeresponses to make them easier to evaluate. One assessor commented that the vignettes
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produced a wide variety of interpretations, with different teachers seizing on differing
but, in her opinion, equally important aspects of the vignette in their response.

Format Feathres

In the pilot testing of the SSI-EM, several features of the semi-structured inter-
view format were identified as either helpful or problematic. They include the timing of
the exercises, the choice of tasks, the use of probes, and the use of interviewers.

Timing. The assessment was originally scheduled to take a little over six hours
(including orientation, an hour for lunch, and feedback from teachers). In this schedule,
an hour was allocated for each task. In practice, however, teachers did not take the
entire time allotted. Lesson Planning generally took an hour, but most teachers com-
pleted each of the three other tasks m a half hour or less. Although it was known from
the outset that Lesson Planning would take more time than the other tasks, the extent of
the difference was not known.

When the extent of the disparity in length of time required to complete each task
was discovered on the first day, assessors began to experiment with ways to accommo-
date these differences. In the first week of administration, teachers tended to spend the
wait time between tasks either reading newspapers or in conversation with assessors in
the hospitality room. By the middle of the second week of administration, assessors
began altering the schedule by administering a task to a teacher as soon as that teacher
had completed the previous task scheduled and had indicated a willingness to Continue.
This resulted in teachers completing the assessment at varying times, with the teacher
who had Lesson Planning scheduled last taking the most time.

By the final round of administration, FWL staff had learned from experience how
long each task took, so an additional assessor was added to administer Lesson Planning
and a schedule minimizing wait time was devised. For an assessment center format to
be efficiently implemented, it is essential that tasks be designed to take roughly equiva-
lent amounts of time. In practice, there will be individual differences in task perform-
ance that will complicate strict adherence to any predetermined schedule. However,
prior piloting of tasks should reveal any great disparities in the average amount of time
required for completion.

About three-fourths of the 40 teachers did not feel they needed more time for
any tasks, though about one-fifth did, with one teacher mentioning specifically Lesson
Planning and another Instructional Vignettes. Generally, most did not feel there should
be less time for of the any tasks.

Choice of tasks. Although the relative length of the tasks needs improving, the
four tasks (Lesson Planning, Topic Sequencing Instructional Vignettes, anoi Short Cuts)
do a good job of reflecting Icey activities which teachers must do to effectively plan and
manage instruction at a conceptual level. Topic Sequencing and Short Cuts give good
illustration! of the command of the subject matter. All four, but especially Lesson Plan-
ning and Instructional Vignettes, address the ability to translate concepts into appropri-
ate metaphors or activities. Lesson Planning and Topic Sequencing address the ability
to sequence instruction so that concepts are taught in such a manner that they build on
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previous student knowledire and lay the foundation for material that occurs at a laterpoint in the curriculum.

Questions about one of the tasks, Instructional Vignettes, arose during the admin-
istration and scoring of the SSI-EM. Our concerns about vignettes are based not only
on our experience with the SSI-EM, but also with observation of the use of vignettes in
the Stanford BIOTAP pilot test. Few of the teachers had difficulty responding to the
vignettes. However, the concerns of teachers who found the vignettes artificial suggested
two potential problems in fie use of vignettes. The first is that teachers use a variety of
cues in formulating a respol. ge to students that are unavailable in vignettes. With the
exception of the period at the beginning of the school year, teachers know something
about their students. In responding to a student, a teacher takes into consideration the
student's past level of performance, personality traits such as perseverance, knowledge ofwhat the student has been taught previously in the year and previously established rou-tines for remediation. This information is unavailable to teachers when vignettes are
presented, resulting in a variety of responses related to unarticulated assumptions based
on the teacher's own experience. Teachers varied in their comfort with mang these
assumptions; it is possible that teachers who are especially skilled at tailoring responses
to individual students might have the greatest difficulty in responding to hypothetical
students.

Some of these difficulties can be overcome by adding additional information to
the vignette and by piloting the vignette with teachers from varying contexts. For in-
stance, one assessor found that teachers exhibited varying but equally valid interpreta-
tions of a single vignette. She recommended that the questions be reworded to make thefocal point clear. If a particular focus is desired, then the critical information can be
included in the vignette.

Since vignettes are artificial, they are unlikely to capture the ability to respond to
individual students in a holistic manner which takes into account a student's mood at the
time, personality characteristics, preferred learning style, and content knowledge. They
do seem to capture the ability to create metaphors, use alternative representations of
content, and spontaneously design activities to explain concepts and correct misconcep-
tions.

The second problem with vignettes that became obvious during Lesson Planning
is that teachers vary in the way that they design instruction. Some situations that are
designed to elicit teachers' responses to common student errors are inappropriate when
the teacher has carefully constructed the lesson to avoid producing such errors. One
example is when a student is shown converting 2/50 to a percentage and arriving at an
answer of 2%. Some teachers had spent quite some time initially in the lesson talking
about meaning of a percentage, having everyone draw pie charts representing per-
centages, and converting fractions with 100 as a denominator to percentages. One
teacher went so far as to call the process of conversion of a fraction to a percentage
"renaming." If, *ay., in these instances, a teacher has carefully laid a foundation for
student understanding that makes it less likely that students make this type of error,
then the only situations in which students produce that vpe of error are (1) if they have
completely missed the point of the lesson, or (2) when they are displaying careless
thinng. Teachers who make these assumptions will react differently from teachers
who assume this is an instance of an incorrect a'gorithm applied by the student which
produces a consistent pattern of errors. If the scoring system assumes a single source
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of student error or fails to probe for assumptions about the source of error, the scoring
may fail to reflect the more complex teaching.

As a whole, the SSI-EM gives a good picture of what L2e Shulman calls "peda-
gogical content knowledge." However, the methodology of semi-structurcd interviews isstill in need of improvement, particularly in the vignettes (discussed earlier) and the
construction of probes.

Use of probes. The purpose of probes was to assist in the interpretation of
ambiguous responses. Responses could be ambiguous because of their brevity or be-cause of the use of educational jargon. Without elaboration, it was often difficult to
distinguish a terse summary of a complex thought from a vague explanation which
lacked depth of analysis. Assessors were carefully trained and monitored in practice
administration on how to construct probes which were clarifying, and which did not cuethe teacher as to the appropriate response. In practice, however, assessors found the
use of probes problematic for several reasons. The first is that some of the questions
were unclear or used terminology with which teachers appeared unfamiliar. An example
of a type of question that was unclear was one asking the teachers to explain how they
might integrate instruction on how to use a particular mathematical algorithm into their
teaching when they had in the previous question explained why they found it unsuitable.
It was difficult to probe or even to respond to a teacher's questions if the assessor was
not clear about the intent of the question. Some teachers had difficulty responding to
questions asIdng about "mathematical concepts" or "mathematical reasoning," even afterthey had just described accurately how to work the problem.

The second reason probes were problematic is the difficulty mentioned above of
avoiding cues to the teacher about the correct answer. In the questions referred to
above, which asked about "mathematical concepts," it was particularly difficult for an
assessor to adequately explain the intent of the questions without giving cues about the
appropriate response. Scorers reported that assessors sometimes gave in to the tempta-
tion to lead the teacher to the correct answer, particularly when the teacher seemed to
be slowly progressing toward the correct answer.

The third problem with probes is one of standardization. Several assessors indi-
cated that probing was the most difficult aspect of administration, not only because it
was difficult to use probes that were not leading, but tailoring probes to the teachers
caused some assessors to question the consistency with which they were using probes.
For example, because some teachers were clearly more nervous than others, the asses-
sors reported probing more gently or not at all when a teacher's tone and body language
indicated that the probes were increasing the teacher's frustration rather than facilitating
c:onstruction of an answer. This may have put the more nervous teachers at a disadvan-
tage relative to other more confident teachers.

Inconsistency in the use of probes could be ameliorated by revising the questions
so they more closely correspond to scoring criteria, and by improving assessor train-
ing. Other problems resulting from the use of interviewers may not be solved as easily,
however.

Use of interviewers. One can envision an alternate form of this assessment which
asks the teachers to perform the same tasks and then respond to questions in a written
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format. Although teachers were not asked to comment specifically on the use of inter.
viewers, many of the teachers did so either during informal discussions with the inter-
viewers or on the evaluation feedback forms. On the positive side, some teachers en-
joyed the interaction with an interviewer, typified by the teacher who appreciated the
opportunity to "think about and reflect on my newly gained teaching techniques."
These teachers seemed to enjoy the interaction with the interviewers, and did not feel
intimidated.

Other teachers, however, in both our pilot test and other studies (c g., see Wilson,
1988) were uncomfortable being assessed through an interview. For instance, some
teachers mentioned the difficulty they had working one-on-one with someone in an arti-
ficial situation (i.e, an interview at an assessment center). One teacher commented that
"good teachers don't always interview well and vice versa." Another teacher explained:

I don't work well under pressure, in a one-on-one situation.
The tasks would have been no problem if I worked them out
at home or in the classroom.

This teacher was not the only one who found the assessment extremely stressful,
despite the best efforts of the assessors to put the teachers at ease and the relatively
informal dtmosphere. The most extreme example of stress was one teacher who, after
struggling with the three tasks generally perceived to he the most difficult (Topic Se-
quencing, Instructional Vignettes, and Short Cuts), had a stror.g emotional reaction to
the interview and required over an hour to regain composure. While this was the only
such instance among the 41 teachers, many teachers commented that their anxiety
would be heightened considerably if they were participating in the assessment for
credentialing purposes.

At least some of the stress experienced by teachers was probably due to anxieties
which are intensified by having another person witnes: your struggles. Several teachers
refund specifically to feeliags of "inadequacy," "lowered self-confidence," and "incom-
petence" they experienced when they had difficulty answering some of the questions.
Other teachers, sometimes attending the same assessment administration as the teachers
reporting high amdety, reported feeling nervous initially, but the assessors were able to
put them at ease.

Assessors varied in their tone and degree of formality. One scorer described the
range as from "very formal, cold and rather tense" to "relaxed, cordial and even playful
with the candidates." While the tone can be standardized somewhat through training,
the anxiety which some candidates experience throughout the assessment regardless of
assessor style is less easy to address.

It is unclear why teachers in the SSI-EM expressed discomfort while none was
reported or observed for the SSI-SM, which was similar in format. One possible expla-
iiation is the differing target groups for which Lie SSI-EM and SSI-SM were designed.
The SSI-EM was originally designed for experienced teachers, while the SSI-SM was
tailored for beginning teachers. Another possibility is that elementary teachers feel
greater anxiety because they are not subject matter specialists, compared to the second-
ary teachers, who had studied the discipline in which they were being assessed. Our
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impression is that the SSI-EM assessors were also more aggressive in probing ambigu-
ous answers than those in the SSI-SM, providing numerous cues to teachers who were
not doing well.

Cost Analysis

Cost projections for semi-structured interviews were discussed in Chapter 4 in
connection with our experience pilot testing the SSI-SM. The costs fnr piloting the SSI-
SM were used since that assessment represented a later stage of development than the
SSI-EM, resulting in fewer implementation problems.

Technical Quality

This section discusses three aspects of the technical quality of the SSI-EM:
development, reliability and validity.

Development

The SSI-EM was based on four tasks that were developed, pilot tested, and field
tested by the Stanford Teacher Assessment Project (TAP). Minor modifications were
made in the inteiview protocols; major changes were made in the scoring criteria. The
original set of tasks focused on the topic of elementary fractions, particularly the simpli-
fication of fractions. Second versions of two of the tasks, Lesson ' . iuui. and Topic
Sequencing were developed to determine the feasibility of using existing tasks as shells
to apply to new content.

The original tasks were developed by the Stanford TAP over a one-year period
and were evaluated through a series of activities. First, the interview protocols were
piloted with "expert" teachers, mathematicians and mathematics educators. Second,
each protocol was critiqued by_groups of "expert" teachers. Third, the instruments
were similarly reviewed by TAP's Expert Panel in mathematics, composed of mathemat-
ics educators, mathematicians, teacher educators, teachers, and TAP staff.

Scoring instruments also went through a similar one-year, multi-staged develop-
ment and revision process. First, TAP staff devised and tested various scoring formats,
resulting in an eclectic set of 10 different scoring mechanisms; some were hohstic, while
others were analytic. After these scoring procedures were applied to a few sample
protocols, their effectiveness was examined by a board composed of teachers, teacher
educators, researchers, and TAP staff, After revisions, the scoring procedures were sent
to a second board of examiners with a similar composition and once again revised.
Teachers (who were not project staff) were trained to use this final set of scoring
procedures to score the data collected at the TAP Assessment Center. The TAP staff
collected feedback and analyzed these external scorings.

The TAP instruments were revised for the SSI-EM in two ways. First, a TAP
representative revised the interview protocols and scoring systems based on feed,back
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from those who took, administered, scored, and analyzed the instruments. Second, theinterview protocols were revised to make them more appropriate for beginning teachers.The purpose of the TAP instruments was to identify exemplary experienced teachers.
To adapt the TAP instruments for beginning teachers, the TAP representative simplifiedthe tasks and revised the scoring criteria to reflect a less sophisticated level of expertise.
Due to time and budget constraints, these revisions were not subjected to wide review.

Reliability

Data on inter-rater reliability and problems encountered in scoring suggest the
need for lengthening and strengthening the training of assessors and scorers. Assessorsneed to be familiar with the scoring criteria to effectively conduct she interview. Scor-ers need more training in rating performances, especially at the cutoff point.

Two versions of tasks that addressed two different topics were piloted. In gener-al, the questions in the interview protocols were similar and scoring categories wereparallel. No teachers performed both versions of the same task, so data on the reliabili-ty of the SSI-EM across tasks is not available.

Validity

The interview questions and scoring categories for the SSI-EM focus on veryspecific aspects of a teacher's performance. Although the interview questions have
undergone some review during development, both they and the scoring criteria 'wouldneed to be subjected to a wider review in order to ascertain whether or not they reflecta broad professional consensus about important teaching competencies. This validitystudy should be completed before extensive developmental work is done on the SSI-EMor any other semi-structured interview. Since the SSI-EM scoring criteria are very spe-cific, singling out particular aspects of a teacher's response, they would be especiallyvulnerable to professional disagreements about important components of responsesand/or the relative importance of these components. Some of the scorers expressedreservations about the comprehensiveness of some of the scoring categories that used acheck list format.

Oinclusions and Recommendations

This section contains conclusions and recommendations regarding the SSI-EM,
organized into the areas of administration, scoring, content, format, and a brief sum-mary.

Administration of Assessment

Like the other semi-structured interview that was pilot tested, the SSI-EM is verylabor ;otensive to administer; administration and scoring require one day per teacher. If
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on-line scoring is developed and found to be feasible, the time required for administra-
tion could be reduced slightly, but our experience with the CCI suggests that forming

iand documenting judgments s a time-consuming process.

The following factors seem to be key to smooth implementation of the SSI-EM or
any other semi-structured interview assessment:

o availability of appropriate facilities (which are often difficult to locate);

o development of clear orientation materials for teachers, including de-
scriptions of the tasks and scoring criteria;

o organization of tasks so all tasks require approdmately equal amounts
of time and only a minimal number of transitions are needed between
tasks;

o careful attention to the recording quality of the tape recorders used;

o coordination and management of a large number of materials and
pieces of equipment, including interview protocols, tape recorders, and
labeled tapes; and

o recruitment of assessors and scorers who are knowledgeable about
mathematics, mathematics pedagogy, and student characteristics.

Audiotaping proved adequate for documentation of the interviews. Checking the
recording quality before each interview seemed to minimize the chances of unrecognized
equipment failure; some recording problems were detected in the pilot test, and alterna-
tive equipment was used. Precautions need to be taken to minimize the chances that
assessors forget to turn on the tape recorder, such as oversized reminders printed in the
interview protocol. A policy of recording the entire interview, including the introductory
portion and those times when candidates are thinking and not speaking, would minimize
the chances of recording only a portion of the interview.

Assessor training should include familiarization with both the scoring criteria and
the recording equipment. Some controlled experimentation needs to be done with
probes to identify the kinds of situations in which probes are needed for scoring pur-
poses, the effects on performance when probes are and are not used, and variance in
assessors' use of probes. Such a study would inform the development of guidelines for
standardized use of probes.

As with the SSI-SM, the security needs of the semi-structured interview should be
studied to determine its robustness with respect to the development of standardized
responses.

Scoring

The scoring system of the SSI-EM is not suitable for adoption for a statewide
assessment. Scoring criteria that vary by task and by topic raise serious concerns about
reliability, validity and fairness across differing versions of the assessment. The scoring



system developed for the SSI-SM is a more promising prototype which avoids theseproblems.

Our experience with the implementation of scoring criteria which were developeuafter the administration of the assessment underscores the importance of developingtasks and scoring criteria simultaneously and analyzing their alignment prior to pilottesting.

Scorer training should include clear examples of responses in each rating catego-ry. Much time in training should be devoted to differentiating borderline responses,especially at the cuto£f point between passing and failing.

Assessment Content

Our observations and information collected from assessors, scorers and teachersparticipating in the pilot test suggest the following conclusions about the content of theSSI-EM:

o Arsessment content was in line with the philosophy of the Mathematics
Framework. Congruence was good, though not complete, with respect
to areas of emphasis and characteristics of delivery of instruction.

o Coverage of the California Standards for Beginning Teachers could be
improved by refming current tasks and developing new ones. Some
standards covering teacher-student interaction or student outcomes
could only be indirectly addressed with this assessment.

o For the most part, the tasks were perceived by teachers as being job-
related. The major exception was 'Topic Sequencing.

o The content was difficult for the beginning teachers who participated in
the pilot test. Less than one-third of the teachers passed more than
half of the tasks. Some difficulties indicated a need for improvement in
teacher preparation; others were more likely the result of inexperience,
either in teaching in general or in teaching the particular topic.

o Teaching diverse students in a variety of contexts was not addressed;
teachers of low-achieving students felt disadvantaged with respect to thequestions and tasks.

o Since the targeted teaching competencies were generally highly valued,
the SSI-EM was judged as a fair way to assess various teacher groups;pilot test data were too limited, however, to draw conclusions about the
performance of minority teachers.

If the SSI-EM is chosen for further development, it would benefit from the sametype of content review by an expert panel that was recommended for the SSI-SM.
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Assessment Format

Based on experience with the SSI-EM as a state-of-the-art prototype, the
strengths of the semi-structured interview format appear to be in assessing the ability to
plan instruction and the command of the subject at a conceptual level of understanding.
It appears weakest in assessing a teacher's ability to implement instruction and manage
the classroom.

Our experience in implementing the SSI-EM suggc--3 that the followilig issues be
considered when contemplating adoption of the semi-structured interview format fcr
teacher assessment:

o On nurneious occasions, a teacher's lack of c:ontent knowledge affected
his/her ability to respond to questions and made it difficult to clarify
question.: without revealing the nature of a correct response. Questions
that were subtly different were seen as equivalent to teachers who did
not omprehend the subtle div:crences.

o VignettP.., need to be cazquily constructed with a specific focus so all
relevafz, information can be included and the range of possible interpre-
tatiorls i oarrowed. Teacher as:Aimptions that may affe,'.. the evalua-
tion of their ..'esponses need to be explored in the interview.

o The use of interviewers to collect data seems to heighten anxiety for
many teachers, especially those teachers who are not performing well.

In general, the use of interviewing, as compared to written or dictated responses
to printed questions, should be explored further. The extent to which differences in
interviewing style affect teacher performance should be a key consideration.

&Tummy

If semi-structured interviews are selected as a method of assessing new teachers
for credentialing purposes, a close review or study of the information yielded by the SSI-
EM tasks and questions could inform the development of prototypes. However, the SSI-
EM scoring system does not appear to be a proinising approach that bears further
development.
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CHMTER 6:

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION EXAMINATION

The Elementary Education Examination is an innovative multiple-choice test
developed by IOX Assessment Associates for use by the State of Connecticut in the
licensure of elementary school teachers, for grades K-8. The examination is part of a
three-tier assessment system currently under development by Connecticut. Under this
proposed system, the first assessment, a basic skills test in reading, writing, and mathe-
matics, is administered during prospective teachers' undergraduate programs. Prospec-
tive elementary teachers who pass the basic skills test and successfully complete an
undergraduate degree and a teacher education progrtm must then pass the Elementary
Education Examination. Candidues who pass the examination are given an initial teach-
ing certificate and can begin teaching. During their first year of teaching, they are
further evaluated through observation and/or performance assessments. Those who pass
this third round of assessment are then awarded a provisional teaching certificate.

The Elementary Education Examination focuses on th7ee major competencies:
mastery of content knowledge, mastery of pedagogical knowludge, and mastery of
pedagogical content knowledge. The examination differs from more traditional multiple-
choice tests in two respects. First, the majority of questions regardless of the compe-
tency area being assessed are embedded in classroom situations (e.g., "You are plan-
ning a lesson on chemical changes. Which of the following....?"). Second, some of the
items (referred to as "materials-based items") ask the candidate to analyze reference
materials that are commonly used by classroom teachers. These materials include Indi-
vidual Education Plans (IEPs), student worksheets (some blank, some with student
work), lesson plans, report cards, and test reports. A description of a sample
"materials-based item" is as follows:

Given four worksheets of student learning activities,
the examinee must identify the worksheet that most
closely matches a specified objective.

The administrative format of this assessment is the same used for other large-
scale multiple-choice examinations: Candidates come together at a test site and are
assessed individually by their written responses to a series of multiple-choice items. At
each administration of this assessment, six different forms of the exam were used in
order to pilot test a greater number of items. Each form consisted of 77 multiple-choice
items, with 17 items appearing on all six forms. In instances of differences in perform-
ance across forms, the 17 linking items serve as indicators as to whether the differences
are due to the difficulty of the items or to differences in the ability levels of the exami-
nees. Although two hours was the suggested time for the examination, time limits were
not established during this pilot phase.

Beginning with information on the administration of the assessment, this chapter
continues with a discussion of the content and the format. Following these discussions
are analyses of the cost and technical quality of the assessment. The chapter concludes
with an overall summary, together with recommendations for further steps in exploring
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the feasibilitLand utili%of an innovative multiple-choice examination such as theElementary ducation ._,xamination in California teacher assessment.

Administration of Assessment

This section begins with an overview of the administration of the assessmer Itis followed by information on the following: logistics (e.g., development of orientacion
materials, identification of teacher samples, scheduling), security arrangements, assessors,scoring, and teacher and FWL and RMC staff perceptions of the administration.

Overview

The Elementary Education Examination was administered at nine sites to bothproject and nonprojert teachers. Table 6.1 contains information about the pilot testingof the assessment. Over 250 teachers from a total of nine projects, plus over 300 teach-ei s from 11 nonproject districts, were invited to participate in the assessment. Ten
administrations were scheduled between May 4, 1989, and June 13, 1989, all but one ofwhich were scheduled for the late afternoon from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. One administration
was scheduled in two shifts on a Saturday morning, and one was canceled by IOX As-
sessment Associates due to an anticipated poor turnout (only six out of 16 teachers had
said they would come) snd a lack of staff to administer the examination.

In all, a total of 138 teachers _participated in the Elementary Education Examina-
tion assessment (or approximately 25% of the teachers who were invited to participate).
Based on ir clrmation taken from the teacher feedback forms completed by 137 of the
teachers, 121 (88%) females and 14 (10%) males were assessed (two respondents didnot specify gender). In addition, 76% (105) of the teachers described themselves asWhite (or Anglo or Caucasian), 12% (17) as Hispanic (or Chicano or Latino); and 3%(4) as Black. The ethnic breakdown of the remaining 8% of the teachers is as follows:
American Indian (3), Asian (2), Pacific Islander (1), Other (3), and Not Reported (2).

Logistics

Logistical activities for this assessment included the development of orientation
materials, identification of teacher samples, scheduling the test administrations, making
site/facilities arrangements, arranging for the assessment materials, developing evaluationfeedback forms and securing the evaluation feedback, and reimbursing the teacher par-ticipants.

The orientation materials developed for this assessment were very important
because they were the means by which teachers were invited to participate in this as-sessment. These materials included a letter which described the pilot testing project and
the Elementary Education Examination, and specified the date, time, and location of the
assessment administration. The letter also informed teachers that they would receive
$25.00 for their participation as well as mileage expenses if they had to travel more than15 miles to the test site. Attached to this letter was a self-addressed, stamped postcard
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TABLE 6.1

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION EXAMINATION:

PILOT TM' PARTICIPANTS

(Total Number of Teachers = 138)

Dile Project
Number of Teachers Invited Number of Teachers

Who Took TestProject Nonproject

May 6 Santa Barbara/ 30 9

Ventura

May 20 Riverside/ 119 30
San Bernadino

May 30 Santa Cruz 36 7 34
May 31 Santa Clara 9 98+* 8

June 1 Centraiia 12** 65+* 8

June 6 Long Beach 7 86*** 12

June 7 El Cajon 25 25 26
June 8 Poway 18 6
June I3 Vista**** - 22 5

256 303 138

*Some districts invited their 1st-year teachers but did not release their names to us.
**1 Centralia Project teacher and 11 Irvine Project teachers.

***Includes 45 Lynwood District teachers who were also invited to the Centralia assessment.
****Nonproject district.
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that the teachers were asked to return informing us whether or not they were able to
participate in the pilot test.

All teachers selected for the sample for this assessment were sent the orientation
materials. This sample included (1) all elementary teachers from the selected California
New Teacher Projects who were not scheduled to participate in other pilot tests or any
of the Project evaluation activities being conducted by SWRL, and (2) beginning teach-
ers from neighboring Nonproject districts.

After consulting with Project Directors about optimal times, the administrations
were primarily scheduled for weekday afternoons. Although original plans called for two
or more Projects to participate at each test site, FWL staff found it difficult to find sites
that were both geographically centralized and required minimal teacher travel time.
Hence, the majority of administrations included only a single Project and its ',boring
districts. All adlimustrations were conducted in a school auditorium, cafeteria, or class-
room.

Upon completion of the assessment, each teacher was asked to complete an
evaluation feedback form and to sign a list which served to verify participation in the
assessment. All teachers who signed the list were then mailed a check for $25.00 plus
mileage costs if they had to travel more than 30 miles to participate.

Security

IOX Assessment Associates assumed full responsibility for all security arrange-
ments of the test materials and test administrations. The test booklets were numbered,
and all booklets were logged in when they were returned by the teachers with the
completed answer sheets. Different forms of the test were distributed, minimizing the
opportunities for one person to copy another's responses.

Each administration of the examination was supervised by an IOX representative;
at no administration, however, was anyone designated as a proctor. For any future
administrations in California, a proctor should be present to assist in the test administra-
tion and ensure security. Detailed instructions on the security of test materials should
be available to the proctor, as well as instructions as to placement of test materials
during the administration, counts needed at various stages, and actions to be taken if any
materials are missing.

For this pilot test, scrap paper was permitted during the administrations and
passed out with the test books and answer sheets. Examinees were also allowed to
request additional paper if they needed it. This practice poses a potential security
problem. How is the supervisor or proctor to know how many sheets of scrap paper
are given to each examinee and to ensure that every piece of scrap paper is collected?
Such a procedure makes it quite easy foy examinees to copy items and note important
information on the test's contents, and remove the paper from the room. Even though
examinees are told not to mark in test books, they sometimes make marks or leave
smudges by resting their fingers on certain parts of the stimulus materials or next to
certain answers; this may provide information for future examinees using that test book.
If the Elementary Education Examination or a similarly innovative multiple-choice test
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is elected for use in California, we suggest having nonreusable test books and not allow-
ing scrap paper.

Assessors

An IOX Assessment Associates representative based in Southern California was
responsible for administering the Elementary Education Examination assessment. At
each site, the test administrator gave a standardized oral overview of the assessment,
directed the teachers on how to take the exam, distributed the test materials, and col-
lected the materials.

Scoring

The Elementary Education Examination answer sheets were in a machine-
scorable format and were scored by the Hacienda/La Puente School District in Southern
California. Because we have no information about the quality control procedures
employed in the scoring, we cannot comment on this aspect of the administration.
Whatever procedures are employed, they must ensure a very high level of accuracy of
scoring if the results are to be used in making decisions about credentialing of new
teachers, and they must include procedures for dealing with unclear erasures, multiple
marks, light marks, incorrectly keyed items, printing errors in test books, and other
problems that affect scoring results.

As with any multiple-choice test, a teacher's score for this examination reflects
the number of items for which the teacher marked the correct answer. The results for
this test were reported in terms of the mean p-value, or in other words, as the percent
of examinees marking an item correctly, averaged across all items in each of six subject
areas: Human Development and Instructional Methods, Language Arts, Mathematics,
Social Studies, Science, and Other (i.e., multicultural, arts, physical education, health,
and special education). (See Table 6.2 for the results shown as mean p-values.)

Teacher, FWL, and RMC Staff Impressions of Administration

Approdmately 63% (86 of 137) of the teachers who filled out evaluation feed-
back forms stated that the written orientation materials they received before the assess-
ment were helpful. Teacher suggestions for improving the orientation materials were as
follows: be more specific about test objectives; state that specific knowledge will be
asked for in content areas; include a sample page from the test booklet; and reduce the
length and wordiness of the orientation letters.

An even higher percentage of teachers, 71% (97 of 137) found the arrangements
for this assessment (e.g., scheduling, room arrangements, and travel distance to assess-
ment site) to be reasonable. From the teachers who found the arrangements to be
unreasonable or who had suggestions for improvement, there were 21 comments about
scheduling, specifically about the end-of-year date and/or the afternoon time. Basically,
the teachers did not like the test being scheduled during the end of the school year
because of the many school activities happening then (e.g. report cards, end-of-year
parties or trips), nor did they like being tested after school because they said they were
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TABLE 6.2

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION EXAMINATION
SPRING 1989 PILOT TEST RESULTS

.

SM3JECr
AREA

,

AVERAGE NO.
OF rrEMS:
PER rot&

AVERAGE::
NatoINtAGE*

OF rnam$ CORRECT
(Nr4.58)

Human Development and
Instructional Methods 12 71%

Language Arts 23 73%

Mathematics 18 68%

Social Studies 9 68%

Science 8 71%

Other* 7 78%

*Multicultural Education, Arts, Physical Education, Health, and Special Education
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too tired and it was "too difficult to concentrate." Some of the teachers who participat-
ed in the Saturday morning assessment also commented about the scheduling, saying the
Saturday morning time was "inconvenient" because it cut into their classroom planning
time.

Other complaints or suggestions for improwtment made by teachers were as
follows:

Improve facilities -- 10
Increase notification time -- 9
Reduce travel distance -- 7

Of the complaints about facilities, most pertained to the room being too noisy or too
warm. Increased notification time was desired by those teachers who did not receive
their orientation materials until a day or two before the assessment date. The teachers
who wanted reduced travel distance were, for the most part, those teachers who had to
travel up to 75 miles to participate in the San Bernardino/Riverside assessment.

Assessing the teachers after a full day of teaching during a very busy and hectic
time of year was not an optimal choice in timing, and could be the reason for such low
participation levels. Other thqn low levels of participation, no serious administration
problems were experienced.

Assessment Content

As mentioned earlier, the Elementary Education Examination covers three major
competencies: (1) content knowledge, (2) pedagogical knowledge, and (3) pedagogical
content knowledge. The content areas include nine subjects that are taught in the
elementary curriculum: reading/language arts, mathematics, social studies, science, the
arts, physical education, health, special education, and multicultural/bilingual education.
Pedagogical knowledge includes topics such as human development, classroom manage-
ment, and student motivation. Pedagogical content knowledge refers to the application
of pedagogical principles to specific subject areas, such as those listed above.

The developers of the Elementary Education Examination focused their efforts on
identifying the knowledge and skills that are necessary for competence or satisfactory
performance, as an elementary teacher. The majority of items on each of the six test
forms were designed to assess content lalowledge or pedagogical content knowledge. As
shown on Table 6.2, however, the average number of items representing each subject
area differs. The subject area of reading/language arts is represented by the largest
number of items (23-24 items on each form), while math is second (18 items on each
form). Within a subject area, the proportion of items which assess content knowledge
versus pedagogical content knowledge also differs. This difference reflects the fact that
(1) groups of Connecticut teachers and subject-matter specialists established guidelines
for item development separately for each subject area, and (2) in some of the subject
matter fields (e.g., social studies and science) there is little consensus regarding the best
ways to organize and present content to students. Thus, in reading and math, two areas
where there is relatively high consensus as to the best ways of applying content to
pedagogy, there are proportionately more pedagogical content items than in the areas of
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social studies and science, two areas in which there is less consensus about contentpedagogy. Finally, many of the items that assess content pedagogy are the "mate rials-based items" which ask the teacher to analyze reference materials that are commonlyused on the job (e.g., worksheets, test reports).

The content of the Elementary Education Examination is discussed along thefollowing dimensions:

o Congruence with curriculum guide or framework emphasis;

o Extent of coverage of the California Standard:. for Beginning
Teachers;

o Job-relatedness;

o Appropriateness for beginning teachers;

o Appropriateness across different contexts (e.g., grade levels, subject
areas);

o Fairness across groups (e.g., ethnic groups, gender) of teachers;

o Comparison with other similar instruments; and

o Appropriateness of the instrument as a method of assessment.

Except for the first two dimensions which refer to curriculum congruence andstandards coverage, the discussions of the remaining dimensions are based on the per-spective of the participating teachers as reflected in feedback forms and test results, andobservations and analyses by FWL and RMC staff. In addition, because the actual testitems are the property of the state of Connecticut, we can only discuss the content in ageneral way, without referring to or describing specific items.

Congruence with California Curriculum Guides and Frameworks

Having been commissioned by Connecticut, the Elementary Education Examina-tion was not designed to be congruent with California's Model Curriculum Guides andFrameworks. However, because this exam is being evaluated in relation to California's
credentialing process, FWL staff looked at the assessment to see in which areas there is
congruence with the guides and frameworks and in which areas there is not. In particu-lar, two of the exam's sbc forms* (Forms #4 and #5) were arbitrarily selected andchecked against the English-Language Arts Guide, the Mathematics .Framework, theScience Guide, and the History-Social Science Framework In addition, the objectivesfor the examination listed by IOX Assessment Associates were checked for congruence.

*Although all six forms were pilot tested in 1989, one of the forms was developed andpilot tested earlier, in 1988.
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As will be evident in the following discussions; the guides and frameworks vary
markedly across subject areas in terms of curricular aspects discussed, such as philosophy
of instruction, curriculum content at specified grade levels, and desired characteristics of
instruction.

The English-Language Arts Guide has 22 guidelines categorized into five major
groupings. The first grouping emphasizes the reading and the study of significant liter-
ary works. Although one of the exam's 11 readinWlanguage arts objectives mentions
"the use...of children's literature selections," FWL staff's analysis of the 20-24
reading/language arts items on each of the two test forms did not reveal any items that
dealt specifically with a literature-based reading program. Since a major thrust of Cali-
fornia's reading/language arts curriculum is a literature-based program, the exam would
need revisions to address this area. The second grouping emphasizes classroom instruc-
tion based on students' experiences. Our analysis ag.ain revealed a lack of items and
objectives corresponding to this grouping. The third gouping refers to an interrelated
program of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The majority of items on each
analyzed form and the majority of the exam's objectives fall into this category. In par-
ticular, many of the items focused on reading comprehension and decoding strategies, as
well as on the writing process. The fourth grouping emphasizes a program that is inte-
grated across the curriculum. This emphasis corresponds with one of the exam's objec-
tives, and there are one and three corresponding items on each of the forms analyzed.
Finally, the fifth grouping focuses on assessment methods. Three of the exam's 11
objectives correspond to this focus, as do approximately three items on each form ana-
lyzed.

The Mathematics Framework discusses curricular content and characteristics of
instruction. Curricular content is organized into five major emphases: problem solving,
calculator technology, computational skills, estimation and mental arithmetic, and
computers in mathematics education. The nine mathematics objectives for the exam and
the 18 math items on each form analyzed address three of these areas: problem solving,
computation, and estimation. None of the objectives or items refer to calculator tech-
nology or computers in mathematics education. The bulk of the items refer to computa-
tional skills, with a few items addressing_problem solving, and only one item on each
form analyzed referring to estimation. Ten characteristics of instruction are described by
the framework. In the two forms analyzed, six of the characteristics are addressed by
test items: Teaching for Understanding, Reinforcement of Concepts and Skills, Problem
Solving, Use of Concrete Materials, Corrective Instruction/Remediation, and Mathemati-
cal Language. There are no items, however, that address the characteristics of instruc-
tion described as Situational Lessons, Flexibility of Instruction, Cooperative Learning
Groups, and Questioning and Responding. Should the exam be used in California
teacher assessment, consideration should be given to insuring that these characteristics of
instruction are reflected in the test objectives and in actual test items on each form.

The Science Guide describes science programs for grades K-3, 4-6, and 7-8. Each
program is divided into three areas: biological science, earth science, and physical
science. Although the eight science items on each of the two forms analyzed cover all
three areas, the number of items per subject area is not the same. Form #5, for exam-
ple, has only one earth science item, but four physical science items. There is also an
imbalance in the number of items distributed among grade levels. Almost all of the
science items pertain to content knowledge specified in the guide for grades 4-6 or 7-8.
On the two forms analyzed, the greatest number of items pertaining to a K-3 program is
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one. (The other form has one item which may pertain to a K-3 or 4-6 program.) Theexam could be improved to ensure greater balance in. representation ofcontent areasa:.c1 grade levels.

History-Social Studies Framework first specifies curriculum goals and strands,and then describes a sequential curriculum for grades 1(42. The g.oals and strands areorganized into three broad categories: (1) knowledge and cultural understanding (e,g.,historical literacy, geographic literacy, cultural literacy), (2) democratic understandingand civic values (e.g., constitutional heritage, civic rights and responsibilities), and (3)skills attainment and social participation (e.g., basic study skills, critical thinking skills,and participation skills). Each category is addressed by at least one of the eight socialstudies objectives and by at least one of the eight or nine social studies items on eachform analyzed. There is, however, again an imbalance in the number of items distribut-ed among grade levels. On each of the two forms analyzed, only one of the socialstudies items pertains to grades K-3. For the California context, the exam should strivefor greater balance in representation of grade levels, as well as include items that assessknowledge of California history.

In summation, FWL staff would describe the congruence of the ElementaryEducation Examination with the English-Language Arts Guide and the MathematicsFramework as fair. Items could be added to the exam to ensure that all major em-phases of both the English Guide and the Mathematics Framework are covered. Wewould describe the congruence of the exam with the Science Guide and History-SocialStudies Framework as high, but suggest that, in the areas of both science and socialstudies, there could be a better balance in the number of items pertaining to differentgrade levels, and, in the area of scien-x, there could be a better balance of items per-taining to the different content areas.

Extent of Coverage of California Standards for Beginning Teachers

Although this assessment was developed for preservice or beginning teachers, itwas not developed with the California Standards for Beginning Teachc in mind.Moreover, the California Standards (#22 through 32) define the levels of pedagogicalcompetence and performance that teacher candidates are expected to attain as a condi-tion for earning a credential, while the Elementary Education Examination does notassess performance at all. However, a goal of the Elementary Education Examination isto assess the pedagogical knowledge which the standards represent, FWL staff analyzedthe exam's objectives and items designed to assess pedagogical knowledge (described byL.; as knowledge of human development and instructional methods) to see how wellthey are congruent with the California standards. For Standard 30, which assesses thecapacity to teach cross-culturally, we also looked Pt the objectives and items designed toassess multicultural/bilingual education knowledge. Listed below are brief descriptions ofStandards 22 through 32 (the standards appear in italics), accompanied by descriptionsof the focus of the test items (based on the exam's objectives) that correspond to thestandards.

Standard 22: Student Rapport and Classroom Environment Each candidateestablishes and sustains a level of student rapport and a classroom environment thatpromotes learning and equity, and that fosters mutual respect among the persons in aclass. This standard is not addressed directly, but some test items assess a teacher's
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knowledge of methods that enhance students' self-concepts, increase students' motiva-tion, and prornote positive attitudes towards learning -- all factors which contribute to
rapport with students and help establish the classroom environment.

Standard 23: Ouricular and Instructional Planning Skills. Each candidate
prepares at least one unit plan and several lesson plans that include goals, objectives,
strategies, activities, materials and assessment plans that are well defined and coordi-
nated with each other. Some test items require teachers to demonstrate knowledge ofappropriate instructional objectives and lesson plans; others require teachers to demon-strate knowledge of appropriate sequences for presenting concepts in an instructionalunit and analysis of complex concepts into their constituent parts.

Standard 24: Diverse and Appropriate Teachin& Each candidate prepares anduses instructional strategies, activities and materials that are appropriate for studentswith diverse needs, interests and learning styles. Some test items focus on the selectionof learning activities, materials, and explanations based on students' characteristics andthe skills and concepts to be learned.

Standard 25: Student Motivation, Involvement and Conduct. Each candidate
mr.dvates and sustains student interest, involvement and appropriate conduct equitably
during a variety of class activities. Some test items assess a teacher's knowledge ofmethods of increasing students' mothration; others assess a teacher's knowledge ofbehavior management and classroom management strategies that promote prosocialbehavior.

Standard 26: Presentation Skills. Each candidate communicates effectively bypresenting ideas and instructions clearly and meaningfully to students. None of the testitems assess a teacher's ability to communicate effectively with students.

Standard 27: Student Diagnosis, Achievement and Evaluation. Each candidateidentifies students' prior attainments, achieves significant instructional objectives, andevaluates the achievements of the students in a class. Some test items address theprovision of appropriate diagnosis of student difficulties; others are concerned with theappropriate interpretation of data from diagnostk: tests and cumulative foldius.

Standard 28: Cognitive Outcomes of Teachin& Each candidate improves theability of students in a class to evaluate information, think analytically, and reach soundconclusions. Some items assess a teacher's knowledge of effective questioning strategies-- strategies that improve a student's ability to evaluate information and/or think analyti-cally.

Standard 29: Affective Outcomes of Teachin& Each candidate fosters positivestudent attitudes toward the subjects learned, the students themselves, and their capaci-ty to become independent learners. Some test items require a teacher to demonstrateknowledge of methods of enhancing students' self-concepts and promoting positive atti-tudes toward learning; other items focus on strategies to encourage students to assume
increasing responsibility for themselves.

Standard 30: Capacity to Teach Crow-culturally. Each candidate demonstratescompatibility with, and ability to teach, students who are different from the candidate.
The differences between students and the candidate should include ethnic, cultural,
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ender, linguktic and socioeconomic differences. Some test items assess a teacher'sowledge of the effects of acquiring English as a second language on students' cognitiveand social-emotional development; others assess a teacher's knowledge of cultural differ-ences related to student learning styles and teacher/student interaction.
Standard 31: Readiness for Diverse Responsibilities. Each candidate teachesstudents of diverse ages and abilities, and assumes the responsibilities of full-timeteachers. Almost all items on this test are grade-level specific (grades K-8) as reflectedby subject matter or student ability (e.g., fourth-grade math or a fifth-grade studentreading at the second-grade level). None of the test items, however, addresses ateacher's ability to effectively fulfill a broad range of teaching responsibilities (e.g.,preparing for class, meeting school deadlines), which is also a part of this standard.
Standard 32: Professional Obligations. Each candidate adheres to highstandards of professional conduct, cooperates effectively with other adults in the schoolcommunity, and develops professionally through self-assessment and collegial interac-tions with other members of the profession. None of the test items assess a teacher'sprofessional conduct, collegial releons, or professional self-development.
Even though this assessment addresses all but two of the ten California standards,we believe that this assessment is not a particularly effective way to assess P teacher'sskills in these areas. Standard 22 (Student Rapport and Classroom Environment) andStandard 25 (Student Motivation, Involvement and Contact), for example, are probablybest assessed with a classroom observation instrument. However, the question of wheth-er a multiple-choice test is sufficient to assess basic proficiency in any of the pedagogicalareas described by the standards can only be answered by studies of relationships be-tween multiple-choice test scores and scores yielded by more direct measures ot skills.
In summation, as shown by Table 6.3, the Elementary Education Examinationcovers most of the California Standards for Beginning Teachers but does not do so inany depth. Should the exam be revised, we suggest that more items could be includedthat address in greater depth each standard now covered, but that first priority shouldbe the addition of items that improve the exam's capability of assessing a teacher'scapacity to teach cross-culturally (Standard 30) and of evaluating a teacher's ability toteach students with diverse nee..1.;, interests, and learning styles (Standard 24).(The addition of items would, we realize, extend the length of the test, a tradeoff thatmay or may not be acceptable.)

Job-relatedness

Teachers who participated in this assessment were asked if they felt that thesubject areas and concepts chosen for this assessment are relevant to their job of teach-ing. Approximately 60% (82 of 137) responded affirmatively. Many of these teachers,however, qualified their "yes" answer, responding that some of the questions were morerelevant than others. Certain math or science questions, for example, were cited bysome teachers as being irrelevant to their jobs.

Twenty teachers specifically comn nted that the subject areas and conceptschosen for this assessment are not relevant to their job of teaching because they teach ata grade level for which many of these subject areas and concepts are not applicable.
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TABLE 6.3

EXITINT OF COVERAGE BY THE ELENCENTARY EDUCATION EXAMINATION
OF CALIFORNIA STANDARDS FOR BEGINNING TEACHERS

Standard

Content Focus of Test
Items end Objectives,

Corresponding to Standard
Extent of
Coverage

22: Student Rapport and Classroom
Environment

-Student's self-concepts,
motivation, positive attitudes
toward learning

Partial

23: Curricular and InstructIonal -Instructional objectives and Partial
Planning Skills lesson plans

-Sequencing/analysis of
instructional concepts

24: Diverse and Appropriate Teaching -Learning activities, materials,
and explanations based on
students' characteristics and
skills to be learned

Partial

25: Student Motivation, Involvement,
and Conduct

-Student's self-concepts,
motivation, positive attitudes
toward learning

Parlal

-Behavior/classroom management
strategios

26: Presentation Skills . -Not covered None

27: Student Diagnosis, Achievement,
and Evaluation

-Diagnosis of student difficulties Partial

-Interpreting tost/cum folder data

28: Cognitive Outcomes of Teaching -Questioning strategies Partial

29: Affective Outcomes of Teaching -Student's self-concepts,
motivation, positive attitudes
toward learning

Partial

-Behavior/classroom management
strategies

30: Capacity to Teach Crossculturally -ESL instruction Partial

-Learning styles to teach/
student interaction

31: Readiness for Diverse Responsibilities -Not covered None

32: Professional Obligations . -Not covered None
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Primary-grade teachers especially felt that many of the test items are not relevant totheir grade level. One teacher wrote:

I am a primary-grade teacher. I have no desire to teachmany of the concepts that were on the test. I am certain thishas no reflection on me as a first-grade teacher.

Several teachers suggested that separate tests be developed for primary- aridupper-grade elementary teachers. (If separate tests were developed, however, it seemsthat the current elementary credential covering grades K-8 would no longer be appro-priate.)

Because a special feature of this examination is the inclusion of materials-baseditems which require the teacher to analyze materials commonly used in the classroom,such as lesson plans, 1EPs, etc., %VG asked the teachers how well these items reflect thetasks they perform as teachers. Sixty-six percent of the teachers (91 of 137) respondedpositively, with answers generally ranging from "ok" to "great." One teacher responded:

Materials-based items were quite reflective of my teachingtasks.

.hirteen teachers stated that the items did not reflect well on the tasks theyperform as teachers. Remarked one teacher:

They are irrelevant in terms oi ;Tally blowing the student
and their intentions and the materials available.

Other teachers commented that the items reflected the "ideal" and not the "real"classroom. One teacher, for example, described some of the materials referred to in theitems as being inappropriate for her "migrant majority/Limited English Profic'ent (LEP)classroom."

Appropriateness for Beginning Teachers

When asked if they felt they had sufficient opportunity to acquire the knowledgeand ability needed to respond in a reasonable manner to the assessment questions, 83%of the teachers (114 of 137) responded affirmatively and 22 (16%) teachers said "no."(One teacher did not answer.) The majority of teachers also did not find any parts ofthe assessment to be too easy or too difficult. Of those teachers who did find someparts of the assessment too difficult, the a:co of science and math were identified by 22(16%) and 11 (8%) teachers respectively.

An analysis of the Elementary Education Examination test results (Table 6.2)shows that the percent of items that the teachers markt .orrectly is roughly equivalentacross content areas. If the "other" category (which represents several content areas) isexcluded, the average percent of items answered correctly ranges from a low of 68% inmathematics and social studies to a high of 74% in language arts. Thus, even thoughmost teachers felt adequately prepsre.d to "respond in a reasonable manner to the as-sessment questions," the teachers correctly answered, on average, only two-thirds to
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three-fourths of the items in each area. Based on these results, there is a distinct possi-
bility that the teachers were insufficiently prepared, either through education or experi-
ence, for this assessment.

Appropriateness across Contexts

Fifty percent of the teachers (69 out of 137) assessed believe this assessment is
appropriate for teachers in different contexts (i.e, across grade levels, subject areas, and
various student groups); 39% (53 teachers) think it is not, and 11% (15 teachers) did
not respond at all or gave ambiguous answers. A closer leek at appropriateness across
grade levels and subject areas and for teachers of diverse student groups is taken below.

Grade level and subject area Of the teachers who responded negatively to the
question of appropriateness across contexts, the majority found the assessment to be
inappropriate for teachers across grade levels. There were again many suggestions for
developing separate tests for primary-grade teachers and upper-elementary teachers.
Although it could well be argued that all elementary school teachers should have mas-
tery of content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge associated with grades K-8 (i.e.,
the grades corresponding to the elementary credential), it is interesting that many of the
teachers do not share this point of view.

Our analysis of the test items found there is a disproportionate number of items
representing the subject areas and concepts associated with the upper grades (i.e.,
grades 4.8), especially in the areas of math, science, and social studies. Of the eight
science items on Form #5, for example, there is only one item related to the primary
grades, but at least three items specifically geared to grades 7-8 and three for grades 4-6
(it is unclear whether the content of one other item is appropriate for grades 7-8 or
grades 4-6). If a single test is used for both primary- and upper-grade elementary
teachers, there should be a better balance of items representing the different grade
levels.

Diverse student. Seven of the 53 teachers with negative responses deemed the
assessment to be inappropriate for teachers of bilingual or LEP students, and three
teachers found it inappropriate for teachers of high- or low-ability students. Observed
one teacher:

In many parts of California, the ciawoom population reflects
a greater proportion of bilingual students as well as lower-
achieving students than represented by your test.

In our reading of the exam's objectives, we found two (out of 61) that pertain to
multicultural/bilingual education. One objective is to assess a teacher's knowledge of the
effects of acquiring English as second language on students' cognitive and social-
emotional development. The other assesses a teacher's knowledge of learning styles and
teachertstudent interactions. Although we believe that both of these objectives are good
ones (especially in the California context), our analysis of the test items revealed that in
some of the forms there are no items that address teaching bilingual/LEP students or
students who are characterized as low- or high-ability, and at most there are two items
corresponding to these objectives. The test could be improved by adding more items
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that address the teaching of bilingual/LEP students and low- or high-ability students;however, the identification of low- or high-ability students is often dependent upon thecontext (i.e., a high-ability student in one classroom may be considered a low-abilitystudent in another classroom). For this reason, items that are developed should careful-ly define the focal student population. The addition of these types of items would alsostrengthen the capacity of the Elementary Education Examination to assess teachingcompetencies encompassed by Standard 24 for teaching diverse students.

Fairness across Groups of Teachers

Seventy-five percent of the teachers (103 of 137) felt this assessment to be fair tonew teachers of both genders, different ethnic groups, different language groups, andother groups of new teachers. Fifteen percent (21 teachers) disagreed, and 9% (13teachers) did not answer or gave an ambiguous answer. Although most of the positiveresponses consisted of a simple "yes" answer, a few of these answers were qualilied asfollows:

Yes, unless they are only planning to teach veryrestricted and/or specialized subjects and/or students.

Yes, if it's translated for different language groups.

Most teachers who responded negatively did not explain their answer; seven ofthe teachers, however, felt the assessment would not be fair to any teacher who was notfully English-proficient.

Appropriateness as Method of Assessment

When asked if they thought that this type of assessment is an appropriate way ofassessing teacher competency in the areas of content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge,and pedagogical-content knowledge, 52% of the teachers (72 of 137) responded positive-ly, 40% (55 teachers) responded negatively, and the remaining 8% (10 teachers) eitherresponded ambiguously or did not respond at all. The teachers who responded positive-ly usually did so with a simple "yes." A fcw teachers, however, elaborated further:
Yes, the assessment enabled me to think back to "schooldays." Often we forget to think about theory, etc.

Yes, the assessment forces you to think thoroughly and effec-tively.

The teachers who responded negatively were almost always exparsive -- oftenpassionately so in their response. For example, one teacher 3,k rote:

No! Competency of a teacher cannot be made by testing forknowledge alone. A person who scores high on this test maynot be as competent as someone who scores lower. It's howthe knowledge is used daily in the classroom that counts!
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This sentiment was echoed by many teachers. Some of the teachers indicated
that some people don't test well but perform well in the classroom, and others test well
but are poor teachers. Some teachers stated that this assessment does a better job
assessing a teacher's reading ability than teaching ability. Other teachers expressed the
opinion that this assessment is not sufficient to assess a teacher's competency, but should
be accompanied by, or replaced with, interviews and/or classroom observations. Even
many of the teachers who said "yes," qualified their answer with the proviso that this
type of assessment should not be the sole measure of a teacher's competency.

Along the same line, teachers -- particularly primary-grade teachers -- often
commented that it was not appropriate to assess a teacher on content knowledge that
was not used in their grade level. Numerous teachers suggested that, in order to be fair,
separate tests should be created for lower-grade (K-3) and upper-grade (4-6) elementary
teachers. For examdle, one first-grade teacher commented:

I think some of the questions can't be completely
appreciated by new teachers unless they've taught in
a particular grade level. Maybe a test could be made
that's more primary-oriented for someone like myself

Even some of the upper-grade elementary teachers felt that some of the questions
(especially some of the science questions) were more appropriate for middle-school or
secondary-school teachers and suggested that a division of tests should be developed
accordingly. (As we indicated earlier, our analysis of the test items revealed that a
disproportionate number of the eight science ittans on the two forms analyzed were
geared for grades 7-8, or the middle school level.)

For some of the content areas, such as social studies and science, our analysis
indicates that the focus of the items is almost exclusively on content knowledge rather
than on how to teach the content (i.e., content pedagogy). The reasons for this can
probably be found in our earlier discussion of the constraints experienced by the test
developers when designing test items; for example, the lack of general consensus about
the application of pedagogy to the content areas of social studies and science made it
more difficult to create pedagogical content items in these areas. In the area of
reading/language arts, however, there is more agreement in the field about appropriate
teaching methods and sequences, and thus there are more reading/language arts peda-
gogical content items. A large proportion of these items, however, require teachers to
correctly match learning activities to a named teaching method. Thus, in the areas of
social studies, science, and reading/language arts, the teachers' criticisms of the test, i.e.,
that it does not necessarily reflect one's ability to teach, were sound. In other areas,
such as mathematics, many of the items consisted of activities such as identifying the
correct instructional sequence of worksheets to teach a specific concept, identifying
concepts whose mastery was necessary to teach a specific new concepts or identifying a
pattern of student errors. It would be more difficult to make the case that performance
on these types of items is unrelated to teaching competence.
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Comparison with Other Multiple-Choice Tests

Because the multiple-choice test is a common method of assessment, the teacherswho took this exam were asked to compare it with other multip!e-choice exams that theyhave taken as teachers. Fifty-three teachers gave responses that suggested this assess-ment is better than other multiple-choice exams they have taken. Many of the teachersspecifically compared the test to the NTE and CBEST exams. For the most part, thereasons for the favorable judgments were that this examination assesses more than justcontent knowledge, and that the test is "more relevant to teaching" and more "teacher-oriented."

Fourteen teachers, however, found the examination to be very similar to otherexaminations (e.g., "reminded me of the NTE"), and four teachers specifically judged itto be worse. Twenty-four teachers gave no response, and the remaining teachers gaveresponses that were ambiguous or did not address the question.

Assessment Format

Clearly, the multiple-choice examination is one of the easiest assessments toadminister. Large numbers of teachers can be assessed in a relatively short period oftime, facilities for administration are generally available, and the number of staff re-quired for each assessment is minimal. The written multiple-choice format measuresknowledge of widely accepted principles and basic information, but cannot measuredepth of understanding or analytical abilities as well as other assessment approaches.The format also allows for easy scoring. The format issues considered by the teacherswho participated in this assessment, however, were those issues specific to this assess-ment: the clarity of the oral overview and directions presented at the start of the as-sessment, the clarity of the items, the timing of the test, and teacher preferences regard-ing feedback.

Clarity of Oral Overview and Directions

Approximately 74% (102 of 137 ) of the teachers found the oral overview givenbefore the assessment helpful, while 17% (23 teachers disagreed, and 9% (12 teachers)gave no answer. Six teachers (not all at the same site said they were not aware that anoral overview had been presented prior to the test. early all the teachers (130) foundthe directions for this assessment clear; only one teacher disagreed, and six did not statetheir opinion on this matter.

Should the use of this assessment in California be explored further, we suggestthat the directions could be improved by adding information about handicapped exami-nees, late arrivals, irregularities, or other special circumstances. This additional informa-tion should be a part of the field testing as well as of an operational program so thatthe field test administrations are more similar to the conditions of an operational pro-gram and thus yield more realistic data.
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Clarity of Items

When asked if they had trouble understanding any of the questions, 64% (88 of
137 teachers) responded "no," and 35% (48 teachers) responded "yes." (One teacher
did not respond.) Teachers apparently had the most difficulty with the length and/or
wordiness of many of the questions, and with the terminology used in some of the ques-
tions. Several teachers also cited difficulty with the many questions that asked for the
MOST or LEAST appropriate answer. Other sources of difficulty were the actual
content of the questions (e.g., science or math) and the use of reference materials (i.e.,
the materials-based items). The latter were most often found confusing because of their
length (four successive pages of worksheets to review in order to answer one question)
or format (the necessity of flipping back and forth between pages to answer the ques-
tions). Some teachers also found that for some questions more than one answer seemed
correct.

Our analysis of the format of the questions revealed that many of the items are
long and wordy, and some, especially the language Arts items, refer to very specific
terminology (e.g., the Cloze method of teaching reading). In the former case, we did
not find that the information presented was necessarily extraneous, and in the latter
case, we noted that if a teacher did not recognize the terminology, she/he would most
likely be unable to answer the question.

We also agree with the teachers who cited difficulty with the MOST/LEAST
questions. As FM. staff took the test, we noticed that some of our answers were incor-
rect because we had neglected to read that the question asked for the MOST or LEAST
appropriate answer. Sometimes, if we had answered one or two questions that asked for
the MOST appropriate answer, we tended to assume -- incorrectly -- that the next ques-
tion was asking for the same response. The MOST/LEAST format increased the proba-
bility of marking a response that did not accurately reflect a teacher's knowledge. If
only a few items were of this format, the difficulty might not be important, but because
at least 50% of the items on the two forms analyzed are of this format, the low results
may not necessarily reflect a lack of knowledge but possibly an incorrect reading of
some or 43sajiy of the items. This problem could be remedied by limiting the format to
either M or LEAST items, but not both.

We also understand why some teachers found the materials-based items to be a
source of difficulty. In this case, the difficulty is not in choosing the correct response to
the items, but rather the time it takes to read or look at up to four pages of reference
materials in order to answer one question. The reference materials comprise at least
33% of the test pages, but only about 15% of the test. For example, on Form #5, 27 of
the 80 pages are reference materials corresponding to 12 of the 77 items. Because of
the additional reading required, it is probably safe to say that the materials-based items
require more time to answer than do the other items. If the test is revised, more items
should be added for the longer sets of stimulus materials.

Timing of Tests

Although the pilot test administrations were untimed, teachers were told to
expect the examination to take about two hours. Ninety-six percent, or all but six, of
the 137 teachers felt that two hours was sufficient time to take the test. Teachers
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Illgenerally fmished the test in one and a half to two hours, with a few teachers taking justover an hour.

If a written test of pedagogical knowledge is used in California, we suggest that atime limit be set that permits essentially all examinees to reach the last item on the test.Untimed tests can lead to problems of staffing test centers, locating test facilities, havingtest materials returned on time if same-day shipments are needed, and increasing anxietyof examinees who do not know how to pace themselves or how much time to take.

Feedback

Although feedback was not given as part of this assessment, teachers were askedwhat type(s) of feedback would have been helpful. Some of the different answers andthe number and percent of teachers who gave them are as follows:

overall score/scores in different areas -- 27 (20%)
weaknesses/areas needing improvement -- 27 (2070)
strengths and weaknesses -- 21 (15%)
the right answers -- 14 (10%)
no feedback 10 (7%)

Teachers were also asked to specify by whom the feedback should be given,when, and in what format. Although almost a third of the teachers (43 of 137) did notrespond to this question, the answers most often given in response to who should givethe feedback were, in order of frequency, the testing company (31 teachers or 2270);someone in the district such as a mentor teacher, a teacher on leave, a principal, or adistrict support person (22 teachers or 16%); and someone .4om the university (6 teach-ers or 4%). Sixteen percent (22 teachers) stated that the feedback should be given assoon as possible, and 16% thought it should be provided in a some sort of written form(e.g., computer printout or narrative).

If a pedagogical knowledge test is used in California teacher assessment, wesuggest that examinees be provided with test results as scaled scores that equate thevarious forms of the test, and with some information on how well they did, possibly inthe form of pass, barely fail, and fail rather than percentile rank. With a test coveringso many aspects of teaching, the provision of results by types of items is questionableand could lead to misinterpretation of the test results.

Cost Analysis

Rather than use the costs associated with the development and pilot testing ofthe Elementary Education Exam we estimate that the cost to administer and score thistype of system would be similar to those of other multiple-choice fixed-response assess-ments such as the CBEST and NTE exams. The costs of these exams currently are inthe $32-40 range per teacher. Although the development costs would be somewhatgreater for the types of items that are included in the Elementary Education Exam, theadministration and scoring costs would be similar to these.
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Technical Quality

Item difficulty and correlational data were provided on the Elementary Education
Examination. Summaries of these are provided in Appendil C under Construct Validity.
The mean comparisons that are provided illustrate the level of difficulty of the different
areas in the Elementary Education Examination for different groups. These data
demonstrate that questions were of moderate difficulty. Mean p-values (the percent ofteachers getting items correct) were in the high 60's and low 70 s across subject areas.

Correlational data did not support that the different subtests form clear and
separate scales. For example, the math scores on the Elementary Education Examina-
tion correlates no better with math scores on the SAT than it eoes with Language Arts
or Social Studies scores on the Elementary Education Examination. These data shouldbe interpreted with caution since the items were in the initial pilot test stages. Otheranalyses that might be of interest are to separate the "traditional" and "innovative"
items to determine whether there is differential performance and information that isattributable to thapes of times within each area. Data to perform these analyses werenot available to for this report.

The Elementary Education Examination items and specifications should alsoundergo a content review by California educators. They should examine each item for
clarity, accuracy, sensitivity, job relevance, and relationship to the California curriculumframeworks and credentialing requirements. They should look at the test specifications
for completeness, clarity, importance for credentialing, and job relevance. All itemsshould also be reviewed by professional editors and sensitivity reviewers, if they have notalready undergone such reviews. These reviews should be done prior to the field testingof the Elementary Education Examination if California decides to explore further thepossible use of this assessment instrument for credentialing new teachers in California.

Finally, in reviewing the possible use of a pedagogical knowledge test in Califor-
nia, the State must determine what additional information would be provided by this
assessment approach above and beyond what is already provided by other tests that areused to make credentialing decisions (e.g., NTE General Knowledge Test), and howmuch the use of this particular assessment would result in improved credentialing deci-
sions.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This section contains conclusions and recommendations regarding the ElementaryEducation Examination, organized into the areas of administration, content, format; anda brief summary.

Administration of Assessment

Like other large-scale multiple-choice examinations, the Elementary Education
Examination is adr'nistered simultaneously to a large number of people. Benefiting
from many years' experience in conducting such examinations, the administration of the
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Elementary Education Examination poses few logistical problems. The most crucial lo$is-tical activity is the selection of the assessment sites. Although the Elementary EducationExamination is much less expensive to administer than the other assessments piloted, theeconomy of scale achieved depends on the number of teachers participating at a singlesite. Therefore, the higher degree of centralization afforded by this assessment mayplace larger burdens on teachers from rural areas who will have to travel several hoursto a selected site.

The following improvements in test administration are suggested to bring theadministration of the Elementary Education Examination more in line with generallyaccepted practice:

o the use of one or more proctors in addition to the test administrator tomonitor test-taking;

o elimination of the use of scrap paper, which poses a security risk; and

o the use of nonreusable test booklets to reduce the incidence of addi-tional information provided to the candidate.

Based on teacher response to the orientation materials for this assessment, wealso suggest that such materials be revised to more clearly indicate the test content andobjectives (perhaps by providing sample items), and that the materials should be kept asclear and concise as possible.

Assessment Content

Based on information collected from teachers and assessors, our analysis of thetest items on two of the examination's six forms, and on performance results, we offerthe following conclusions about the content of the Elementary Education Examination:

o Congruence of the test with the various California curriculum guidesand frameworks is fair to high. Not all curricular emphases are reflect-ed in the test items, however, and the balance of items across gradelevels and subjects, especially in the area of science, coula be improved.

o Generally, the breadth of coverage by this test of the California Stand-
ards for Beginning Teachers is good, but depth is lacking. The greatestneed for improvement is in the areas of cross-cultural teaching andteaching students whu are diverse with respect to needs, interests, andlearning styles.

o The job-relatedness of this assessment was affirmed by a majority of theparticipating teachers. Those teachers who disagreed tended to be
primary-grade teachers who perceived many of the test items as notbeing relevant to their grade level.

o The "materials-based items," which constituted a special feature of this
assessment, were also judged by a majority of the participants to be
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reflective of the tasks they perform as teachers. Some teachers, howev-
er, such as those of many Limited English Proficient students, felt theitems reflected the "ideal" and not the "real" classroom.

o Although the majority of teachers did not think this test was too diffi-
cult for beginning teachers, the beginning teachers participating in this
assessment answered, on average, only two-thirds to three-fourths of the
items in each area correctly.

o An analysis of the content of two of the exam's six forms revealed a
disproportionate number of items representing the subject areas and
concepts associated with the upper grades (i.e., grades 4-8), as well as alack of items addressing the teaching of diverse student groups (e.g.,
bilingual/LEP students, students characterized as low- or high-ability).

o The content analysis also indicated that the subsets of items measuring
teaching competence varied across subject areas in the degree of sophis-
tication required to answer questions, varying, for example, from the
ability to match an activity with a particular approach to reading in-struction to the ability to identify the best manipulative to teach a
specific concept in math.

o Although the test was judged by teachers to be fair to new teachers ofboth genders, different ethnic groups, etc., 40% of the teachers aid not
think this assessment is an appropriate way to assess teacher competen-
cy. Many teachers objected to what they perceived as a focus on assess-ing content knowledge, and others on being tested on subject matterthey have not taught. Several teachers suggested that the multiple-
choice assessment be replaced by or supplemented with more direct
measures of teaching such as interviews and classroom observations.

If the Elementary Education Examination is considered for further development,a content review. by California educators should be conducted to examine each item forclarity, accuracy, sensitivity (or bias), job relevance, and relationship to the Californiacurriculum guides and frameworks and credentialing recjuirements. They should alsolook at the test specifications for completeness, clarity, importance for credentialing, andjob relevance. A.M items should also be reviewed by professional editors and sensitivityreviewers prior to field testing.

Assessment Format

The multiple-choice format will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8 andcontrasted with the classroom observation and semi-structured interview methods ofteacher assessment. Its strengths appear to be ease and efficiency of administration and
scoring, as well as an ability to cover a wide range of subject areas.

The format of this assessment could be improved in two respects. First, proce-dures to handle handicapped examinees, late arrivals, irregularities, or other special
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circumstances should be established. Second, the following problems with specific typesof iteme were identified:

o The materials-based items were very lengthy, consisting of up to four
pages of refereno materials for one question. Since these items most
directly reflect actual instructional decisions, they should not be aban-doned, but the number of questions that are related to the most exten-
sive reference materials should be increased.

o Items that require teachers to identify the "most" or "least" appropriate
instructional technique constituted half of the items on the test. These
questions were confusing, with reports oi instances of marking the
"most" appropriate answer when the "least" was required or vice versa.
This format was especially common for items that assess pedagogical
content knowledge. These items should be kept to a minimum, and
consideration should be given to limiting the format to either "most" or"least" items throughout the test.

Two hours appeared to be a sufficient time in which to complete the test in itscurrent format with about 77 items per form.

Summary

Compared to other multiple-choice examinations, the innovative elements of theElementary Education Examination appear to increase the job relevance of a multiple-choice assessment. These innovative elements include the use of questions that explicitlyrelate to specific classroom contexts, and the use of teaching mwrials (such as studentpapers and teacher manuals) in the test booklet. However, taken as a whole, theexamination needs revisions both in terms of improved balance across grade levels andsubjects, and, within subjects, across the types of knowledge that are assessed (i.e., con-tent knowledge, pedagogy, and pedagogical content knowledge). The relevance of this
assessment approach to teachers who work with specific student populations also needsto be examined. Data were not available to evaluate the items separately by eitherformat ("most/least" or materials-based items) or focus (content, general pedagogy, orcontent pedagogy).
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CPAPTER 7:

SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW: SECONDARY SOCIAL SCIENCE

The Semi-Structured Interview for Secondary Social Science (SSI-SSS) was de-
veloped by the Stanford Teacher Assessment Project (TAP). Like the SSI-EM, it was
developed as a prototype of a type of examination to be used to certify distinguished
master teachers. The Stanford TAP had previously administered the SSI-SSS to a
sample consisting mostly of experienced teachers, but with a few student teachers and
first-year teachers.

The SSI-SSS resembles the SSI-SM and SSI-EM in that it combines the Struc-
tured Interview and Assessment Center formats. It consists of three tasks:

(1) Reviewing a Textboolc A candidate reviews a textbook and com-
pletes a form which solicits a critique of specific aspects;

(2) Planning a Lesson: A candidate spends thirty minutes planning a
lesson on a given topic and then responds to questions about that
lesson; and

(3) Use of Documents: A candidate is given a group of documents to
study, selects two as suitable for serving as the focal point of a series
of lessons, and responds to questions about both their choice and the
use of documents in social science classrooms.

Like the SSI-EM, the SSI-SSS required revision of the protocols hlsed on the
previous experience in administering the assessment. FWL and CIVISDE staff met with
one of the original test developers from the TAP, who provided guidance for changing
the protocols. Due to previous time commitments, he could not make the changes
himself. Assessors were recruited, and trai..ing, to be conducted by FWL staff, was
scheduled for May 25.

In preparing for the assessor training, we became concerned about the feasibility
of pilot testing the SSI-SSS fo, several reasons:

(1) The level of difficulty of the tasks was perceived to be high. We be
lieved that teacher preparation programs do not instruct students in
textbook review and the use of documents, and new teachers would be
unprepared to do these tasks. Furthermore, the test developer had
stated that he was vely disappointed in the performance of master
teachers in the first pilot test, which reinforced our reservations.

(2) Revision of the protocols included changes in the documents used.
The test developer provided the new set of documents, while FWL
staff made changes in the protocols. In reviewing the revised "Use of
Documents" protocol, we were not certain that the questions were
consistent with the revised ot of documents. The test developer had
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no further time to revise the protocols before the scheduled training
of assessors. We were uncomfortable about conducting the training of
assessors when we ourselves did not understand the intent of some of
the questions.

We reported these concerns to CTC/SDE staff, and it was decided to pcstpone
the pilot test of the SSI-SSS until the protocols could be examined by experienced
secondary social science teachers. After the experienc; with administering the SSI-EM,
where the content was perceived to be too difficult for beginning teachers by both asses-
sors and many teachers, it was decided to defer the pilot test of the SSI-SSS until 1989
1990. Another semi-structured interview in secondary social studies which has been
specifically developed for beginning teachers by the State of Connecticut is also being
considered for pilot testing.





CHAPTFIZ 8:

CONCLUSIONS

This final chapter begins by summarizing our conclusions about the assessment
approaches that were pilot tested during Spring 1989. We then suggest a framework for
comparing our findings about the strengths and weaknesses of different assessment
approaches. We conclude by identifying issues to be explored in the next round of
developing and pilot testing assessment instruments, and decisions that should be made
prior to selecting any assessment approach.

Assessment Approaches

Although the purpose of the pilot tests was to use the specific instruments to
learn about the potential of assessment approaches, the preceding chapters mainly
focused on individual instruments. This section compares each instrument that was pilot
tested to other instruments representing the same assess.ient approach, and summarizes
our conclusions about the critical features as weil as the strengths and weaknesses of
each approach. These conclusic:ls are based on our in-depth examination of one or two
state-of-the-art instruments representing each approach. In formulating our conclusions
in this section, we tried to go beyond our experience with each individual instrument to
imagine the development of parallel indicators, tasks, or questions, either to extend the
approach to new domains or to better address the domains of teacher competence that
we examined.

ach instrument reflected one of three assessment approaches: classroom obser-
vation, semi-structured interview, or multiple-choice examination.

Classroom Observation

Definition. A classroom observation approach to teacher assessment consists of
observing teachers as they instruct students in their classrooms to evaluate their per-
formance. Two dimensions of classroom observation systems are: open vs. closed and
low- vs. high-inference. In an open system, the observer attempts to des,:ribe "all"
behaviors that occur without regard to selection or interpretation. In a closed system,
the observer focuses on specific behaviors or categories of behavior. In open systems,
evaluators judge the quality of performance without the benefit of a careful definition of
what to look fc- '_.-1 classrooms. Observation systems that are typically used for teacher
assessment are closed systems. The low- vs. high-inference systems differ in the degree
of specificity in the behaviors judged. In low-inference systems, criteria are defined in
terms of specific behaviors, allowing little observer discretion. High-inference systems
describe the behaviors more generally, requiring more use of the observer's judgment to
identify and judge behaviors.
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Characteristics of instruments piloted. As a state-of-the-art example of a class-
room observation instrument, we pilot tested a high-inference classroom observation
instrument, the Connecticut Competency Instrument (CCI). In addition, we examinedwritten materials which described instruments used in Florida and Georgia to assessbeginning teachers.

The CCI is a high-inference classroom observation system in which 10 indicatorsare grouped in three clusters to represent major aspects of instruction: management ofthe classroom environment, the instructional process and student assessment. Fourassumptions underlie the design of the instrument and distinguish it from low-inferenceobservation systems or competency check lists that are used as terzht.: credential re-quirements in other states: (1) it acknowledges that effective teachers practice in manydifferent ways; (2) it focuses on general teaching abilities; (3) it is intended for beginningteachers; and (4) it emphasizes the importance of professional judgment in rating per-formances.

Strengths and weaknesses. Classroom observations assess teachers in the processof doing their work, so they have high job relevance and face validity. This assessmentapproach was usually cited by teachers who suggested a specific model when discussingthe job relevance or appropriateness of the assessment in which they participated.

Susan Stodolsky (1989) has questioned the utility of classroom observations as aform of teacher assessment. Her research (1988) suggests that the subject being taughtaffects many teacher behaviors that are measured by common observation evaluationsystems, such as the extent to which higher-order thinking skills are a focus of the lesson,the extent of student engagement, and the likelihood of observing teacher-directed (e.g.,lecture) vs. student-centered (e.g., inquiry approaches) instructional formats. While
many classroom observation systems that consist of behavioral check lists are vulnerableto this criticism, it does not seem to apply to the CCI, which relies on professionaljudgments take into account the goal of the lesson as stated by the teacher andallows for differing approaches to the same goal.

However, Stodolsky also concludes (1988, p. 12) that "teaching is context depend-ent and stability is likely only within well-defined contexts, such as lesson types withinsubjects and grade levels." By allowing the teacher to select the lesson to be observedwith no restrictions, a teacher can choose both the subject and the lesson approach thatbest displays his/her competence. With a limited number of observations, it is impossi-ble to obtain a complete sample of teacher behaviors across all subjects, grade levels,and lesson approaches taught during a year. This sampling problem is not, of course,peculiar to classroom observations, but is true of other assessment approaches as well.

Classroom observations seem to be best suited to assess the actual application ofgeneral principles of teaching in the classroom. Significant types of teacher classroomperformance can be carefully defined, and the methodology is available to overcometechnical problems of inconsistent observations. However, not all knowledge domainscan be seen in classroom behaviors. Compared with other approaches to assessment,classroom observations seem to be most appropriate for assessing limited samples ofcontent knowledgz, and broader samples of general pedagogy, content pedagogy, knowl-edge of learners and learning, and management of classroom climate.
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Semi-Structured Interviews

Definition Semi-structured interviews provide opportunities for candidates to
respond orally to a standardized series of questions or tasks that are presented verbally
by an examiner who uses a script known as an interview schedule. Semi-structured
interviews include "probes" to be used at the administrator's discretion to enable candi-
dates to elaborate on their responses.

Characteristics of instruments piloted. Both the SSI-SM and the SSI-EM, which
serve as state-of-the-art exemplars of semi-structured interviews, draw largely from Gaea
Leinhardt's research in mathematics in which teachers perform tasks and then explain
their responses. We found few examples of interview assessments, so the SSI-SM and
SSI-EM serve as early prototypes of the interview approach to the evaluation of teach-
ers.

Strengths and weaknesses. The strength of the semi-structured interview is its
ability to assess depth of knowledge, especially knowledge that impacts instructional
planning and decision-making. The semi-structured interviews have a good potential to
adequately sample knowledge domains with a limited range, (e.g., educational philoso-
phies and goals). Therefore, we see semi-structured interviews as the best approach to
assess knowledge of learners and learning, the effects of school context, and educational
philosophies and goals. For other domains with a broad range, such as curriculum
knowledge, general pedagogy, _ 'd content pedagogy, semi-structured interviews assess
the subject, topic and grade level addressed in the interview quite well, but the coverage
of these domains is only partial. The direct relationship of teacher responses during
interviews to their actual classroom behaviors is limited (except for content knowledge).

To our knowledge, the question of whether teachers are able to implement the
activities described during interviews has not been systematically studied. One research-
er (Wilson, 1988) observed classrooms and discussed teacher patterns of behavior with
supervisors of a small group of teachers participating in ,emi-structured interviews. She
found that the activities described during the interviews were consistent with those
observed or described by supervisors; hoskever, this study was in conjunction with volun-
tary participation in a research project. In the case of a credentialing requirement,
teachers would have a much greater incentive to represent as strong a performance as
possible in the interview.

It is critical for semi-structured interviews to contain questions that explicitly
address all the areas to be scored. The degree of explicitness needed was underestimat-
ed by the developers of the two semi-structured interview prototypes which were pilot
tested. Without either explicit questions or the ability to probe, it is impossible to know
whether a teacher's lack of responses in a particular area are due to a lack of clarity or
a lack of ability. Moreover, the use of discretionary probes in a "high stakes assess-
ment" could serve to prompt correct responses among some of the teachers being as-
sessed. The dynamics of probing ambiguous responses should be studied to see if
probes are either necessary or desirable as part of the semi-structured interview ap-
proach to teacher assessment.

Like observations, well-designed interviews can meet standards of technical quali-
ty. Unanswered yet is the question of the amount of distinctive information that inter-
views add to assessment decisions. Studies of convergent and discrirninant validity are
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neectd before any combination of measurement approaches considered in a teacherevaluation system.

Multiple-Choice Examinations

Definition. Multiple-choice examinations are those in which each candidate se-lects a correct response from a fixed number of response options. Scoring is typically ona right-wrong basis for each item, though other scoring systems that grant partial creditor deduct for guessing are also used.

Characteristics of instruments piloted. The major difference between the Ele-mentary Education Examination and other multiple-choice teacher assessments (such asthe NTE) is the attempt to embed both theoretical and applied questions (-.g., implica-tions of Piaget's theory) in classroom contexts. Another important difference is theinclusion of materials-based items that require candidates to read and evaluate docu-ments such as Individual Education Plans, student worksheets, and report Is. Theseinnovations were designed to make the tasks on the test more similar to ti in theclassroom. Such "innovative" items were developed for each subject domain, suggestingthat it is possible to create multiple-choice items to assess content pedagogy which usecommon teaching materials. When teachers were asked to comment specifically onthese innovative items, about two-thirds felt that they did reflect actual teaching tasks.
The innovative items were most often presented in an undefined classroomcontext, implying that the appropriateness of classroom activities is unaffected by thetype of students taught. Some teachers questioned the relevance of such general itemsto their competence in teaching the particular type of students (generally either low-achieving or Limited English Proficient) who were most prevalent in their classroom.
Strengths and weaknesses. The strength of multiple-choice examinations is theirability to sample a broad range of aspects of a knowledge domain, as long as they arerepresented in a fixed-response format. The "one right answer" format is a major limi-tation for evaluating many teaching tasks where multiple approaches are both appropri-ate and desirable, especially where the appropriateness is at least partially dependent onthe context (i.e., students, subject, grade-level, and teacher characteristics). The depthwith which multiple-choice items assess this knowledge is limited and the relationshipbetween performance on the examination and actual classroom practice is modest.

Framework for Comparing Differing Assessment Approaches

The measures of teacher performance that were pilot tested in 1989 representthree quite different assessment approaches: observations, multiple-choice examinations,and interviews. Each of these approaches allows direct, authentic measurement of somedomains of teacher performance, but is less suitable for providing information aboutother domains of performance. To compare the strengths End weaknesses of differentassessment approaches, it is important to have a framework wliich includes a broadrange of domains of teaching competencies. In this section, we describe such a frame-work, but we propose that it be used after a greater number of assessment approacheshave been pilot tested.
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To identify a broad range oo domains of teacher performance, we began with a
review of literature on teacher assessment that discussed teacher competencies, or the
knowledge base of teaching. We found surprisingly few publications that explicitly delin-
eated competencies (See Shulman, 1987; Wilson, 1988; Leinhardt, 1989). We also drew
from our observations of the assessments that we pilot tested and of two other assess-
ments pilot tested by the Stanford Teacher Assessment Project in the summer of 1989.
After this review, we decided that a list compiled by Shulman (1987) seemed to be a
good summary. To Shulman's list, we added two additional domains, Classroom Climate
and Professional Collegiality. We do not advocate that beginning teacher knowledge
and/or practice be assessed in all these domains, but we believe that it is important to
identify as complete a range as possible to fully compare diff,..rent. assessment approach-
es.

The domains identified are:

(1) Content Knowledge: Understanding principles and concepts in the
subject(s) taught, their interrelationships, and their application to
other related content areas.

(2) Knowledge of Curriculum: Understanding hierarchical and nonhierar-
chical relationships between the concepts and principles of the content
area which guide construction of curriculum, resources available to
teachers, and of theories guiding the development of curriculum.

(3) General Pedagogy: Understanding and using generalizable approach-
es and methods for managing, planning, presenting and assessing in
struction.

(4) Content Pedagogy: Understanding alternative representations of the
subject matter, knowledge of student conceptions related to particular
topics, and pedagogical reasoning related to the particular content
being taught.

(5) Knowledge of Learners and Learning Understanding how to tailor
instruction to student culture, language, interests, baL.kground experi-
ences, and cognitive and physical abilities.

(6) Management of Classroom Climate: Understanding approaches for
creating an optimal physical and psychological environment for learn-
ing, maintaining rapport with students, setting high expectations for
achievement, and establishing norms for student-student interactions.

(7) Knowledge of Effects of School Context: Knowledge of the organiza-
tional, political, cultural and social context of the school.

(8) Knowledge of Educational Philosophies, Goals, and Objectives:
Comparative knowledge of educational philosophies, goals, and objec-
tives, including their bases and justifications.
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(9) Professional Collegiality: Knowledge and disposition for continuing
professional development and collaboration with colleagues.

Additionally, to evaluate how well an approach can measure each of the nine
domains, we recommend that California consider the extent to which each assessmentcould assess three dimensions of each knowledge domain:

o Sampling the number and range of aspects (e.g., concepts, contexts,
situations, skills) that the assessment approach can tap. The key issue
is how broadly the modality can sample the domain of knowledge/skills.

o Depth: the extent to which the focal skills, tasks, questions, or
responses provide evidence of the teacher's knowledge, understan -ig,
or reflective reasoning about the domain.

o Application: the degree to which the focal skills, tasks, questions,
or responses match the teachers' thoughts and actions as they occur in
actual teaching situations.

Using this framework, hybrid forms of assessment approaches can be designed totake advantage of strengths and to compensate foi the weaknesses of a single approach.Examples include: an observation and a semi-structured interview; an observation andwritten responses; a semi-structured interview with a portfolio. We anticipate using thisframework for the comparison of assessment approaches, including those pilot tested thisyear, at the end of the next phase of pilot testing.

Table 8.1 illustrates how evaluations or ratings of assessment approaches mightbe summarized across the nine teaching domains and three evaluation dimensions, usingthree hypothetical assessment approaches. The table would be interpreted in the follow-ing way: The strengths of Approach 1 lie in ks ability to assess a teacher's ability toapply their knowledge in an actual teaching situation, especially in certain domains; themajor limitations is that it does not do so in depth. The potential for sampling entiredomains is more limited; the best it achieves is a partial sampling of a few domains. By
contrast, Approach 2 can assess a teacher's knowledge in depth in most areas, but exhib-its a much weaker ability to assess a teacher's ability to apply knowledge. Its samplingability is stronger than that of Approach 1 for most domains. The third approach is thestrongest of all three in its sampling ability, which is its strength; it is weak in its abilityto assess a candidate's knowledge either in depth or in relation to classroom application.

Cost Estimates

Assessments that strive to validly evaluate teaching competence and performanceare more expensive than traditional multiple-choice examinations. Given the develop-mental nature of the assessment instruments that were pilot tested, the cost estimates inthis report were included to illustrate the ingredients which compose the. various assess-ment approaches, and not to provide accurate cost estimates to be used in policy deci-sions. Actual cost ..tstimates are highly sensitive to decisions regarding the administration
of an assessment. For example, Connecticut reduces the costs of administering the CCIby training large numbers of observers who are then provided up to six days of releasetime by their employers, with the Connecticut State Department of Education responsi-
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TABLE 8.1

ANALYSIS :JP ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT APPROAGIMS
AND THEIR ABILITY TC ASSESS SPECIFIC TEACHING COMPETENCIES

PERFORMANCE DOMAIN

ASSESSMENT APPROACHES

APPROACH I
Salop nos Daptit Application

APPROACH 2
Swett* Deptk Application

APPROACH 3
Salop lins Depth. Appilealion

Content Knowledge 0 0 9 CD i) 0 0
Knowledge of Curriculum 0 0 0 Gil 0 0 ® 0 0
General Pedagogy ii) 0 Gil 0 0 0 0
Content Pedagogy iii, 0 Gil 0 0 0
Knowledge of Learners and

Learning iii) 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0
Management of Classroom

Climate GO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Knowledge of Effects of

School Context 0 0 0 0 0 0
Knowledge of Educational

Philosophies and Goals 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Professional Collegiality 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Extent of Coverage

Extensive

GI Partial

0 Very limited

0 Not at all
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ble for only travel expenses and the cost of any substitute teachers. When California isready to identify the most suitable approach (or combination of approaches) to assess-ment, an important step will be to design a cost-effective method of administration thatthe technical quality of the aidproach.

Next Steps in Designing a System of Teacher Assessments

The construction of a system of assessment for teachers has two major compo-nents: the selection of assessment instruments and the design of an assessment systemusing these instruments. In this section, ways in which future pilot tests for the Califor-nia New Teacher Project can be used to inform eooices of assessment instruments arediscussed, then some major decisions to be made in connection with the design of anassessment system are identified.

Future Pilot Tests

The final two years of the three-year California New Teacher Project includeplans for the development and pilot testing of assessments which exemplify approachesother than those discussed in this report. Assessment approaches to be pilot tested inthe spring of 1990 include: constructed written responses, structured simulations, analy-sis of videotapes, and portfolio review. The subject areas to be assessed will includesecondary English, secondary science, and elementary teaching. In addition, the Intera-gency Task Force plans to commission the development of additional assessments asneeded for the pilot study. These two years of pilot testing provide opportunities forexploring issues related to evaluating assessments. Given budgetary and time con-straints, issues must be carefully chosen, since not all can be explored. The issues dis-cussed below are only a representative rather than an exhaustive list, but include whatwe believe
8

to be major questions unanswered by this initial round of pilot testing in199.

o Development of scoring. In the development of instruments, it is
important that issues of scoring be considered at an early stage. No
instrument should be pilot tested until it has been subjected to a small-
scale administration (with as few as two or three teachers) to see thatthe stimulus materials, questions, or tasks are eliciting scorable re-
sponses. Once this stage is accomplished, the larger pilot study canconcentrate on ascertaining how the various subparts form either asingle construct or separate factors, how they correlate between raters,and how to set passing scores both at the initial and later stages ofadministration.

o Commissioning assessments in different subjects. The piloting of differ-ent assessment approaches and assessments that measure the ability toteach different subjects provides an opportunity not only to evaluate theability of ass3ssment approaches to measure teaching skills in a varietyof subjects but also to deepen our knowledge about teaching skills.
Estimates of the ability of specific assessment irxtruments and ap-
proaches to evaluate teaching skills in a variety of subjects can be facili-
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tated by explicitly identifying similarities and differences between teach-
ing skills in various subjects. For example, noncognitive skills including
esthetic, aural, and physical abilities play a greater role M teaching the
arts, foreign language, and physical eciucation than in mathematics,
social studies, reading, English., or science. It is likely that teachers of
the former set of subjects need some skills that are not required by
teachers of the latter set of subjects. The development of an assess-
ment of middle school teaching could also assist m the identification of
differences in teaching skills required at various grade levels. Addition-
al skills identified in the research literature can guide assessment de-
velopers as they construct the assessments; it is possible that other skills
will loe identified during the course of the development and analysis of
specific assessment instruments.

o Greater of teaching experience in sample. Evaluating the appro-
priatenesrsacnrparticular assessment instruments and assessment ap-
proaches for beginning teachers can be informed by including student
teachers, beginning teachers, and more experienced teachers in the
.ample of teachers participating in the pilot tests. Systematic group
differences in performance can facilitate the identification of stages in
the development of specific competencies, and can guide the choice of
both assessment approach and the time when it is administered.

o Multiple assessment of teachers. Although we relied on our experience
from the administration and analysis of assessment instruments as a
basis for evaluating assessment approaches, assessing the same teachers
with different instruments would provide more explicit data, especially
for the comparison of assessment approaches. For instance, teachers
could be observed with the CCI and participate in an additional assess-
ment addressing the subject taught in the lesson observed. This design
would increase our ability to assess the extent to which different as-
sessments provide supplementary and complementary information. We
could identify tradeoffs when one assessment instrument is chosen over
another, and redundancies if more than one is used. In the absence of
a general measure of teaching ability, these comparisons would also
contribute information about the validity of the measurement of teach-
ing skills that are assessed by more than one instrument.

o Ability to teach diverse students. In 2989 v e found that no instrument
provided a good model for assessing competencies related to the teach-
ing of diverse students. Assessment instruments that have been com-
missioned by the California New Teacher Project for Spring 1990 pilot
testing include an emphasis on the teaching of diverse students, an issue
of increasing importance to California educators. The evaluation of the
success of assessment instruments in addressing this issue can guide the
identification of the next steps to take and pitfalls to avoid in building
this component into all assessments.

o Content review. Prior to adoption, all assessment instruments should
undergo review of teaching skills and subject matter content by Califor-
nia teachers, teacher educators, subject matter specialists, and experts in

8.9
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rformance assesstudnt. Although all instruments commissioned by the
ornia New Teacher Project have included some review by groups ofalifoirda educators, a wider review is needed to assess congruence with

current research and professional norms.

Issues in Design cof an Assessment System

As the previous discussion in this chapter has indicated, the utility of assessmentapproaches and instruments cannot be evaluated apart from their purpose. The designof an assessment system includes prerequisite decisions about the purpose of assessment,which then guide the selection of assessment instruments. We end this chapter by iden-tifying what we see as the major decisions guiding the selection of instruments for use ina systcm of assessment of teachers.

o Assessment focus. Perhaps the most crucial issue is to decide what
competencies are to be used as screens at particular stages of teacher
preparation and teaching. Currently, prospective California teachers arerequired to demonstrate basic reading, writing and mathematical skillsand subject matter competenct to obtain a teaching credential. Deci-sions about requiring passage of some type of performance assessmentwill depend upon the relative priorities assigned to specific teachingskills, as wel as on assumptions about the degree to which these skillsare likely to be developed in the beginning years of teaching.

o Breadth of assessment. Another issue concerns how to address the
multiple grades, subjects/topics, and contexts which are covered by aspecific teaching credential. The multiple subjects credential perhapsrepresents the most difficult case, because it covers the broadest rangeof subjects and grade levels. To what degree should a range of grades,
subjects/topics and contexts be sampled to provide sufficient assuranceof the competence of the teacher candidate to instruct effectively in allareas covered by the credential? How should a candidate's experience
teaching at specific topics to specific groups of students be utilized?
What should be the relative degree of emphasis between breadth ofsamplirg and the depth of knowledge gained from experience?

o Flexibility of Assessment System. Since a multi-stage, multi-year creden-tialing system is envisioned, and since different teachers develop atdifferent speeds, the extent of flexibility of an assessment system shouldalso be considered. Should only candidates with scores near the passing
threshold have to take more complex tests? Could candidates be al-
lowed to compensate for weaknesses in some areas through strengths inother areas, providing that some minimal competence has been demon-
strated in the weaker antas? If so, what would be required of aff
candidates and where should such minimal thresholds be placed?

o Coordination with professional development To what extent should
credentialing decisions and professional development be coordinated?
The most expensive assessments also tend to provide t1-1, best guidance
for training activities to improve teaching. Several states provide pro-
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fessional development for candidates who fail their first performance
assessment, providing they are rehired by their employing district. The
use of information from credentialing assessments for staff development
might justify the greater expense of those assessments which provide
more mformatica

o Interagency involvement Another decision concerm the role of state,
regional, and local agencies in the credentialing process. The adminis-
tration of assessments could range from a highly centralized program
with professional assessors selected and trained by the Commission on
Teacher Credentialing to a program resembling the current system of
credentialing teachers, in which assessments are regionally administered
by institutions of higher education following guidelines established by
the Commission. In Connecticut, teachers, teacher educators, and state
agency staff who are trained by the state and provided release time by
their employing organizations to administer the CCI. Other variations
are possible. One example is that the CTC could develop and oversee
the implementation of an assessment system through a decentralized
network of agencies, including universities, county offices of education,
and school districts. Options such as these need to be outlined, broadly
discussed, and used to evaluate the various assessment options and
designs.

o Funding Another significant decision to be discussed concerns funding.
Given that teaching is a relatively low-paying profession and that an
increase in the supply of teachers is needed for the foreseeable future,
it is unlikely that new teachers could be expected to bear the full cost
of the new assessment approaches. Even apart from fees tharged, new
teachers would incur opportunity costs in terms of time spent preparing
for and participating in the new assessments. If assessment approaches
which lend themselves to centralized administration were chosen, then
rural teachers who live far from assessment sites would not only spend
greater amounts of time traveling to the assessment site, but would also
incur additional expenses for travel and perhaps overnigat lodging.

While there is a great potential for performance-based assessments to highlight
and strengthen the knowledge P'-1 skills that teachers should possess, it is not clear how
to balance increasing standards and the increasing needs for teachers from diverse
backgrounds who might be the least able to aftbrd more costly assessments. Options
need to be outlihed which will provide alternative ways of balancing these concerns.

The choice of assessment approaches and the design of a system of teacher as-
sessment are conditioned by a series of decisions concerning t!'e purpose of the assess-
ments. For this reason, we have not identified the one best assessment approach or the
best design for an assessment system. Instead, we have summarized what was learned
from the pilot testing of three specific assessment approaches, suggested issues that
could be explored with the next round of develop.ing and pilot testing assessment in-
struments, and outlined issues which should be considered before selecting one or more
assessment approaches for use in credentialing decisions.
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We see a igeat opportunity during the next two years to use activities planneci for
the CNTP to identify knowledge, options, benefits and costs for strengthening teacher
assessment and azdentialing. First, the alternative approaches that have been commis-sioned by the state agencies for piloting in the second year of the project give promise
of high validity with respect to representing authentic teaching behaviors. Second, thepilot testing of a variety o'. assessment approaches can contribute to the identificationand discussion about the various ways in which these assessments might be used suchthat they: (1) reflect state-of-the-art knowledge in the areas of curriculum, pedagogy,
and the teaclnng of diverse student populations; (2) support and direct teacher prepara-tion and staff development programs by highlighting important and critical knowledge
and skills; (3) reflect the complexity of teaching, thus increasing its attractiveness and
professionalization; and (4) help attract, rather than discourage, the strongest and most
diverse teacher candidates. Finally, information from the pilot tests can help develop
alternative funding mechanisms that will not be unduly burdensome to teachers or localor state agencies.
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APPENDIX A: SSI-SM RELIAMLITY

Two types of reliability were examined: inter-rater consistency and internal con-
sistency. Analyses wer-, conducted on a subset of the assessment sample consisting of
the ten teachers whose data were available. Due to this very small sample size, these
analyses can be interpreted as exploratory investigations only.

Item Aggregation

Six groups of tests were cleated. Each group was based on a different level of
aggreption of the 20 (two topics by two tasks by five indicators) items. Group 1 (Total
Test) :ncorporated all 20 items into one test. Group 2 (Topic) separately incorporated
the ten task-by-indicator items for e *ch topic into two task level tests. Similarly, Group
3 (Task) separately combined the ten topic-by-indicator items for each task into two task
level tests. Group 4 (Topic by Task) incorporated the five indicator items into four
topic-by-task level tests. Group 5 (Indicators) combined the four topic-by-task items into
five indicator level tests. Finally, Group 6 (Topic by Task by Indicators) combined each
pair of topic items into ten task-by-indicator level tests.

Inter-rater Consistency

The primary analyses fot evaluation of the inter-rater consistency of the tests are
presented in Table 1. These consisted of calculating item means for each test separately
fix the first and second raters on that test (R1, R2) and for the averages from the twr
sets of ratings (RS). Additionally, inter-rater correlation coefficients between raters are
presented for each test. The differences between item means across raters are uniform-
ly small for all levels of test aggregation, indicating that different raters were employing
similar standards within items for all item aggregations. The inter-rater correlations are
mostly moderate. The correlat5on for the full test is .60. For other tests the correlations
cluster around this level, with those tests having fewer items showing more variation
among correlations.

As part of the pilot assessment administration, all pairs of raters were instructed
to discuss their ratings foreach indicator after the initial rating was made and try to
reach a consensus. Whether or not they were able to reach a consensus, they then each
made the rating again after considering any new information derived from the discussion.
This process resulted in a duplicate set of ratings for all teachers. The anaiyses were
repeated on these consensus ratings, and are summarized in Table 2. Here the small
between-rater differences become even smaller and in most cases disappear, and the
inter-rater correlations, with one exception, approach unity for all tests. These results
indicate that the raters were able to reach or move toward consensus in most ii_stances
as a result of their discussions.

Because each task employed a different pair of raters, it was possible to explore
the effect of reversing rater pairs in the construction of those tests which aggregated
across tasks (groups 1, 2, and 5). As shov a in Table 3, these reversals had little
effect on item means, but substantially increased the inter-rater correlations. This
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TABLE 1

MEAN ITEM RATINGS, COEFFICIENT ALPHAS, AND INTER-RATER
CORRELATIONS FOR TESTS BASED ON INDICATORS

TEST Ni RI

MEAN ITEM
RATING

R2 RS RI

COEFFICIENT
ALPHA

R2 RS

INTR
RATR
CORR

T1 (All items) 20 1.9 1.8 1 8 .85 .88 .87 .

T2A (Topic 1) 10 2.1 2.0 2.0 .89 . 9 .88 .56
T2B (Topic 2) 10 1.7 1.7 1.7 .72 .79 .77 .70

T3A (Task 1) 10 1.8 1.7 1.7 .90 .92 .92 .66
T38 (Task 3) 10 2.0 2.0 2.0 .59 .83 .77 .59

T4A (Tpc 1, Tsk 1) 5 1.9 1.6 1.7 .95 .91 .95 .57
T4B (Tpc 1, Tsk 3) 5 2.2 2.3 2.:: .89 .72 .84 .33
T4C (Tpc 2, Tsk 1) 5 1.7 1.7 1.7 .86 .81 .87 .70
T4D (Tpc 2, Tsk 3) 5 1.7 1.6 1.7 .87 .83 .87 .76

T5A (Indicator 1) 4 2.0 2.0 2.0 .25 .69 .59 .6..
T5B (Indicator 2) 4 2.0 2.0 2.0 .38 .51 .41 .56
T5C (Indicator 3) 4 2.1 2.0 2.1 .25 .20 .19 .39
T5D (indicator 5) 4 1.5 1.5 1.5 .55 .64 .66 .69
T5E (Indicator 6) 4 1.7 1.7 1.7 .31 .78 .54 .32

T6A (Tsk 1, Ind 1) 2 1.8 1.8 1.8 .17 .88 .86 .63
T6B (Tsk 1, Ind 2) 2 2.2 2.0 2.1 .45 .54 .42 .54
T6C (Tsk 1, hid 3) 2 2.0 1.8 1.9 .32 .86 .62 .49
T6D (Tsk 1, hid 5) 2 1.6 1.5 1.6 .75 .70 .80 .88
T6E (Tsk 1, Ind 1) 2 1.4 1.4 1.4 .64 .71 .66 .51
T6F (Tsk 3, Ind 6) 2 2.2 2.2 2.2 .64 .73 .36 .74
T60 (Tsk 3, lad 2) 2 1.9 1.9 1.9 .11 .62 .38 .63
T6H (Tsk 3, Ind 3) 2 2.3 2.3 2.3 .48 .28 0 .48
T61 (Tsk 3, Ind 5) 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 .16 .60 .34 0
Ted (Tsk 3, Ind 6) 2 2.0 2. ' 2.0 0 .7 i 0 .12
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TABLE 2

MEAN ITEM RATINGS, COEFFICIENT ALPHAS, AND 1NTER-RATER
CORRELATIONS FOR TESTS BAS2D ON CONSENSUS INDICATORS

TEST Ni RI

MEAN ITEM
RATING

R2 RS RI

COEFFICIENT
ALPHA

R2 RS

DITR
RATR
CORR

T1 (All items) 20 1.9 1.8 1.9 .85 .86 .86 .99

T2A (Topic 1) 10 2.0 2.0 2.0 .85 .86 .86 .98
T2B (Topic 2) 10 L7 1.7 1.7 .74 .75 .75 1.00

T3A (Task 1) 10 1.7 -7 1.7 .91 .90 .91 1.00
T3B (Task 3) 10 2.0 2.0 2.0 .68 .78 .75 .99

TV, (Tpc 1, Tsk 1) 5 1.8 1.8 1.8 .90 .90 .90 1.00
T4F (Tpc 1, Tsk 3) 5 2.3 2.3 2.3 .£11 .82 .83 .95
T4C (Tpc 2, Tsk 1) 5 1.6 1.6 1.6 .84 .85 .85 .99
T4D (Tpc 2, Tsk 3) 5 1.7 1.7 1.7 .81. .82 .82 1.00

T5A (Consensus 1) 4 2.0 2.0 2.0 .33 .38 .36 .98
T5B (Consensus 2) 4 2.0 2.0 2.0 .38 .37 .38 .99
T5C (Consensus 3) 4 2.0 2.0 2.0 .37 .37 .37 1.00
T5D (Consensus 5) 4 1.6 1.5 1.5 .52 .42 .48 .99
T5E (Consensus 6) 4 1.7 1.7 1.7 .30 .62 .54 .88

T6A (Tsk 1, Con 1) 2 1.7 1.7 1.7 .58 .58 .58 1.00
T6B (Tsk 1, Coil 2) 2 2.2 2.1 2.1 .40 .42 .42 .95
T6C (Tsk 1, Con 3) 2 1.8 1.8 1.8 .77 .77 .77 1.00
T6D (Tsk 1, Con 5) 2 1.5 1.5 1.5 .77 .63 .72 .99
T6E (Tsk I, Con 6) 2 1.4 1.4 1.4 .86 .86 .86 1.00
T6F (Tsk 3, Con 1) 2 2.3 2.2 2.2 .44 .49 .47 .97
T6G (Tsk 3, Con 2) 2 1.9 1.9 1.9 .27 .27 .27 1.00
T6H (Tsk 3, Con 3) 2 2.3 2.3 2.3 .43 .43 .43 1.00
T6I (Tsk 3, Con 5) 2 1.6 1.6 1.6 .53 .53 .53 1.00
T6J (Tsk 3, Con 6) 2 2.0 2.1 2.0 0 0 0 .27
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TABLE 3

MEAN ITEM RATINGS, COEFFICIENT ALPHAS, AND INTER-RATER
CORRELATIONS FOR TESTS BASED ON INDICATORS, RATER COMBINATIONS REVERSED

TEST Ni R12

MEAN ITEM
RATING

R21 R12

COEFFICIENT
ALPHA

R21

INTR
RATR
CORR

T1 (All items) 20 1.9 1. 8 .85 .82 .80

T2A (Topic 1) 10 2.1 1.9 .89 .76 .62T2B (Topic 2) 10 1.7 1.7 .67 .81 .72

T3A (Task 1) 10
T3B (Task 3) 10

TA (Tpc 1, Tsk 1) 5
T4B (Tpc 1, Tsk 3) 5
T4C (Tr, 2, Tsk 1) 5

T4D (Tpc 2, Tsk 3) 5

T5A (Indicator 1) 4 2.0 2.0 39 .39 .841 .13 (Indicator 2) 4 2.0 1.9 .36 .40 .69T5C (Inaicator 3) 4 2.1 2.0 .18 0 .57
T5D (Indicator 5) 4 1.6 1.5 .71 .31 .76T5E (Indicator 6) 4 1.7 1.7 .63 0 .80

T6A (Tsk 1, Ind 1) 2
T6B (Tsk 1, bid 2) 2
T6C (Tsk 1, bad 3) 2
T6D (Tsk 1, Ind 5) 2
T6E (Tsk 1, Ind 6) 2
T6F (Tsk 3, Ind 1) 2
T6G (Tsk 3, Ind 2) 2

T6H (Tsk 3, Ind 3) 2

T6I (Tak 3, Inc; 5) 2
T6J (Tsk 3, Ind 6) 2
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suggests that the level of agreement between rater pairs is partially dependent upon the
individual raters employed. With a larger sample size, however, it is possible that inter-
rater correlations would be more similar between different rater pairs.

Internal Consistency

Coefficient alphas also are presemed in Table 1. These are similarly moderate to
high, mostly from the high seventies to the mid-nineties, for aggregations across all
items; across tasks and indicators; across topics and indicators; and across indicators.
For aggregations across topic and task and across topic only, where fewer items are
available to aggregate, the alphas are much smaller end less stable, with many falling
below .5. These results might suggest that neither topic/task nor topic are not appropri-
ate levels for aggregation, or alternatively, could reskit primarily from the small res. To
investigate this second possibility we used the Spearman Brown method to estimate
alphas for tests of equal test length (n=10) at all aggregations. These are presented in
Table 4. Here the alphas for the task/level aggregation (group 5) still are unacceptably
low, but those for the topic level aggregation (group 6) appear to have risen to sufficient
levels. Caution is required, however, in interpreting results of estimations for longer
tests based on two item tests as it is unlikely that eight additional items would be suffi-
ciently similar to the first two to meet the assumptions of the adjustment procedure.
This, combined with the small sample, make these results very exploratory. With that
warning in mind, it seems that these data justify aggregations across all items; across
tasks and indicators; across topics and indicators; and across indicators. Aggregation
across topics and tasks is contraindicated, while aggregation across topics alone is mar-
ginally supported.

TFIgc 2 shows that consensus ratings had little effect on internal consistency for
most tests; while Table 3 similarly indicates little effect on the alphas of reversing ratet
pairs.

Dichotomization

A final set of analyses was performed to investigate the effect on inter-rater and
internal consistencies of dichotomizing the items into sufficient/not-sufficient (1,0) rat-
ings. These are presented in Table 5. Dichotomization seemed to have little effect on
inter-rater consistency, except among the correlations for the two and four item tests.
These tended to be lowered somewhat, with a tew increasing instead. The alphas also
stayed similar for the larger tests, while both increasing and decreasing for the smaller
tests Overall, these results suggest that the dichotomizea ratings and the original four
point ratings are equivalently reliable.
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TABLE 4

ADJUSTED COEFFICEENT ALPHAS BASED ON INDICATORS, ESTIMATED
FOR EQUAL TEST LENGTHS OF 10 ITEMS

TEST Ni

COEFFICIENT ALPHA

RI R2. RS NI

ADJUSTED

COEFFICIENT
ALPHA

R1 R2 RS

TI (All items) 20 .85 .88 .87 10 .74 .79 .77

T2A (Topic 1) 10 .89 .79 .88 10 .89 .79 .88
T2B (Topic 2) 10 .72 .79 .77 10 .72 .79 .77

T3A (Task 1) 10 .90 .92 .92 10 .90 .92 .92
T38 (Task 3) 10 .59 .83 .77 10 .59 .83 .77

T4A (Tpc 1, Tsk 1) 5 .95 .91 .95 10 .97 .95 .97
T4B (Tpc 1, Tsk 3) 5 .89 .72 .84 10 .94 .84 .91
T4C (Tpc 2, Tsk 1) 5 .86 .81 .87 10 .92 .90 .93
T4D (Tpc 2, Tsk 3) 5 .87 .83 R7 10 .93 .91 .93

T5A (Indicator 1) 4 .25 .69 .59 10 .45 .85 .78
T5B (Indicator 2) 4 .38 .51 .41 10 .61 .72 .63
T5C (Indicator 3) 4 .25 .20 .19 10 .45 .38 .37
T5D (Indicator 5) 4 .55 .64 .66 10 .75 .82 .83
T5E (Indicator 6) 4 .31 .77 .54 10 .53 .89 .75

T6A (Tsk 1, Ind 1) 2 .17 .88 .86 10 .51 .97 .97
T6B (Tsk 1, Ind 2) 2 .45 .54 .42 10 .80 .85 .78
T6C (Tsk 1, Ind 3) 2 .32 .86 .62 10 .70 .97 .89
T6D (Tsk 1, Ind 5) 2 .75 .70 .80 10 .94 .92 .95
T6E (Tsk 1, Ind 6) 2 .64 .71 .66 10 .90 .92 .91
T6F (Tsk 3, Ind 1) 2 .64 ., .36 10 .90 .93 .74
T6G (Tsk 3, Ind 2) 2 .12 .62 .38 10 .41 .89 .75
T6H (Tsk 3, Ind 3) 2 .48 .28 0 10 .82 .66 0
T6I (Tsk 3, Ind 5) 2 .16 .60 .34 10 .49 .88 .72
T6I (Tsk 3, Ind 6) 2 0 .71 0 10 0 .92 0

A.6
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TABLE 5

MEAN ITEM P-VALUES, COEFFICIENT ALPHAS, AND INTER-RATER
CORRELATIONS FOR TESTS BASED ON DICHOTOMIZED INDICATORS

TEST Ni RI

MEAN ITEM
P VALUES

R2 R RI

COEFFICIENT
ALPHA

R2 RS

INTR
RATR
CORR

T1 (All items) 20 .23 .20 .22 .86 .88 .88 .53

T2A (Topic 1) 10 .27 .25 .26 .88 .83 .89 .56
T2B (Topic 2) 10 .20 .15 .18 .67 .68 .67 .53

T3A (Task 1) 10 .23 .13 .18 .91 .84 .90 .53
T3B (Task 3) 10 .24 .27 .26 .59 .82 .76 .57

T4A (Tpc 1, Tsk 1) 5 .26 .12 .19 .97 .96 .98 ,56
T4B (Tpe 1, Tsk 3) 5 .28 .38 .33 .86 .70 .81 ,38
T4C (Tpc 2, Tsk 1) 5 .20 .14 .17 .91 .13 .81 .61
T4D (Tpc 2, Tsk 3) 5 .20 .16 .18 .75 .82 .82 ,82

T5A (Indicator 1) 4 .25 .22 .24 .51 .73 .67 .45
T5B (Indicator 2) 4 .25 .20 .23 .35 .32 .24 .34
T5C (Indicator 3) 4 .35 .32 .34 0 .51 .32 .48
T5D (Indicator 5) 4 .13 .10 .11 .81 .34 .77 .98
T5E (Indicator 6) 4 .20 .15 .18 .32 .75 .49 .40

T6A (Tsk 1, Ind 1) 2 .20 .15 .18 .55 .78 .93 .42
T6B (Tsk 1, Ind 2) 2 .30 .15 .23 .09 0 0 .39
T6C (Tsk 1, Ind 3) 2 .30 .20 .25 .09 .64 .53 .36
T6D (Tsk 1, Ind 5) 2 .20 .10 .15 .64 0 .46 .83
'I'6E (Tsk 1, Ind 6) 2 .15 .05 .10 .78 ? .44 .36
T6F (Tsk 3, Ind 1) 2 .30 .30 .30 .09 .69 .55 ,64
T6G (Tsk 3, Ind 2) 2 .20 .25 .23 0 .53 .09 .30
T6H (Tsk 3, Ind 3) 2 .40 .45 .43 0 .16 .00 .67
T6I (Tsk 3, Ind 5) 2 .05 .10 .08 ? ? ? .67
T63 (Tsk 3, Ind 6) 2 .25 .25 .25 0 .53 0 .15

A.7
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APPENDIX B:

SSI-13/4 SCORMG MATERIAIS

Candidate: Scored by:

Scoring Form
Lesson Planning: Fractions

I. Components of the Lesson

a) The lesson on simplifying fractions
1. student activity
2. more than one representation of the content
3. candidate's mathematical accuracy
4. development of major idea: simplifying fractions

Score:

b) The 3 lesson sequence
5. emphasis on factoring
6. flow of the three lesson sequence
7. amount of practice in simplifying fractions

(Also consider the teacher's response to the question
about the homework that s/he would assiged.)

c) Beginning of the lesson
8. clear introduction to simplifying fractions
9. ability to motivate students

d) Important features
10. factoring or greatest common factor
11. what simplifying means
12. one other idea related to simplifying fractions

e) Difficult features
13. knowing when the simplification is complete
14. finding factors or greatest common factor

IL Section Three: STUDENTS

a) Prior student knowledge

15. division, general concept of fractions,
16. factoring, and/or equivalent fractions
17. (3 out of this list of 4)

B.1
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TM VulNr71.mg

a) 4/20 = 1/5

18. appropriateness of response to student
19. use of alternative representation(s)

b) 8/18 divided by 4/4

20. appropriateness of response to student

B.2
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TS: FRACTIONS p.1

Candidate Scorer Score

Topic Sequencing: Fractions
SCORING FORM

Based on the candidate's responses to the questions in parts A
through D rate tLe following categories:

RECORD TEE CANDIDATE'B SORT:

* Candidate is able to accurately define:
1. FRS
2. LCM
3. TFA & TFO
4. cm
5. the other 12 concepts

w Candidate accurately perceives tne significance of to
the overall topic of fractions:

6. LCM

7. CM

8. The candidate makes appropriate analogies (or
accurate and understandable explanations) for the fraction
concepts.

9. The candidate provides an appropriate explanation
for why common denominators are neednd for addition and
subtraction.

10. The candidate addresses conceptual understandings
in the card sort, especially when discussing multiplication of
fractions.

11. Candidate, at some point in the interview, gives
specific attention to the concept oi oxactions.

12. If the candidate cnooses delete or add a topic,
s/he provides either a pedagogical or wathematioal justification.

B.3
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TS: FRACTIONS p.2

Based on ths candidate's responses to the questions in part E
rate.the following questions:

RECORD THE aANDIDATEIB BORT:

13. Candidate provides a good rationale for their
distinction of difficult concepts.

14. SUBTRACTION OF MIXED NUMBERS WITH REGROUPING
(SMR) is among the top two most difficult topics.

B.4
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Candidate Scorer score

Topic Sequencing: Ratios
SCORING FORM

Based on the candidate's responses to the questions in parts'A
through D rate the following categories:

RECORD THE CANDIDATE'S SORT:

* Candidate is able to accurately define:

1. FRACTIONS AS A REGION/SET (FRS)
2. RATIO (RA)
3. PROPORTION (PR)
4. the other 14 concepts

* Candidate accurately perceives the significance of to
the overall topic of ratios:

5. COMPARISON OF NUMBERS (CN)
6. SCALE DRAWINGS (SD)
7. FINDING THE PERCENT OF A NUMBER (PN)

8. Candidate understands the relationship between
propertions and equal ratios.

9. The candidate makes appropriate analogies (oraccurate and understandable explanations) for the ratio concepts.

10. Candidate, at some point in the card sort, givesspecific attention to the concept ot ratios.

11. If candidate chooses to delate or add a topic,
s/hs provides either a pedagogical or mathematical justification.

B.5
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TS: Ratios p.2
Based on the

candidate'v_mmumm_tg_tba_gligatigna_ka_jamrt_Erate tho following auestions;

RECORD THE CANDIDATE'S SOUL

12. Candidate provides a good rationale for theirdistinction of difficult concepts.

13. CONVMRTING FRACTIONS TO DECIMALS (FD) is amongthe top four mc,st difficult topics.

14. Candidate demonstrates that conversion ofdecimals to fractions (DF) involves the determination of whetheror not to reduce the fraction.

B.6
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Candidate Scorer Score

'Gozin1:ALLMAth2d

Scoring Form
Shortcuts

A. Identifies the shortcut's strengths. (only for a
yes answer to #1)

B. Identifies the shortcut's limitations.

C. The candidate provides a suitable justification for
teaching or not teaching the shortcut.

D. Candidate describes appropriate ways to facilitate
proper use of this method.

E. Candidate describes good alternativtas/complements
for teaching the salae idea that is incorporated in
the shortcut.

F. The candidate provides a mathematical rationale
for why the shortcut does or does not work.

G. The candidate properly identifies whether or not
the shortcut always works.

H. The candidate properly identifies the mathematical
concepts that are embedded in the shortcut.

AVERAGE SCORE FOR THE 'Gozinta' Method

8.7
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Scoring Form: Shortcuts
(Page 2)

'1-2-3' Shortcut

A. Identifies the shortcut's strengths. (only for ayes answer to #1)

B. Identifies the shortcut's limitations.

C. The candidate provides a suitable justification forteaching or not teaching the shortcut.

D. Candidate describes appropriate ways to facilitateproper use of this method.

E. Candidate describes good alternatives/complements
for teaching the same idea that is incorporated inthe shortcut.

F. The candidate provides a mathematical rationalefor why the shortcut does or does not work.

G. The candidate properly identifies whether or notthe shortcut always works.

H. The candidate properly identifies the mathematicalconcepts that are embedded in the shortcut.

AVERAGE SCORE FOR THE 'Gozinta' Method

AVERAGE SCORE FOR THE '1-2-31 Method

Final Score for the shortcuts exercise

B.8
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Candidate Scorer Score

SCORING PORN
Lesson Planning: Ratios

I. C01122nents of the lgAME

a) The lesson percents and fractions
1. student activity
2. candidate's mathematical accuracy
3. development of major idea(s): %s and fractions
4. candidate's discussion of content attends to both

procedures and conception

b) The 3 lesson sequence
5. emphasis on the mechanisms of conversion
6. flow of the three lesson sequence
7. amount of student practice (Also consider the

teacher's response to the question about the homework that s/he
would assign.)

c) Beginning of the lesson
8. clear introduction
9. ability to motivate students

d) Important/difficult features
10. simplification of fractions to lowest terms
11. percent signifies an amount out of 100
12. The same number can be expressed as both a

fraction and a percent. Percents can be equal to fractions -even though they look different.

II. Section Three; STUDENTS

a) Prior student knowledge
13. division, fractions, percents,
14. factoring, equivalent fractions,
15. and/or simplest form
16. (4 out of this list of 6)

III. VIGNETTES

17. appropriateness for students

b) student converts 2/50 to 2%

18. appropriateness for students

cl stqdent can't begin_to convert 2/50 into a fraction
19. appropriateness for students

B.9
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APPENDIX C:

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION EXAM CONSTRUCT VALIDITY

The data available for analysis were summary statistics from the Spring, 1989
California pilot test. These consisted of mean item scores (mean p-values) within con-tent area subtests for 462 of the 480 teachers. From these means were calculated de-
scriptive statistics (means, standard deviations, and minimum and maximum values) forthe full group of teachers, as well as for breakdowns by undergraduate major, studentstatus, ethnicity, and gender. Correlations within the full group also were provided
among the six subtests, and between the subtests and grade point average, teaching
status, SAT-Verbal, and SAT-Math.

These data and analyses cannot be used to address important technical issues
such as test reliability, item or subset bias, or content validity. They do offer, however, astarting point for consideration of the construct validity of the test as a whole and of thesix subject area subtests.

Correlations

The correlations among the subtests ranged from .09 (not significant) for Math
with Other Subjects, to .42 (p<.0001) for Math with Pedagogy. The median between-subtest correlation was .27. All subtests, except Other Subjects, correlated significantly(p<.01) with GPA. No test correlated significantly with current teacher status (yes/no),including Pedagogy. SAT-Verbal correlated significantly with Social Studies and pedago-gy, but not with any of the other subtests including Language Arts. SAT-Math
correlated most highly with Pedagogy, and also correlated significantly with Math andScience.

The pattern of correlations suggest that overall competence level makes a rela-tively large contibution to the teachers' performances across all of the subtests. For
example, Math correlates well, as would be expected, with SAT-M and with Science,
however, it correlates even better with Language Arts, Pedagogy, and Social Studies.
Further, Pedagogy is not significantly correlated with teacher status; instead, it correlatesmost highly with Math, LA, and SAT-M. This contraindicates the use of separate sub-test scores, and weakens the inwrpretation of either subtest or full test scores as meas-ures of pedagogical capabilites.

Mean Comparisons

The Other Subjects and Science sub....Ists were the easiest, with mean p-values
across teachers of .74 and .71. The most difficult was Math, with a mean p-value of .66.
Standard deviations ranged between .13 and .19, so that the difference between theeasiest and hardest subtest means was approximately one half of a standard deviation.

The breakdowns by undergraduate major show little interaction between major
and subtest content area in determining mean performance; i.e. the relative order of
performance level is roughly the same across all of the five specific subtest areas, regard-

C.1
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less of the match between major and subtest. The items were most difficult for Educa-tion majors who score lowest on all subtests, including pedagogy. Liberal arts and Eng-lish majors also score relatively low across all subtests. Conversely, business, science,and social studies majors always score above the mean, with science majors highest onMath and Science subtests, social science majors highest on Language Arts, and businessmajor highest on Pedagogy and Social Studies. These results further support the corre-lational evidence against the construct validity of pedagogical interpretations, or use ofseparate subtests.

Analysis of Pedagogy means by student status found sophomores, juniors, andseniors averaging below the mean, and fifth year students, graduate students, and thosenot enrolled at or above the mean; with juniors lowest and those not enrolled highest.
Analyses of the item means by ethnicity reveal whites scoring on average fromhalf to one standard deviation above blacks for all subtests. Asians and Hispanics tendto fall between the two, except that Asians score lowest of all groups on Pedagogy andSocial Science and score as high as the white group on science. Gender differences aresmall, except for males scoring noticeably above females on Science and Social Studiesand slight below on Pedagogy. These differences represent &troup mean differences intest performance within the sample tested. They do not address the question of testbias.

Further Analyses

Further analyses to address test reliability and item bias will require the individualteacher-item data. Once these data are obtained, coefficient alphas should be calculatedto evaluate the internal consistency of the test and subtests,

C,2
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Teacher Empowerment and the Ideology of Professionalism

Distinguishing fact from opinion has been often cited

as a basic skill needed for effective work in social

studies. Social studies methods books outline how teachers

should use sources, such as newspapers, to help students

develop the skill of distinguishing between those statements

based on verifiable information (facts) and those statements

about which reasonable people might differ (opinions)

(Wesley and Wronski 1964; New York State Social Studies

Syllabus 1987). As one methods text stated, "the careful

reader soon senses that he (sic] is often getting a mixture

of facts and opinions. He soon learns to detect the

qualitative adjectives and the emotionally charged words and

to sense when the author is stating opinions and when he is

sticking to the facts" (Wesley and Wronski 1964, 197).

Unfortunately, as you already know, distinguishing

between facts and opinions is Aot usually so simple as

presented in this example. In Hunt and Metcalf's now

classic methods text they note that:

Careful analysis suggest that the distinction commonly

made between judgments of fact and judgments of value

is misleading...The usual distinction conveys the

notion that judgments of fact are divorced from acts of

evaluation; that they are merely true or false

descriptions of a physical reality outside of the

observer--objective, exact, and dependable; and that

3
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judgments of value refer to nothing existent or

substantial...It is misleading to suppose that any such

hard-and-fast distinction can be made between

statements...In one sense all statements a.:.e

evaluative...Even relatively neutral statements may

reflect acts of valuation...It seems likely that all

thought involves the making of valuations--continuous

selection of what is important in relation to one's

ends. (1968, p. 130)

What would a careful analysis of current educational

thought reveal about the valuations behind calls for reforms

such as teacher empowerment and professionalism? By

examining the rhetoric and results of efforts to empower and

professionalize teachers, we might gain insight into how the

language of educational reform functions in both maintaining

and changing power relations. This type of critical

analysis can help us better understand how the ways we

communicate influence and are influenced by the structures

and forces of social institutions, (such as schools,

universities, unions, and school boards). It can also

reveal these processes allowing people to become more

conscious cf them and more able to resist and change them.

The analysis might start with the following statement:

"Efforts to achieve empowerment for teachers, such as shared

decision-making in schools, have been positive steps toward

a professional and autonomous role for teachers in schools."

Is this statement a fact or an opinion?

4
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Answering this question will involved an investigation

of the origins of our ideas about teacher professionalism

and uncovering how these ideas operate to serve particular

social, economic, and political interests--that is,

uncovering the ideology of professionalism. I will attempt

to illustrate how the ideology of professionalism operates

by examining two realms of authority related to schooling:

(a) ogranization--management authority over schools

(characteristically political and social) and (b)

educational authority within the schools (substance matters

such as curriculum content, pedagogy, etc.). I'll begin

with the latter of these realms.

Academic Knowledge and Curricular Control

The recent history of teaching is a history of ever

increasing state intervention in teaching and curriculum

development (Apple 1986). In the 1950's and 1960's

America's educational "crisis" was defined in relation to

the scientific and ideological advances of the Soviet Union.

The schools were defined as a to'll of national power. The

economic, ideological, and military struggle with the Soviet

Union, therefore, hinged on setting the schools straight.

As Michael Apple points out in his book Education and

Power, during this particular era of reform there was

"strong pressure from academics, capital, and the state to

reinstitute academic disciplinary knowledge as the most

'legitimate' content for the schools" (1986, p. 36). As we

all know, the educational "crisis" of the 1950's and 1960's

5
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resulted in the production of a great number of curriculum

programs intended for use in elementary and secondary

schools. It is important to note that these programs were

developed, for the most part, by individuals outside of the

schools. The focus was on producing curriculum materials

that were icademically rigorous, systematic and that left

little room for teacher judgment in their implementation.

In many of these curriculum programs (particularly

those intended for use at the elementary level), everything

a teacher needed was provided, with plans and activities

prespecified. The cost of the curriculum development was

subsidized by the government and the National Defense

Education Act allowed schools to be reimbursed for

purchasing the materials. The new curricula were attractive

because they had been developed by the "experts" and the

cost of purchasing the materials w?.s low. Most schools

purchased the curricula because it seemed illogical not to.

If you are familiar with these curriculum projects

(e.g., High School Geography Project, MACOS, etc.) you know

that they did not have a lasting impact (if any) on the way

social studies was taught in schools. Teachers resisted

these curriculum innovations by teaching the "new math" and

the "new social studies" in the same manner as the old math

and social studies.

The state's role in sponsoring changes in curriculum

and teaching practice in the 1950's and 1960's is important,

however, as an example of how attempts to rationalize
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education have lead to a means-ends argument that ultimately

justifies a reduction in teachers' authority to make

decisions regarding curriculum and pedagogy. Conformity and

standardized practice rather than professionalism and

autonomy are the result of such approaches to curricular

reform.

Our current educational "crisis" and proposals for

fixing the schools in many ways are reflective of the what

occurred 30 years ago. Japan has been substituted for

Soviet Union as the "dark incentive" for restructuring the

schools (Feinberg 1990). The proposals presented in

national reports such-as A Nation At Risk and The Twentieth

Century Fund's Making the Grade once again focus on the

schools as the key to maintaining America's economic and

military superiority. As the National Commission puts it,

"Education is one of the chief engines of a society's

material well-being....Citizens also know in their bones

that the safety of the United States depends principally on

the wit, skill, and spirit of the self-confident people,

today and tomorrow" (p. 17).

What these reports (and more broadly the efforts of the

New Right) represent is an attempt to "intervene 'on the

terrain of ordinary, contradictory common-sense,' to

'interrupt, renovate, and transform in a more systematic

direction' people's practical consciousness" (Apple, 1990,

p. 38). What has been accomplished is a translation of an

economic doctrine into the language of experience, common-

a-,
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sense, and moral imperative; a language that leads to the

loss of control and rationalization of teachers' work.

An example of the current version of this argument may

be helpful. Social studies teaching and curricula are seen

as bland and non-substantive. What is lacking is a fullness

of knowledge, an objective picture of world realities. The

more rapid the pace of change in our world (the more

culturally diverse the nation becomes), the more critical it

is for us to remember and understand the central ideas,

events, people and works that have shaped "our" (white,

middle class, male) society. The former ways of teaching

and curricular control are neither powerful nor efficient

enough for this situation. Teachers aren't sophisticated or

knowledgeable enough, so we must call in a group of

"nationally recognized scholars" to revamp the curriculum

and to develop accountability systems to make certain that

the new curricula actually reach the classrooms (e.g.,

increase in mandated testing at all levels--in Mew York

State an increase from one to six state prepared social

studies tests.

Contradictory consequences can be seen in both past and

current curriculum reform movements. Whether by the

teacher-proof curricula of an earlier era, or by highly

centralized curriculum change with extensive accountability

mechanisms, such as the one in New York Statft, teachers have

been systematically "freed" from making decisions in the

realm of educational authority. By "freeing" teachers of

7
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the responsibility for conceptualizing, planning, and

evaluating the curricula they teach, these movements helped

to ]egitimate new forms of control and greater state

intervention in teaching and curriculum. Technical and

industrial models (that have grown out of Taylorism) have

been used for systematic integration of testing, objectives,

and curriculum; competency-based instruction, prepackaged

curricula, etc. Models that leave little or no rocm for

teachers to exercise autonomous professional judgment about

curriculum or to define and enforce professional standards

of practice.

Intensification. Professionalism. and Teaching

The "reform" zacnanisms that have been briefly outlined

here illustrate how the separation of conception from

execution in teachers' work as had a deskilling/reskilling

effect. When jobs are deskilled, the knowledge that was

controlled and used by workers in carrying out their day to

day lives on their jobs goes somewhere. In its place, new

more routinized techniques are require to complete the job

(reskilling).

In addition to affecting teachers' control of decisions

about curriculum and pedagogy, this process also works to

redefine the organization/management structure of schools.

The process of deskilling/reskilling is one in which the

control of the teaching (labor) process is changed. For

example, skills that teachers have developed has a result of

education and job experience are broken into discreet units
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and redefined into specialized jobs by management (e.g.,

curriculum conceptualization is centralized at the state

level; evaluation is done by standardized tests; resource

room teachers handle remediation; and students are organized

by tracks for teaching). The redefinition and specialization

are done to increase efficiency and control of the labor

process. As a result, teachers' control over timing, over

defining appropriate practices and over criteria used to

indicate acceptable performance is taken over by management

personnel (who are usually separated from the context of the

work). As Apple points out, "deskilling, then, often leads

to the atrophy of valuable skills that workers possessed,

since there is no longer any 'need' for them..." (1986, p.

209).

The increased specialization and routinization of

reskilled jobs is accompanied by intensification--that is,

"more, quicker, faster." Aspects of intensificati'm are

increasingly found in schools dominated by prespecified

curricula, repeated testing, and strict and reductive

accountability systems (Apple 1986). These procedures

aftect the structure of teachers' work by increasing the

amount of time spent on administrative matters and require

them to rely even more heavily on ideas and processes

provided by "experts." For example, increased time spent on

test-taking skills, or drilling students on test items. As

responsibility for creating one's own curriculum decreases,

9
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technical and management concerns become the foremost part

of teachers' work.

Shared or joint decision making, as it currently

operates in schools, is one way in which the realm of

teacher professionalism is strictly defined in order to

place rational limits on areas of teacher involvement. For

example Erlandson and Bifano (1987) state that,

Shared decision making in the school does not mean

indiscriminate involvement of teachers in all

decisions. Their professionalism suggests that they

are best involved in decisions relating to their

expertise. (p. 34)

By strictly redefining and controlling teachers' labor,

the argument can be made that the degree of teachers'

participation in decision making should increase only has

the consequences of the decisions affect a narrowly defined

"area of expertise." In other words, it is only in

decisions of a technical nature that teachers have the most

interest and the most expertise and should be involved (see

Erlandson and Bifano, 1987).

Shared decision making is then construed as a way of

extending and enhancing administrative control over a wider

range of decisional issues. Share decision making increases

the involvement of teachers in limited areas of decision

making, leaving intact and even enhancing th, hierarchical

structure of schools.

10
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It's paradoxical that a situation which has led to the

slow erosion of teachers control over their jobs has been

combined with the rhetoric of increased professionalism.

Professionalism and increased responsibility go hand in

hand, however, in this case teachers find themselves making

more technical/management decisions, working longer hours,

and having less control over the curricula they teach.

So what's the verdict in our exercise to distinguish

fact from opinion in the statement that: "Efforts to

achieve empowerment for teachers, such as "shared decision-

making" in schools, have been positive steps toward a

professional and autonomous role for teachers in schools."

This analysis suggests that Hunt and Metcalf were right.

Even relatively neutral statements reflect acts of

valuation. It is evident that our current conceptions of

teacher professionalism and reform measures taken on the

basis of these conceptions serve specific interests within

education. My suggestion is that the interests served to

this point in the process of "professionalizing" teaching

may not include the teachers themselves. We must not

confuse losses and victories. Teachers have made important

advances toward autonomous professionalism, however it is

important that increased control over predefined

technical/managerial decisions not be equated with increased

professionalism. To be truly autonomous professionals

teachers will have to regain control over the curriculum as

well as school organization issues and develop a much

11



stronger voice in the production of knowledge about

teaching.

1 2
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